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SYNOPSIS
This thesis deals with an important problem of
engineering economics; namely, an economic comparison between
alternating-current and direct-current systems. Of necessity,
certain of the simpler technical aspects of the problem have
been considered, since the optimum solution of any particular
problem must strike a balance between economic benefits and
operating facilities.
The introduction treats of the subject in a gen-
eral way, points out the aims of the thesis, and considers its
relation to a study of business administration.
The first chapter presents the application of the
two systems to various services and illustrates this by consider-
ing four widely different industries.
The second chapter explains some features of the
generation and the distribution of electric energy and emphasizes
in particular the cost of electrical service.
The third chapter deals with transmission problems,
and the direct-current system is given particular attention.
The fourth chapter is a general survey of electric
railway practice in various countries and attempts to explain the
wide diversity of opinion regarding the relative merits of the
two systems.
The bibliography enumerates all books, articles,
and reports which have been consulted in the preparation of the
thesis
.
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INTRODUCTION
SUBJECT MATTER
General. Engineering economics may be defined as that field of
knowledge which is concerned with the economic results of engineering,
and the application of the principles and laws of economics to engin-
eering enterprises,
"Egineering undertakings are with very few exceptions suggested "by
economic desires and are governed by economic requirements. Therefore,
the application of science to every part of an engineering structure
should always he "based on economic grounds^* that is ^ the principles of
design are subordinate to the principles which underlie economic judg-
ment. The engineer's ultimate aim is to accomplish a desired result
at a minimum cost. The desired result depends upon the type of service
wanted. In some fields service is of paramount importance, because the
economic success of the system depends upon reliability and continuity
of service. In such a case service comes first and economy in design
and construction comes second, but it is still seen that ultimate econo-
my is the basic principle.
H LI
Elements of Engineering Bcomomics. To illustrate the multiplicity of pro
blems arising in the economics of engineering enterprises the following
classification may be suggestive:
A. Cost analysis.
1.Principles of accountancy
2. Capital and operating charges
3. Total annual charges
4. Cost per unit
5. Fixed and variable costs
6» Cost balance
b)dl-p.im
• sXqi on.
B. Social - Economic investigations,
I* Statistics of Consumption
2. Traffic analysis
3. Probable future developments
C. Valuation of Property *
1. Purchase or sale
2. Taxation
3. Issuance of securities
4. Adjustment of book values
D. Rate Making.
1. Public ^utilities
2. Common carriers
E. Social - Political Relations
1. Public relationship
2. Regulation
3. Legislation
4* International relations
Scope of Study The present study deals with one problem arising in elec-
trical engineering, namely the relative merits of alternating-current
and direct- current systems considered from an economic and technical
viewpoint. The main thought of the thesis is therefore a comparison of
the two systems pertaining to operation, capital, operating charges and
total annual charges. However, other problems of interest in the econo-
mics of electric service are considered so that all five groups of the
elements of engineering economics are at least mentioned.
The different phases of electric service have been treated as com-
prehensively as possible within the limited space of a thesis. An in-
vestigation is made of the application of alternating- current and dir-
ect-current systems io generation, transformation, transmission, con-
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version and distribution as well as the use of electric power in in-
dustrial and domestic applications and for railway service.
Appropriateness of subject matter . Since nowadays the electrical indus-
try in all its ramifications, such as manufacture
;
generation, dis-
tribution, transportation etc., is perhaps the most important of all in-
dustries > and business enterprises it is singularly appropriate that
such a study ©Mould be undertaken in connection with a study of busi-
ness administration. The electrical industries^ public utilities and
common carriers call for the highest degree of executive ability both
in technical and economic matters. They require experts in both
fields. They call for the foest legal and political services in connect
tion with legislation and regulation and they intimately enter into the
daily life of every person living in a modern community.
The reason why the subject has been somewhat neglected until re-
cently is probably that an intelligent treatment of the subject must
necessarily be undertaken by engineers and they are generally more in-
terested in the development of apparatus and systems andArefinement of
design than in general economics. This has been the natural consequence
of the ever-pressing technical problems confronting engineers and also of-
the specialization required in such work.-"
The appropriateness of content and form will be dealt with later.
Type of study and method of approach The present study is a library
study which requires original investigation in a particular field of
the literature available on the subject, the reviewing and critical e-
valuation of such material and the drawing of conclusions and deductions.
The method to be followed in the preparation of a library study
falls naturally in the following steps: Selection of subject, collec-
tion and arrangement of material and the writing of the thesis.
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I. Selection of subject It is required that the subject shall be in
some special field of business. In general the student*'naturally select*
a field in which he is particualarly interested or in which he has spec-
ial knowledge. This in the •f&T»tt place makes it a pleasure for him to
do the work. In the second place, it enables him to select and criticize
his material and it increases his special knowledge^ inducing him to
further jstudy in the field. In the third place^it may be that his in-
creased knowledge and special study will be of value to him in his busi-
ness connection and^call his employers attention to his interest in the
field and possibly to his ability to deal with and present material of
interest to the employer.
In this particular case the writer has always been interested in
the subject of economics, lis training in engineering made it natural for
him to select the field of engineering economics and as he had been doing
some work in connection with the economics of alternating-current and
direct-current systems applied to a spedial field, the subject matter
more or less presented itself to him.
The writer could have limited himself to the special field mentioned
but as the material available for his use was insufficient because of
the requirements as to length of thesis, the field had to be broadened
and instead of writing on a few phases of electrical engineering the
writer chose to write in a very general way on the economics of practi-
cally all phases where the question of alternating-current versus direct-
current may appear,
2, Collection of material The ne*t step is the collection of mater-
ial. Of course, some source of information must be available to the stu-
dent, from which he must be able to find such material as is applicable
to his thesis and he must be able to understand it and review it intel-
ligently and take such notes as may be of use to him.
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The source of information available to the writer is referred to
at another place. At first a general search was made in library indexes
for material covering the whole subject and the articles found were
read and reviewed in the form of notes or quotations. At this step the
writer acquainted himself with the literature of the specific subjects
and learned to select the most useful publications for the different
parts of his thesis. Later, when each phase of the subject was studied
by itself the latter puklieat-ions were searched and additional ma-
terial was collected.
3. Arrangement of material This step should first be taken when a
subject has been studied as far as the student wishes to go. He should
then arrange his material in an orderly and logical manner and exclude
irrelevant matters. He should try to find connecting points so that
the subject will be presented in a coherent manner.
This phase was undertaken by the writer for one chapter after an-
other when they had been studied sufficiently.
4> Writing of thesis After the procedure outlined above has been
accomplished the final presentation of the material can be done without
much difficulty.
Similarly to the above, each chapter has been written in the final
form when studied sufficiently and only a few additional sections have
later been inserted.
Limits of study Being a library study It limits itself to reference
work already done and published and no attempt has been made to try an
individual and independent treatment of the subjects as this would re-
quire considerably more information than is given in the papers refer-
red to. Furthermore, each particular problem might require extensive
investigation over a great length of time and necessitate the use of
coworkers.

CONTENT
Resume of the field. Electrical energy to-day is available for use
in two forms that differ materially from each other. One is the direct-
current form, the other the ilternat ing- current form.
Electrical energy can "be generated, transmitted, distributed and used
in either form and both forms have technically inherent advantages and dis-
advantages for the different uses of electric service. The relative merits
of these advantages and disadvantages govern the system which shall be used
for any specific purpose and the present study aims to point out these re-
lative merits and to explain why the applications of the systems have chaaged
from time to time and why there is at present such a variance in the prac-
tice of different countries and communities even for the same field of e-
lectric service. A few historical notes may he of interest in this connec-
tion.- In the early days of commercial utilization of electrical energy,
the electricity was generated by small direct-current machines and distri-
buted in the immediate vicinity of the generating station.
In Europe a transmission system was developed using hiph-t ension dir-
ect-current, but three-phase alternating-current was generally used for
distribution. In America Edison developed the three-wire direct-current
system used extensively for distribution, but in recent years a very rapid
development of the alternating-current networks has caused the alternating-
current distribution to take a lead over the direct-current system so that
now only few metropolitan areas are served by direct-current and it is only
a question of time when this will disappear, since large utilities having
direct-current distribution contemplate a gradual change to alternating-
current.
The direct-current transmission system in Europe stagnated more or
less due to the development of the high-tension alternating-current system
which within certain limits has decided economical advantages over the
O BOB J
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former and is iflore flexible for combined transmission and high-tension
distribution. This latter system has very materially aided in the general
adoption of electricity for all power and light purposes.
In America the direct-current transmission system was never intro-
duced but the alternating-current system has had an enormous development
and ^ill most likely prevail in the future.
However, as mo^e remote water-power sites a**e developed, which re-
quire extra long straight transmission it is possible that high-tension
direct-current may be used for such transmission as this system has impor-
tant technical advantages for this type of transmission.
Therefore, in different parts of the world large projects of trans-
mission by direct- current are being studied because by this system there
seems to be a possibility of a material increase in amount of power trans-
mitted without affecting the safety and reliability of operation. The cru-
cial point of this scheme is the generation and transformation of high-
tension direct-current, but as the most recent years have seen important
developments of machinery for such purposes those technical difficulties
may be overcome.
Electrical operation of traction system was first used for street
cars and direct -current was and is still used almost universally. Accumu-
lator locomotives have been tried in Italy for traction over longer dis-
tances, but are now used for traction only in some industrial applications^
In Europe there was developed the single-phase traction system which
was adopted by many countries because of the high tensions which can be
used on the catenary, but other countries adopted the direct6»cu~r ent sys-
tem. In America both systems are used extensively, but it seems as if the
application of high-tension mercur.y-arc power rectifiers may give an impet-
us to the direct-current traction system. However, in no other field of
electric service is there such a confusion of systems and such a contro-
versy of opinion as in the electric traction field.
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For industrial applications the direct-current system served its
purpose very well as long as the plants were comparatively small. Barely
a decade ago the concensus of expert opinion in Europe was largely in
favor of the generation and transmission of direct- current , more espe-
ciallydn view of the requirements of the drives for rolling mills in
steel works or hoisting machinery in all industries. In America the pro-
gress went in the opposite direction, a condition of affairs sufficiently
indicative of the suspicion that the ideal resided as usually in the mean,
Itow the two systems are often operated side "by side, the use of either
system depending upon the character of the service, hut alternating-cur-
rent can at present be used for almost all types of service.
Source of information
It has been of great scalue to the writer in preparing the thesis that
he was able to consult the technical literature of many different coun-
tries. He has corresponded with friends in this country and abroad and
obtained
(continued nexip-aje)

i
valuable reports which are otherwise not easily obtained and the content
of which is not accessible to most Americans. One valuable report is
the one on railway service published by the Norwegian Institute of Engin-
eers (Reference #115). Another is the report on inter-Scandinavian trans-
mission published by a joint Danish-Swedish-Norwegian Commission (Refer-
ence §100 )
The main source of information however, is the United Engineering
Societies Library in New York City, where a great deal of the technical
literature of the world is available for reference. To begin with the
general index was searched for text books and other material. Very lit-
tle was found in this way,, but a few leads to special bibliographies in
various books were obtained. Books are, as a rule, of comparatively
little use for obtaining information on special or recent topics in elec-
trical theory or practice. An exception is a book by Reyneau and Seelye-^
"Economics of Electrical Distribution" (Reference #38); another with a
wealth of cost material and references is H.P. Gillette- "Cost Handbook
of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering" (Reference #/£ ) • For new books
one should consult "book reviews in periodicals.
"By far the most useful single help in a search for information on
electrical subjects is "BSience Abstracts, Section B, Electrical Engin-
eering." This publication gives brief abstracts of the most important
original articles and papers which appear in electrical periodicals thre^A-
out the civilized world. "The Engineering Index"and "Industrial Art
Index" contain titles of important electrical articles. "Infernatiorf^Cat-
alogue of Scientific Literature" goes up to I9I4. Some of the articles
referred to have Valuable special bibliographies. Other sources of com-
plete bibliographies on special subjects are "National Electric Light
Association, Proceeding*" , and "General Electric Review."
l& 'i? ; ui i d xd X£ x o eq e
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National Electrical periodicals are:
1. American Institute of Electrical Engineers, monthly Journal,
annual Transactions
•
2. National Electric Light Association, monthly Bulletin, annual
Proceedings
•
3. Institution of Electrical Engineers, London, monthly Journal,
4. Association Erancaise des Electr iciens
,
Paris, monthly Bulletin.
5. Elefcrotechnische Zeitschrift, Berlin, a weekly.
6. Elettrotecnica, Rome, three times a month.
Other Electrical periodicals
7. Electrical World, New York.
8. The Electrician, London.
9. Electrical Review, London.
i f r
10. La Revue Generale de l !Electricite , Paris.
11.Elektrotechnik und JJSIaschine ftfeatt, Vienna.
Manufacturers' publications Many valuable articles may be found in sudh
periodicals, although some of the information issued has to be taken with
a grain of salt. The best known are?
12* General Electric Review, Schenectady, New York
13.Electric Journal (West inghouse) Pittsburgh, Pa.
14. Bea^ma (British Manufacturers) London
15. A.E.G. Mitteilungen, Berlin
16. Siemens. Be i%schr ift , Berlin
17. B.3.G. Mitteilungen (Brown Boverifo) Switzerland
Those periodicals mentioned do not by any means give a complete list of
electrical periodicals, but they are the most important ones.
For the purpose of the present study the first three were found
extremely valuable, although #1 is rather technical. Also ^4,5,7,8, and
9 contain important data on economics. On special problems #12, 13 and
17 give valuable information.
Amount of work done A perusal of the earlier technical literature will
reveal any amount of technical matters, but very littie economics.
tho i T
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However, lately this latter phase of engineering is attracting consid-
erable attention and one finds regularly in certain types of period-
icals subjects dealing with the economics of all phases of engineering.
The use of accurate annual costs as a basis for determining the most
economical installation goes back to Lord Kelvin. Since then a great
deal has been written on the subject and much valuable information can be
found in the technical literature. But much material has not been pub-
lished, particularly reports submitted by consulting engineers to public
utilities or railroad companies, because these reports cover the present
and future economics of those companies and the information in them is
held strictly confidential, since it may affect the rate making and reg-
ulation from special commissions.
Such reports as that on the adoption of a new system for distribu-
tion cover* the subject in the most thoroughgoing way and embrace both the
technical and economic problems of the particular system. The method fol-
lowed was to study the history of the particular utility for a number of
years back by means of statistics and on the basis of that study to pre-
dict the future for perhaps the next ten years and to make suggestions as
to future extensions and the possible adoption of a new system. This new
system must at least be comparable in reliability to the old system and
therefore an extensive fault analysis is made based on the records in or-
der to find the past reliability of service. To find the probable fu-
ture load a careful load growth study is made for the following ten years
to find the elements of cost of service in the past a detailed allocation
of cost to all the different phases of service is undertaken; to find the
future investment and cost of service an actual lay-out of the future
system is made and an estimate of cost is prepared, assuming that a new
system is substituted and either all new loads or only a certain part
of the new load is taken by the new system, the
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rest being taken toy the old system operating alongside the new system.
In the first case a complete change-over of the present loads to the
new system may also toe considered, but is usually found to involve pro-
ihat
hibitive costs, soAthe method s^uggesittoBdi in some cases is to have the old
and the new system operating together in the same district but preventing
the old and uneconomical system to grow toy encouraging new loads to toe
taken toy the new system and perhaps letting the old system decrease as oM
buildings are torn down and new ones erected, whose loads are taken by the
new system. In other cases it may be suggested to restrict the old sys-
tem to a certain district and let all new areas be served by the new sys-
tem. — Such reports are of the greatest value to the particular utility,
but the results found are not generally applicable to other conditions.
A great deal of investigation covering another field has been made in
the preparation of reports submitted to various governments or railroad
companies concerning the electrification of railways. Such reports make a
general survey of the practise in different countriesA investigate the re-
cords and the desirability of adopting any one of the systems for partic-
ular installations. While it is not possible to generalise from those
reports, because they often come to apposite conclusions, they still give
much valuable information and may serve as a guide for similar investiga-
tions.- When national policies are concerned, for example the unification
ox consolidation of electric utilities or a particular interstate or in-
ternational transmission project, do oonoidorc-d- the various governments in-
volved may appoint special commissions to make exhaustive investigations
of the problems.
The reports from such commissions are sometimes published and furnish
much valuable and interesting information.
Critical evaluation of work done
The reports mentioned above are collected and written by the most
eminent experts in the field on the basis of many years* study and experi-
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ence and usually the material presented is such that only a similar
and parallel investigation involving very considerable work and cost
could be compared to it. These reports are in the highest degree ana-
lytical of the special problem and both as to technics and economics
they "ank verv high. To attempt a critical evaluation of such work
would be impertinent and also impossible for the writer since it would re
quire vastly more experience and knowledge and a much greater availabil-
itv of suitable material than the writer has.
As to other material referred to it may be said that some of it is
of the highest substance, while some of it contains very little meat. The
writer is conscious of his limitations and does not consider it within
his competence to criticize to any great extent the works and articles
referred to. But care has been taken to refer to such works as have ap-
peared in recognized periodicals and have been written by acknowledged ex-
perts and authorities. Even in such cases where the cost data may seem
low, the writer has abstained from making comments because he is in no
position to check up on prices in different countries at different times.
Moreover, no cost data are ouoted for the purpose of being used analy-
tically or for specific problems, but merely for the purpose of illus-
trating methods and principles involved in the solution of such problems.
That a critical evaluation of such material is a matter which re-
auires unusual knowledge and experience is evidenced by the fact that so
very few critical reviews appear in the current literature. Only very
occasionally can they be found, but the writer has, whenever they have
come to his knowledge, referred to them. On the other hand, these criti-
cal reviews emphasize how difficult it is to write on eoonomics in gen-
eral terms.
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Need for the p resent study, its signif icance and alms To the best of the
writer's "knowledge there is no comprehensive general treatment of the
subject although it is of the greatest importance. There is no doubt that
it is difficult to write an exhaustive treatise on all phases of engineer-
ing economics end quite particularly on such a special problem as the pre-
sent one. The difficulty is first the compiling and collecting of statis-
tics, especially authoritative and reliable statistics, relating to engin-
eering enterprises, because the material is usually not published and be-
cause it varies so much.
Another difficulty is that such a study of economics must of necessity
be made b;/ engineers and they are too much tempted to delve into mathemat-
ical methods of approach. This was the case with most articles found in
the current literature and when the authors attempted to write in general
terms on certain problems it was very noticeable how little of value there
was in the articles.
The present problem has not received in the current liter ature^which
its importance would warrant. Cften one finds a phrase like this: "This
subject has caused considerable discussion^ " and then a few passing re-
marks are made on the subject but no reference is given where such a dis-
cussion may be found. The writer has corresponded with several library
search experts, but they could give very little help, writing for example:
"There does not appear to be very much on the subject that is satisfac -
tory.
. . If eventually you do find a satisfactory source of information,
I
shall be very glad to know what it is." Yet, , the significance of a compare
tive study of the economics and operation of alternating-current and dir-
ect-current systems has in recent years become more and more apparent, as
is evidenced by the great amount of money certain utilities spend on such
studies.
The present study therefore aims to point out the relative merits of
the different systems and also to collect a source of information for
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further study of the field. To this end an intensive library search was
undertaken and a rather comprehensive bibiliography collected.
Appropriateness of content The close relationship between technical
and economic problems has already been pointed out. They cannot in fact
be treated separately in practice, because in engineering the technical
and economic aspects of a problem go side by side and play an equally im-
portant role for the success cf the undertaking. But where there is a
choice of more than one possible design which is satisfactory from an elec-
trical standpoint, the decision should be based on a study of the relative
economics of all the alternatives considered. No argument should be re-
quired as to the advisability or rather necessity for the application of
economic principles to engineering design. Engineering should make for
efficiency but there can be no real efficiency unless there also is accom-
plished economy.
In the early days of electrical application the systems were laid out
more or less by rule of thumb methods because of insufficient knowledge of
the technical problems. Economical design was not even considered since
it had not yet been brought to the attention of the engineers. Nowadays
economics play a predominant rdle in engineering design and it may be said
that economical design is the governing factor for all engineering enter-
prises.
In the present paper special emphasis has been laid upon the economic
aspects of the problems, but no comparison would be complete that did not
take into consideration the technical sides of the problems and therefore
the methods of operation are reviewed in some detail.
The objection may be raised that the review of the technical problems
takes up a greater apace than the economic considerations. But it will
almost invariably be found thst even when the discussion is about appar-
ently purely technical matters, an economic consequence always lies behind
it and in the review of methods of operation the underlying thought is
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some economic consideration.
For example, the term efficiency may sound very technical for a
casual reader or it may have lost its real significance for him because
the term has "been overused in all sorts of connections. But an engineer
usually thinks of economy when he speaks of efficiency.
As regards the content in relation to the title it should be brought
out that the main thought of this thesis is the economics of electrical
systems and "A Comparative Study" applies only to those phases where a
comparison between different systems may be made. An effort has been
made to emphasise specifically a direct comparison between alternating-
current and direct-current systems as such, but as several schemes of each
system are practicable end in actual operation, a comparison of different
alt ernating- current and different direct-current s?/-stems must be included
to give a complete picture. Likewise a few other phases of comparative
studies have been included.
Not a techni cal paper That this is by no means a technical paper should
be borne in mind particularly by a technically trained person who may find
that the technical points have been treated superficially and perfunctorily,:
because important technical matters, which in practice may have the great-
est influence upon the economics of the plant, have sometimes been only
touched upon and mentioned more or less in passing.
Most of the problems discussed are very elementary, but the appli-
cation of them is often of fundamental importance for the economical oper-
ation of the system.
Only occasionally has the most elementary mathematical apparatus
been introduced to brine out a special point; otherwise the mathematical
calculations are omitted in the thesis and only the results are listed in
Old
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tabular or graphical form. Very few electrical formulas and connection
diagrams are included as these were felt to be outside the scope of the
thesis, and when a diagram is included it is because a diagram in such
cases is the best and easiest way of explaining a certain thing An a small
space
•
FindingB and results For each problem investigated there is a statement
of findings applied to this particular case. In some cases there are de-
cided advantages in favor of the alternating-current system, in others the
opposite holds true. The main result of the stody is that both systems
have served and still serve their particular fields, and even inside of
these fields there is an overlapping in the application of the systems.
Some countries, because of adopted practice^are in favor of different al-
ternating-current systems whereas others prefer the direct-current sys-tam.
Conclusions and deductions No definite conclusions are arrived at as tfee
broad question of giving preference to any one system can but be determined
by a detailed investigation of any given case covering both engineering
and economic features.
In general it may be said that the alternating-current system is at
the present time the preferred system, but it must be concluded that dir-
ect current is an indispensable supjrjlement to alternating-current, because
it can redress some of the inconveniences of alternating-current in re-
gard to inflexibility in the operation of motors for industrial applica-
tion.
In transmission nrobleras the opposite may be said ^namely; that the
alternating-current system i3 the predominant one because of its flexibil-
ity in operation as regards ease of raising and lowering the pressures and
of combining a long-distance transmission system with a high-voltage dis-
tribution Bystem.
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For distribution there is a strong tendency towards abandoning the
direct-current system and substituting in its stead a low-voltage alter-
nating-current distribution network. It is possible that within thirty
will
years the old Edison system of distr ibutionA naVfi entirely disappeared un-
less some unforeseen developments take place.
For railway service there is the greatest variance of systems. Both
the alternating- current and the direct- current systems are used in many
forms and they all seen) to give satisfactory service.
As to future possibilities and developments a few words may be said.
.
One problem to be solved is the storage of electricity. A means for stor "
ing alternating- current has not yet been found whereas for storing dir-
ect-current in moderate quantities the accumulator is a very simple and
efficient medium. If this could be developed for large amount of power
at low cost it is possible that this mi^h\ give an impetus to a come-back
of direct-current applications where alternating- current has superseded
the direct- current.
The rapid development of the mercury-arc rectifier has given an
impetus to the application of direct- current for railway service and
this will probably be more marked in the future, when the rectifier will
be developed to use still higher voltages, because the direct- current
motor is undoubtedly the superior motor for traction service.
Large amounts of power are now being transmitted over long distances
but future requirements demand a further development. To serve the fut-
ure needs of meteopolitan areas it may be required to deliver concen-
trated loads of a million horsepower to such areas and a large amount of
this may be supplied by remote hydro-electric stations.
The use of high-tension direct- current for extra- long distance trans
mission seems to offer great possibilities in the future, but the ques-
tion is: Will higher voltages for alternating- current , lower frequencies 7
or direct- current be used for transmitting large blocks of power over
long distances?
-[it
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Each phase of the subject and each problem have been treated
separately with an introduction, a main body and conclusions.
The numbers in the footnotes °.re used to indicate the source of
information by reference to the numbered sources in the bibliography.
Occasionally, when reviewing the reports of special commissions, no
reference to page is priven as a general digesttof the complete report
is presented.
In referring to foreign articles no attempt has been made to sub-
situte American money for European money, as this could be very mis-
leading because the price level is so different in the various coun-
tries. Likewise the metric system has been retained when this was
used in the references.
Appropriateness of form. The thesis should be written in such a
form that a casual reader can understand it. Of course, it may be
possible to write any thesis in such a general way and in such general
terms that any layman can understand it, but it is a real difficulty
to convey special information on any subject without using the vocab-
ulary and terminology of the particular field.
Therefore, in the present paper, an understanding of the engin-
eering features of electrical enterprises is assumed, but an endeavor
has been made to write it in as fluent and ordinary a language as is
consistent with the problem and not to use an eoceess of technical terms
and expressions.
•esonoiot©'! ©fit ni
THE VALUE OF THE STUIY
The value of writing a thesis has a twofold significance. First,
the^e is the value of the study to others nnd second, the value to the
student.
As regards the value to others the writer considers the collection
of the bibliography of great importance. It may give a valuable help
in pursuing a further study of a special field. It provides a refer-
ence to some of the material available, but scattered throughout the
current literature ^nd obtainable only by an extensive special search.
The thesis gives a survey of what has been done in the special field
and by calling attention to a great number of outstanding accomplish-
ments it may give a broader outlook and a better understanding of the
features and problems of one of the world's greatest industries. The
thesis also refers to some special reports which are probably not known
in this country and not accessible to most Americans, thereby explain-
ing some peculiar conditions in foreign countries, which may be of in-
terest in this country.
The data on cost should be treated with great cauticn. They are
not included to be used on any other specific project but only serve
the purpose of illustrating a special problem and of explaining why a
certain conclusion has been arrived at for this problem.
Costs of material and labor and methods of construction and opera-
tion vary considerably from one locality to another and for different
periods of time. Any estimate of a general character is at best more
or less misleading when applied to a specific problem. However, the
data referred to may be taken as examples of methods to be followed in
similar investigations. The basic idea of all economical design is
that the total annual charges should be a minimum consistent with good
service.
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The value of the study for* the student is manifold. In the first
place* it will pay a young engineer to "become familiar with methods of
obtaining published information on an electrical topic in a systematic
way and to be fluent in its use early in his professional careefc .
Then when a rush problem comes he will be able to obtain the desired
information within a comparatively short time and with the assurance
f Is
that no important source has been overlooked. To use a library intel-
ligently is net at all a simple and easy task without expert guidance.
Library catalogues are often unsatisfactorily cross-indexed and very
often books are insufficiently indexed.
Next the sii/dent may learn to present his material in an orderly
and logical consequence and to perfect himself in the proficient use
of the English language. He may get valuable knowledge and be induced
to further study of the field, etc.
The best assurance for the student that he has derived some real
benefit from preparing and writing his thesis is that he can say at
the end of his fctudy: "If I should start it all over again how much
better could I nat have done it?"
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CHAPTER 1
APPLICATION OF ALTERNATING- CURRENT
AND DIRECT- CURRENT
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General Por oertui n purposes ; .Iternat ing-current and direct-cur-
rent can be used equally well. In particular is this true where the
heating effect of trie current is desired, such as cooking and heating^
lighting of cartoon and incandescent lamps ; in the last co.se a reser-
vation must oe raa.de regarding the frequency of the alternating-current
,
because below a certain frequency an annoying flickering of tne light
ca.n oe noticed.
Direct-current is essential for such purposes where cheroic a,1 chan-
ges are desired, for examples, in charging storage oatteries or for elec-
troplating purposes. Por other purposes it is oetter such a.s opera -
ting arc lamps because tne efficiency of the arc is lower in the alter-
am
nating- current type; both electrodes are raised to a high temperature,
but neither attains the high temperature of the anode in the direct-cur-
rent arc., Direct-current is also better for tantalum incandescent
lamps which antedated the tungsten .lamp. Alternating-current effects a.
serious crystallization of the tantalum filament so the use of this
type of lamp was practically restricted to direct-current systems. Used
upon alternating-current of 60 cycles its life was only about one quar-
b)
ter of that upon direct-current.
Regarding the operation of tne tungsten filament lamp some differ-
ences on the two systems can oe noticed. On a 60 cycle alternating-cur-
rent supply there is a slightly higher mortality rate coupled with a.
slightly better candle-power maintenance than is experienced when the
lamps are operated upon direct-current • The one effect just counter-
balances the other so that the useful life is not greatly different on
direct-current and on alternating- current systems,
"hl-p.Hso VSI- p. Ms' c)$l-pM/
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It is particularly in the application of elec tric -piptlve power
that the direct-current for certain types of drivers gives mar leer] ad-
vantages, oe cause the direct-current-raotor has a very flexible opera-
'
tion, both in regard^ to adjustable speed in industrial applications
and to variable speed dependent upon the load fieexi/np/dn elevators and
cranes and also where quick acceleration is desired, as in electric
traction. Where uniform unvarying speed is desired the alternating-:
current induction motor gives A oest results.
The direct-current .system has been used a great deal for distribu-
tion principally because of the direct availability of the storage bat-
tery as a reserve aid a load, regulator. Perhaps there has oeen a feel-
ing of greater safety with direct-current for lighting purposes, since
the wires are in no way associated with high voltage conductors, Aa
Important advantage for d ireel-current distribution has in the past
been its freedom from power- fact or , reactance and skin effect, which
results in superior voltage regulation in heavily loaded low voltage
circuits , For those reasons ,hasf~the direct-current^ been in general
use for distribution in congested city districts .and. the Edison-three
wire system has been largely used. In recent years some important
direct -current systems have been changed or proposed to be changed be-
cause of the development of the alternating-current distribution net-
works •
Direct-current is generally used in small isolated plants where a
large number of minor auxiliary drive® are used. In such a case where
the generating unit can oe located, very closfc to the load it can be
operated at the voltage used on tne distribution system. But for lar-
ger motors it wo uld be ^radically impossible to transmit and distri-
bute d irect-current j as £00 volts Is the safe limit that can be used in
connection with • is .iy of the auxiliary drives,
Direct-current generators are usually compound wound and have

desirable features, such as se If-esc itat ion Q,nd self-regulation, but
as a rule the dire c t generation of a lorge amount of direct-current
power is not economically desirable • To generate it efficiently large
units must oe used in a central plant. When this is done in a large
maunfactor ing plant the distribution of the output at 250 volts is not
a satisfactory solution and to decentralize the generation is still
.more costly. Therefore , a heavy direct -current dan in general be more
economically secured by the conversion of alternating-current, and in
case the direct-current load is more than a mile distant from tne gen-
erating station this method becomes an economic necessity.
"The advantages of alter nat ing-current are chiefly those inciden-
tal to its flexibility of voltage transformation and control, which
makes possible ®rt extended range of economical transmission and. the in-
1,4,)
dependent regulation of separate feeders and lines.
Polyphase alternating-current generators are less expensive than
direct -current machines. They have good voltage regulation and are ad-
aptable to much higher speed being free from commutator limitations.
Small low-speed alternators ore usually provided with individual ex-
citers, often on the same shaf t , but large alternators are supplied
with exciting current from a central system comprising several excit-
ers in parallel.
The voltage generated, for alternating-current systems is usually
the same as that used for primary distribution when the latter is be-
low 15 000 volts. In most systems of small and medium capacity the
alternating-current line voltage is 2300. The secondary distribution
system is supplied by transformers which lower the voltage to the one
desired, for lighting or auxiliary power. In America the range of
voltage is from 100-125 volts , in Europe 200-250 volts nave oeen used
to a great extent. T&e higher voLt-ges aaxe it possible to distribute

power wore economically, the lov/er voltages ape oetter adapted for
the construction of incandescent and arc lawps
.
The standard lighting frequency in America is 60 cycles al -
though in certain parts of California it is 50 cycles. The latter
frequency is standard in Eur one. pjor, incandescent lighting, 35
a)
cycles appears to be the approximate lower frequency limit for sat-
isfactory service of all classes, although for many purposes 25 cy-
cles lighting has oeen found satisfactory. This has for example been
used in certain parts of Sweden. However, the flicker phenomena are
so complicated by a number of physical and physiological factors,
tlu%t no unqualified definite statement can be made as to the lowest
frequency upon which lamps may oe operated, without causing undue an-
noyance J?
A frequency of 25 cycles has many advantages for overhead trans-
mission and for conversion ho direct-current oy synchronous conver-
ters. Power transmitted at 25 cycles is frequently converted £© 60
cycles for lighting purposes by the use of frequency changing motor-
generator sets. In Italy where three-phase traction motors are used
for the electric railways a frequency of 42-1/2 or 45 is used and in.
a few cases where a large load of induction motors is associated wit
with a lighting system the compromise frequency of 40 cycles is em-
ployed.
Phases Single-phase is used extensively for railway electrifi-
cation oecause of the high voltages applicable to a simple catenary
construction and also because of the favoro.hle operating features of
the single-phase traction motor.
The three-phase system has been used to a limited extent on
some Italian Railways, out it has not oeen adopted in other coun-
tries ceco.use of the expensive and complicated catenary construction
and. soi e less desirable features of the polyphase motor in traction
a) 81
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service.
The polyphase system affords distinct advantages for distribu-
tion in the first cost of both gemerateing equipment and lines,. It
also gives a good voltage regulation. Primary distribution in all
modern alternating-current systems is either two-phase or three-
phase
,
the latter pred ominat ing largely, Beoondary distribution from
transformers is either s ihgle-jphase
,
two-wire; two-phase, three-
wire, or four-wire; or three.- phase , three-wires or four wires.
Wnile the fields of alternating-current and direct-current sys-
tems for general distribution overlap each other to a large extent,
it is often found that it is more advantageous to use both systems
in conj unction, particularly in industrial application.

*1.
SteiflCTIOft OF SYSTEM TO BE USBD
Whether aiternat ing-curreht or direct-current Should be used de-
pends upon a number of conditions which are different in individual
cases
•
In the first place the problems of selecting either system de-
pends upon the service desire d. Electric energy may be used in build-
ings, I) for lighting ; 2) for mechanical purposes such as elevators,
pumps, fans, air compressors, ice machines', kitchen .and laundry ma-
chinery, vacuum cleaners and office appliances. Or the electrical-
me chani cal energy may be used for electric trad t ion or electric ship
propulsion; 3) for transmission over short and long distances; 4) for
heating of buildings, or electric welding or for electrochemical' pur-
poses such as electrolysis and melting in furnaces; 5) for a number
of miscellaneous purposes such as telephony
,
telegraphy and radifootele-
graphy or electrotherapi*, etc..
In the second place the selection depends upon, source of e nergy,
a) In case energy is pur chased from a public utility .the system to
be used depends largely upon system available . For example
,
if. dir-
ect-current alone is available for purchase, direct-current should
be used.—where alternating-current is purchased, this system should
be used in new buildings for Lighting unless the frequency is too
low. Sometimes the public utility can furnish either service and it
may happen that the tates for the different systems are different;
in such a case the choice of system depends upon comparative costs
and advantages gained by either system. Where the alternating-cur -
rent is purchased it is often found, necessary to convert a part or
all of it to direct-current, o) In case electrical energy is manu-
factured on the premises it be c o es necessary to select one system o
or the other. In some cases it may oe desired to 1jie in with a pub-
lic utility with one, two or three feeders depending upon the degree

of protection against possible shutdown .arid in case the utility
furnishes alter nat i ng-curre nt
;
this system should be used for gen-
eration even of small qua.ntit ies • Otherwise it is general practice
to ge aerate direct-current for smaller commercial buildings and the
distribution is taken care of at the ge nerated voltage.
In some cases the selection depends upon opinion or engineer-
ing Judgement, where ooth systems are suitable. In other cases it
one
is agreed that a certain system is the preferable . In still other
cases one system or the other is a necess.ity for engineering rea-
sons or Tor economical reasons • In a great numoer of cases the
solution depends upon which system is the more suitable for motors
btiiin individual plants ^a^td even in specific cases there is a vari-
ance of opinion. It is therefore pertinent to inquire into the
application of alternating-current or direct-current for mechanical
or industrial purposes
.
Motor Applications. The main advantage of the irec t-current mo-
tor is considered to oe its adjustable speed. However,, today there
..re adjustable speed alternating-current motors that can be applied
with equal success as onoiapaned- with the direct-current motor, Thero-
fore, "most motor applications con oe carried out as well by alter-
nating-current . Examples are laundry ironers
,
requiring wide speed
range, and positive pressure blowers for tube conveyor systems which
require speed adjustment to maintain required pressure. Alternating-
current drives are available for these applications'. Other examples
are motors for forced -and induced draft fans, a.nd stoker motors for
boiler plants. In some laEge buildings having private plants, sys-
tems for automatic maintenance of boiler pressure with change! of
demand are installed. For these boiler systems alternating-current
motors can oe ppplied as well as direct-current motors."
Some engineers are strongly in favor of ; irect-current motors

for industrial applications. They claim that the direct-current motor
is more reliable and costs less fotf" repairing than the tnree-phase
motor mainly on account of the very sfcall air gap of the latter. In
point of regenerative braking and freedom from power-factor troubles
the direct-current motor shows to great 'advantage • Wiring, switch-gear
and all accessories are simpler and cheaper for direct-current than for
three-pha.se alternating-current. Also the' power consumption is less
for direct-current motors. For example, a certain portal crane capable
direct-current &er/&5 rr?oior
of lifting 3000 kg did the same work per hour with a 22.5 horsepower^
as with a 45 horsepower
^three-phase motor. The wattnour consumption of the latter was 40 %
higher than that of the direct-current machine and the average power
factor of the alternating-current motor being 0.4 the volt-amperes sup-
plied was 3.5 times that required with direct-current. The author does
not consider the cases in which squirrel-cage motors
,
three-phase com-
mu-tator motors and synchronous motors with power factor correction can
be used. While .admitting superiority of alternating-current for high
voltage transmission and admitting also the excellent performance of #
the synchronous motor where c . constant speed are re-
quired
,
the author claims overwhelming advantages in favor of direct-
current for the majority of electric motor applications where mostly
variable torque is desired. However, other engineers are
in favor of alternating-current for practically all purposes.
Power Contracts The problem of the power-factor was mentioned
and in this connection a few remarks may be made on power contracts
•
Most of these hate, uesides an energy charge
f
also a de: • nd charge which
means that the customer pays a certain fixed rate according to his max-
imum demand. With large customers a recording demand meter is often
used, but frequently' it is the practise to measure the maximum demand
for a comparatively short period of time by means of an indicating in-
strument inserted at times of greatest load and assume that the maximum
thereafter is the same as that measured.

$0.
Vi/itii small customers i-t %? common in order to save t_ne expense of a
maximum demand meter for each customer to assume that the consumer's
BWucimum demand is a certain percentage of the connected load.
But in addition to this so.rae power contracts have a power-* factor
clause which means that the custo ier pays an additional amount over
and above the energy charge and. 'demand charge, in case the average
Tbr Ms reason ft"may 6e des/KaiU
power -fact or is oelo.v a certain definite value . ***** mpr*** m* />«***&*&/:
There are various ways of improving the power -fee tor . Above all
it is essential that induction motors should be selected so that they
will not oe underloaded. The installation of synchronous motors im-
Me improvement
proves the power-factor or A may be accomplished by means of static
condensers. The synchronous converter has at loads above one half
the rated load a very good power- factor , but cannot be made to im -
prove the power- factor to a great extent. The synchronous motor-gen-
erator set has certain characteristics which can be used to improve
the power-factor materially of tne total load.
In case the power contract does contain a power-factor clause it
may be necessary to ascertain the power- factor of the load- using
either synchronous converters or motor generator sets and make a com-
parative economic study of tne two schemes. The first cost of the
converter with its necessary equipment is a/bout 15 per cent less than
the first cost of the motor generator set with its accessory equip-
ment. The converter is considerably more efficient tnan the motor-
generator set so the energy charge and demand charge for the former
is 5-7 per cent less than for the latter . However , there are cases
where the saving with the converter due to tnese three items is more
than counterbalanced by the savings in oower bills due to improved
power -factor and. this may justify the higher first cost of one motor-
generator set.
I1
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CONNERSIOH OF ALTERNANT I KTGh|rCURKSNT J2Q DIKfeCT^OURHHSlilff
It was pointed out previously that it was often found advantag-
eous aad sometimes necessary to use both systems in conjunction in.
Indus tr ial plants.
It was also mentioned that a heavy direct-current can usually be
more economically secured by the conversion of altemat ing-current
than oy direct-current generation and distr ibution, because the direct
distribution of low voltage direct-current entails prohibitive losses
in conductors • The general practice is, therefore, to generate and
distribute high tension alternating-current and to use converting
apparatus where it becomes desirable to use direct-current drives.
This can be effected by using for conversion:
1) Motor-generator sets either induction or synchronous motor driven.
2) Synchronous converters with transformers.
3) Mercury-arc rectifiers.
</et
The mercury-arc rectifiers nave not A been used for industrial pur-
poses'., as the efficiency of this apparatus for the low voltages
desired in industrial plants is not much different from that of trie
mot or-generat or set.
The induction motor driven motor-generator set does not possess
any special advantages over the synchronous mot or-generat or set and
as the former has a low power factor it is practically eliminated from
consideration in modern applications,
, of more than 100 KW capacity
while for less capacity the driver is usually an induction motor. Thus
above 100 KW capacity the choice has to be made between the two last
types of converting apparatus.
Selection of gjynchr onous Converters or_ Synchronous Rotor Generator^ Jets
In maicing coiaparison between these two types of apparatus we will
assume that the characteristics are alike in both classes of equipment

gtnd more specifically we v/ill first con-
sider the most commonly used service namely & conversion from 2300
volts^ three-phase arternat 'ing- c t&freVrt to 240 volt% 2 wire direct-
current . 'or this type of apparatus the ; i.rmr ox imate or ices and ef-
fleniencies are
Motor-generator with
Capacity KW Switchboard
Price
200
300
Efficiency
in per ce . b
200
300
500
$6200
.^57700
85.6
86.8
Converter with Trans-
former & Switchboard
$5400
06300
91.
8
92.5
93.586.4
As regards weight and floor space required the following table
gives a comparison of equivalent apparatus for 2300 volts alterna-
ting-current supply.
200
300
500
Apparatus Net weight in pound
Converter
M G Set
Converter
li G Set
Converter
M G Set
13 300
11 700
12 900
16 000
20 7 00
24 000
Floor space -square foot
including transformers
for converters
52
43
55
. 49
73
66
From this it appears that the overall first cost of the con-
verter with its accessory equipment is about 15 per cent less than
the first cost of the motor-generator set with its accessory equip-
rae nt •
vMjhe motor-generator set has a slight advantage, over the syn-
chronous converter as regards floor space except where transformers
are needed for the mot or-ge ner at or set, while for light weight of
individual p.arts ease in lining uo and replacing armatures the advan
tage is with the converter."
"The transformers needed with a synchronous converter should oe
id £ close to the converter to save cable e: nd minimise volt ge

drop on the low-voltage, Bide. This has two disadvantages : I) They ar
are apt to take more space than occupied uy regular power transfor-
mers which can be tucker] away in small compartments . 2) The presence
of IB? volts transform errs out in the open may oe construed as a
greater fire risk than where lighting and power trans f orrners of a
similar primary voltage are located in separate comportments .
"
There are factors other than first cost, efficiency floor space,
etc., which must he considered when making a choice. The synchronous
motor may oe built for higher voltages than the synchronous converter
thus doing away with the necessity of using transformers as figured
above. Such low voltage r:ot or-generator sets may be used for elec-
trolytic work, arc welding, motion picture projectors, cattery cho.r-
hr
ging or floating on a battery* ^mining, lighting and power service , etc.
The motor-generator set is superior to the converter in regard
to voltage flexibility and it is often important that the voltage
can oe varied over a considerable range . The synchronous motor
3-bo
runs at constant speed and may^be used for. correcting the power fac-
tor of the system to which it is connected. Power- factor correction
is often an important item because public utilities give a bonus for
good power factor and sometimes an additional charge for poor power
factor. In this respect the synchronous motor generator set is de-
cidedly superior to the converter.
The decision must therefore be based on a comparison oetween'the
efficiency and cost of the 'two types of apparatus and the ouildings
required, and 2) the saving due to power factor correction of the
motor generator set and also 3) whether it is desirable to maintain
an electrical segregation of the alternating-current and the direct-
current ^systems. The first consideration would favor the converter
the two latter the motor-generator set.

For newy industrial service it appears from the ratio of in-
stalled capacity that the dore advantageous operating characteris-
tics of the latter is v-lued hi
:
..her than the lower price and "bet-
ter efficiency of the converter, whereas for railway and lighting
service, where space is a material item the proportion of installed
capacity is 2.5 KW of converters for each KW of mot or-generat or set/'
^27-p.677 bJ22-p.39i
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CQS'x' OP EUSCTRICAL MACHfl IBRY
Sever.al referenceB have been made to special cases of the relative
cost of machinery for alternating-current arid direct-current service.
Some references srttf&ll here be gives to a general tabulation of the cost
of electrical machines .7 A general comparison must include both type
and capacity and speed as the latter is an important factor both as to
cost and weighty For example, a one hor^e -power motor running 2000 rev-
olutions per minute is mueh cheaper than and about one-half as heavy
as a corresponding motor at half the speed. The rational way to tab-
ulate either cost or weight data is, therefore, in terms of dollars or
pounds versus kilowatt divided oy speed. The ration KW f R P M is
really torque and of any machine it can be said that the greater the
torque the greater the necessary size,' weight and cost.
cost n: DOLLARS
KW r R P M
Direct -current generators
and. motors
Induction motors
0.001
$ 85
$100
0.01
280
2G0
0.1
1150
850
1.0
5500
3500
10.
Alter nat ors 1200 4600 16000
WEIGI- T lU POUliDS
Iffl i R P M
Direct-cnrre nt generators
and motors
Induction motors
0.001
130
80
0.01
810
510
0.1
4200
2800
1.0
22000
15000
10.
110 000
81 000
Alternators 130 810 4200 20000 90 000
It is seen that for machines of small torque the direct-current
machines are cheaper than the alternating-current machines , but in most
cases the reverse is true.
As an example of how this may work out let us consider a study
made to determine oest equipment to give lowest cost in a particular
Indue trial plant /
hJlo-p.99<o
II
E quip. ' lejrb o i _ an Alter nat ing-flurre nt Pr opos it ion
I - 500 KW four valve prime mover , &.c . generator and exciter $22 200
I - 300 KW four valve prime mover, a.c. generator and exciter 17 100
I - 100 hW motor - generator set (for crWies & special service) 3 000
Cost of power plant 167 250
Total 209 550
Equipment of_ a Direc t- Current Proposition
I - 500 KW four valve, prime', mover and d.c. generator 26 700
I - 300 KW four valve prime mover and d.c. generator 20 000
No motor-generator set «•<>?
Cost of power plant 171 7 50
Total 218 450
Of course, to make a complete comparison of economics of different
schemes it is necessary also to include the cost of the distribution
system, cost of maintenance
,,
depreciation ,etc,, and to consider special
advantages arising from the adoption of either system. But all such
considerations are very different for every individual case.
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SEIECTION 0? EIECTRICAL SYSTEM FOR IRON AM) STEEL WORKS
General. For steel mills electric power is used both in the form of
alternating-current and. direct-current energy. In most cases the prac-
tice is to have throe-phase generation and transmission of about 3000
volts because it is the best and cheapest system. Alternating-current
is then used directly for a relatively few large, steady running
motors and in some cases for electrothermal applications'* In the lat-
ter case the tendency is more -and more towards abandoning the arc
furnace and use induction furnaces instead. However
,
Special precau-
tions must oe taken for the correction of power- factor j for example
the leads to the furnace are run so as to give minimum self-induction
and the transformers are constructed especially with a view of reduc-
ing the no-load current. Power-fact or correction for the plant as a:
whole is often accomplished by means of synchronous motors or static
condensers
.
Alternating-current is also used for the conversion to direct-
current for motors for severe and intermittent loads such as reversing
blooming mill drives which are invariably operated as a unit with a
special motor-generator set.
Direct-current is used to operate a proportionately 1 rge number
of relatively small auxiliary drives and magnetic equipment for lift-
a,)
ing and transporting of materials. No p/anf would be complete without
such equipment and therefore direct-current cannot be cut out entirely
from the piant.
Generatio n and D istr i but i o n
.
Three schemes for generating and distributing electricity in a
steel plant- can be considered.
I) Generate and distribute rUrect-current at 500 volts or less. This

system must be ruled out because it is too costly to transmit this
form of energy to l--rge motors eve i over % distance of only 750 yards.
500 volts is the safe limit that can be used for most auxiliary drives
Therefore, for the supply of electrical energy the easy flexioility
of /outage afforde.i oy .alternating-current transformers is essential.
2) Generate and transmit high tension alternating-current using trans-
formers and .ill mot or s running on alternating-current. The spec i 1
advantages of direct-current auxiliary drives make this a less desir**.
able scheme.
3) As 2) but use alternating-current for all steady running motors
and convert to direct-current for severe and intermittent load and
special service.
'"The approximate rat.io of capital expenditure for a power sta-
tion equipment based on 3000 KW units and consisting of steam turbines
condensers and generators together with static tr, is formers or rotary
converters of say 50 % of the generator output would probably work
out approximately as follows
:
Per Cent
Bene
m
e I a) Geared direct-current 500 volts single generators
and steam turbines 3000 t 350 r.p.m. equals 100
b) Geared direct-current 500 volts double generators
and steam turbines 3000 4 600 r.p.m. equals 91
In this scheme no converting or transforming equipment would
oe necessary.
Per Gent
Scheme II Steam turbines 3000 r.p.m. and alternating-current *
three-phase 3000 volts generators complete With rotary con-
verters rated at of generator output equals 98
izs-p.m
OOOS 9BJ-)ftq-0©1»J
If.
Per Cent
Scheme III Same as II except usfrig at '.tic tr.--.ns formers eqttaB 82.S
The last scheme is cheapest and is claimed to be the best scheme to
adopt fro 1..] an operating viewpoint , the author referred to being
in favor of alternating-current • On the other
hand, another author claims that the excess cost of irotaries arid their
transformers as compared wita tr ansforioers alone is b .lanced first,
by the fact that the rotaries improve the power—factor from about
0.7 to 0.9 or * higher and so reduce the cost of alternators and the
feeders, and, second •, due to the higher efficiency of the direct-
current motors resulting in a smaller peak load and so reducing slight-
ly the capacity of the main generating plant required.
An expensive nart of a steel works ' electrical scheme forms the
main feeders and distribution cables.- It is therefore important to
use as high voltage as feasible for the motors - v for trie application
Of electrically produced heat for the melting and refining of steel.
of
This latter service calls for heavy supplies^current by step-doan
transformers
.
Comparison of Motor s Probably 25 to 30 per cent of the plant's aux-
iliaries can be arranged for alternating-current motor drives. The
modern alternating-current motor is simple and reliable and is fairly
efficient. For the larger sizes (used in steel plants up to 4000
horse ower) it is also the cheapest with the exception of heavy spe-
cial type of machines • A comparison of cost of the average size steel
work's motor would oe as below
r
Per Cent
Standard d irect-current shunt machines equals ' .100
Standard alternating-current slipring machines eq. 92
Standard alternating-current squirrel-cage machines 74
Special' railway type direct-current mill motor eq. 91
Special railway type alternating-current mill motor 100
*}2&-f>.67A Wlf-fifty

A practical compar is on of alternating-current an<J direct-current
a,)
motors was made by hoisting a weight of ten to as ten feet by a 44
volt 30 horse- power series wound direct -current raotor until 5 kilo-
watt hours were, consumed. The direct current raotor was then replaced
by a 32 horsepower 440 volt three-phase 50 cycles. slip ring induction
motor dnd the same weight again lifted until 5 kwhrs had "been con-
sumed. In both cases the same section and length of cable was used.
A.C. hot or D.C. Lot or
Units consumed Kwhrs 5 5
Number of hoists 40 45
Units per hoist 0.125 O.III
Time per hoist seconds 26 22
Overall efficiency per cent 68 76.3
The alternating-current motor has lower efficiency due to its
poor starting qualities and its rapid fall of efficiency as it ap-
proaches half load. The author referred to considered the reliabili-
ty of a direct-current raotor higher than for an alternating-cmrrent
motor because of its larger air gap "between armature and field poles
and therefore less risk of serious trouble due to wear of bearings.
Commutators are usually held up as a weak point in direct-current mo-
tors, but provided .suitable brushes are used the failure of a motor
due to its commutator is remote. The direct-current raotor requires
more careful attention than slip ring motors, but it is absolutely
reliable in the .author' s opinion and as far as adaptability is con-
cerned it far outruns the alternating-current motor.
Cone
l
as ion Due to the far led service required in iron and steel work*
it is almost a necessity to use both systems in conjunction, "but each
system serves its special purpose within the plant • To reduce the
cost of generating and distributing the electrical energy it is desir-
able to operate as large a number of drives on alternating-current;
but some very important main drives and a great number of auxiliary.-
drives must be operated on- d. irect-curre nt
.
J" '.:
«
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The four most import urt loads In mixi9.fi are pumping, air compress-
or
ion, ventilation and winding.
Pumps tnd ,G Ojayras
s
ore These equipments can generally oe uetter
operated by alternating-current motors as they run at constant speed.
Some pumps
,
liice elevator pumps
,
require variable speed , but it can be
obtained oy alternat ing-curre at motors. For compressors where occa-
sionally variaole speed is important, direct-current may be desirable
but in mines they are usually run on .alternating-current system. Al-
ternating-current motors are extremely substantial and reliable and
are generally less expensive than direct-current motors. Up to 150
horsepower,, squirrel cage, motors are satisfactory; above 150 horsepower,
slip ring motors are preferable. High efficiency a.nd fairly high power
factor are obtainable with four pole and two pole machines of all
sizes. Only in exceptional cases need synchronous motors oe considered
for pumping', despite the fact that power-factor correction has become
of great importance. Phase advancers, synchronous and static conden-
sers, have all been tried, out the best results have been obtained from
synchronous motors driving the large units.
Vent ilating Fans provide an almost uniform load and if they are
large enough to be driven by synchronous motors they are helpful for
power-factor correction. Usually the speed is too low and they are
therefore drive. i through reduction gears, or oy belt or chain drive,
which provides for progressive increases in speed* The initial cost .
of a variable speed motor and starting gear is 10-15 per cent greater
than that of a directly coupled synchronous motor. The gear drive
gives a rather good, efficiency when it is new but when it begins to
wear, the balance is in favor of direct-coupled motors • This latter is
also somewhat less noisy, but usually this makes little or no differ-
ence .
*Jl9
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Alternat ing-current motors are more noisy than direct-current motors,
although the noise can oe minimized by special motor construction and
vi brat ion- profit mounting
.
Elevators
,
Lifts and W inders . The chief electric."! problem to oe sol-
ved for a mine is the operation of the cage, and. in a. choice he twee a
the so-calLed Ward Leonard ttystem And a tnree-$&ase alter nating-curre nt
motor with rheostatic control in tne rotor circ.it.
Before this is considered as apolied specifically to nines, let us
first consider the operation of elevators in general. The earlier ele-
vators were of the ! irect-current type, due primarily to the fact that
alternating-current motors were not very well developed and that the
direct-current motor was the only type which even approached the require
ments of elevator service where the drum shaft usually runs 28-7 5 rev-
olutions per minute.
a.) .
The typical requisites' for an elevator drive are I) reliability
and .safety, 2) good speed control, 5) quickness of operation, 4) smooth-
ness of operation, 5) low power consumption, 6) smooth load demand curve
for varying speed. To-day all types and speeds of elevators may be run
from alternating-current motors, out on account of their high speed,, it is
either necessary to use gears or to convert to direct-current. The dir-
ect-current motor is very well adapted for low. speed elevators without
gears as the motor -speed is generally around 65 revolutions per minute
and seldom reaches 150 r.p.ra. • Therefore, where elevator service is re-
quired in a building located in a metropolitan or other district served
by direct-current, thin system should oe used for direct elevator ser-
vice.
Where only alternaming-current is .available the elevator can -either
"be run oy alternating-current motors or oy a dire ct*»cmrrent motor dri-
ven by a. motor generator set. In the first case low speed elevators can
be operated by the "single-speed" type of alternating-current e lev -tor
r
43,
motor. Wnil© tiie alte^na* ing— c uypenx induction mot or is the moist re
—
liable of all types li is not quite utable for elevator operat ion
without speci tl pre ca/ut ions, because it is inclined to be noisy arid the
elevator shaft increases the noises by producing on organ pine effect.
High speed elevators, 500 r.p.-i. or over^ will usually be run on cos-
version. This second case is the choice where the highest degree of
f;ervice'*desired, both as to speed and accurate floor levelling. Where
the power is converter] to direct-current
;
speed control can be . obtained
either oy series resistances, oy coupling generators in series for
varying the voltage or oy the Ward-Leonard control system. V/ith this
latter type of control, a direct-current elevator motor is operated by a
motor-generator set-, and the speed is controlled oy varying the great-
est voltage. "'Only the field current di the vge nerat or need io oe handled
by the control contactors, which greatly simplifies maintenance work,
and reduces maintenance expense, in that the contactor-tips last longer
and are considerably cheaper. This system gives smoother and more c-
c urate control, greater capacity of service and tends toward greater
continuity of service and in many cases less power consumption than
the older direct-current rheostatic control.
Turning our attention again to the special conditions mettin
l^ineSj a mathematical investigation has shown that the Leonard system
is -preferable if B * (:.J.:) T2 ) exceeds 0.22-0.25 an- is indispen-
sable if it exceeds 0,3, Where
M is equivalent mass : equals weight in pound r
gravity coefficient
S is depth of shaft in feet
% is useful load ->lus friction, in pounds
T i a ne t t ime &£ wi nd i n seconds
"%he advantages , peculiar to the Leonard system in mines as com-
pared witn the induction aaotpr system with rheostatic rotor speed con-
trol are- i) facility and accuracy of operation; the speed is very well
defined and independent of load
}

regenerative braking can be had during descent of loads. 2) Ho Material
load variation on the Supply -system. The starting peat of the Leonard
system is much less sharp acrid of snorter d oration than the direct • three-
phase system and as the emergency oralee may operate onite ofte i on the
letter system due to its cruder speed, co ntrol, this also may give load
peaks on machines and oa oles, 3) The Leo n-»rd system is more economical
in operation than other systems, A special case is investigated as fol-
lows: Leonard Three-phase
System system
First cost of equipment francs 300" 000 140 000
Energy consumption Kwhrs 797 340 1039 966
Interest 6 per cent 18 000 8 400
Amortization 4.296 % 12 8B8 6 014
Cost of Energy 119 6 00
_
_I55 99j3__
Total francs IbO 488' ~ " "170 409
a,)
In a subsequent article another author' refutes these figures and
claims that the difference in power consumption is not so great. He re-
cogniles that the Leonard system is superior to the induction motor in
flexibility and precision of control, "but this superiority is less mar-
ked nowadays than it was previously and the induction motor is amply ca-
pable of rendering the service required in mines j.and from the point of
view of sturdiness and first cost, it is decidedly superior. The author
revises the figures based on certain modifications and finds :-
Leonard Three-phase system
system . .
First cost of equipment francs 300 000 164 000
Energy consumption Kwhrs &ppr. 900 00 942 ooo
Interest 6 per cent ; 18 000 9 840
Amortization 4.296 per' cent 12 888 7 045
Cost of energy lob 805
_ _
I42_ 940
Total 16 3 693' "1*59 "§25
"
These fig ires are quoted, to show '-iOW careful one has to be in rely-
ing on estimated costs even for a specific case. That the Leo ; rd system
is preferred for mine service, at least in France j is proved by the fact
that for the electrification of the mines in the devastated area^SB %
of the machines ordered were of the Leonard type,^

Summing up the merits of the two Bysieios of control the advan-
tage b of the alternating-current system are* simplicity , low cost, less
space occupied and no stand-by losses; and for the Leonard system,
flexibility, ease of control, complete automatic control if desired,
lower wear and tear of brake gear, peak loads of system gradually
applied. For high speeds the Leonard system is usually the i.ore
efficient, but for heavy loads from deep shafts at low or moderate,
speed the alternating-current system is ..ore economical, and even in
these cases the saving is sometimes insufficient to outbalance the
technical advantages of the Leonard system.
5i n
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ELECTRIC POWER I
_
BLECTROCHEMICAL IKDUSTRIBS ^
General The most important electrochemical ind ustry is the electro-
lyt idopioduction of aluminum and this is also the classical example
of applying electricity for the cheap production of certain metals
which could oe made oy other means only at great expense. As very
large quantities of electricity sirs usedj it is absolutely essential
that the power is available at the lowest cost and therefore the el-
ectrolytic plant is usually located in close proximity to a hydro-
electric plant. The first installations were made oy means of direct
cur-rent because this system was technically further u.dvanced" than the
alternating-current system and as the installations were of relative
ly small size, no serious troubles were encountered, because the el-
ectrolytic installation could be made directly in the generator room.
The practice of the Southern Aluminum Co, and the Irench eor&rns is
still to generate and distribute direct-current, but the practice of
the Aluminum Company of America^ is to generate and distribute alter-
nating-cmrrent and transform it by means of commutating machines to
direct-current of the low voltage required (Sometimes 2-3 volts).
The same tendency to adopt the latter system seems to prevail in
other installations made during and after the war and it would there-
fore not oe without interest to study . the reasons for this
change of oract ice.
Lo c at ion of plant Evidently the choice of system depends primarily
upon the relative location of the hydroelectricjgenerating plant and
the electrochemical plant because of the great amount of power to oe
transmitted. As long as tne plant is small ;».nd the few employees can
oe housed in special huts erected near the plants this can nat-
urally be located as near to tne generating plant as is physically
poss i ole
.

But the modem factory 3 aannot always be placed quite close to the
generating stationjthe location .of which is pretty nearly fixed by the
fall of vmter. A factory must nowadays oe placed in accordance with
railroad facilities in order to obtain easy disposal of products and
convenient Methods of getting equipment and materials*
The employees must, live near the factory either in an already. ex-
isting town or in a settlement built up by tihe industry out having
reasonable access to the outer world. *
For those reasons it is generally desirable to locate the factory
at a certain distance from the hydro-electric station and the problem
of transmission of energy becor.es of ma^'or importance.
C ompar i s _on o f sy s tems The author of til* article referred to at pres
•nlty examines the losses due to transmission of direct-current over cer
tain distances. For example^ he finds that at 240 volts the loss over
distance of 300 yards is 7.9 per cent at full load, 5.9. per cent at
#| load and 3.9 per cent at half load.
The next problem is to compare the efficiencies tff the machines
the two systems. The author finds there is an advantage in per cent
efficiency in favor of direct-current dynamos over the combinations as
listed : ,
I/I load 3/4 load 1/2 load
Alternators -trans formers and simple 3.2 '4.2 5.9
c ommutat or machines
Alternators-transformers and commutator 4.0 5.2 7.1
machines with booster
Alternators -Synchronous converters 6.9 7 .8 9.9
Alternat or s -Asynchronous converters G.<J 10,2 12.4
The most practical solution for this particular industry is the
second, one, so let us include in this cn.se the transmission losses men-
tioned above assuming no such losses for the high voltage alternating©
current transmission. In favor of direct-current dynamos there is an
advantage in per cent at full load- 3.9, at 3/4 load - 0.7, and at ?
load 4.3.2$ that iei-the advantage has . .ore than disappeared*

Moreover , a distance of 300 y. rds is generally not enough space
for facilities for transportation and fabrication and as the praetie
cal limit for a direct-current dynamo is of tne order of 5000 KV£
whereas alternators can be built very much 1< rger , the result is that
for larger installations the efficiency of tne alternating-current
system is considerably larger than that for direct-current system ...
even though the energy does not have to toe transmitted over a great
distance
.
As regards the cost of the machi nesu the alternators are consider-
ably more expensive than direct-current machines. However, this is
offset, because the large alternators require much less space and con-
sequently less costly buildings than the corresponding number of smal-
ler direct-current - machines , so for large plants tne cost of installa-
tion is of tne same order for the two systems.
There is a further advantage of generating alternating-current
.for such a plant and tnat is the possibility of tying with the gen-
eral power transmission system thus insuring greater reliability of
power supply.
Concl usion We have seen -tn t the. alternating-current system has con-
siderable advantages over the direct-current system for an electro-
lytic plant even in the case here the factory can be located, in the
ijuraediate vicinity of tne water power source.
It is interesting oh t tne author of the. article referred to,who
is a noted French engineer, has cone to this conclusion, since in gen-
eral Frenchmen are much interested in and. in favor of the direct-cur-
rent system. A notable example of this favor on tne part of frenchmen
for tne direct-current system is tne article referred to in reference
#15. Tne author there persists in regarding adjustable speed alterna-
ting-curre nt motors as disguised, direct-current motors.

if.
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There are cert.r in peculiarities with spinning .and weaving mills
which make the application of electric, drive rather special and the
problem of selection of system very important. There is in such plants,
a large number of weaving looms and spinning frames which have a very
variable load hut which require the most regular drive in order to min-
imize the breakages of threads. The speed should 'be as high as possible
in order to insure maximum output of the frame, but as the number of
breakages of thread which occurs increases rapidly beyond a certain spe
speed limit, any irregularity of speed will mean that the average speed
must he chosen at a value lower than if the motor speed were constant.
The irregularity of speed results from' a variety of cause's such as vari-
ations of load and temperature, slip in belts and oscillations in the
line shafting.
j>)
After s ome preliminary tests with direct-current motors an-' early. .
ihe
decision was made in favor of tnree -phase drive because in most cases
textile machines do not need any great range of speed regulation during
operation and because in others, as for instance, on weaving looms dir-
ect-current motors without clutch coupling is not practicable. To this
rule ring spinning machines are an exception, for they require a -reg-
ulation of the working : speed in order that the full output of the ma-
chine may be obtained. This regulation is easily possible when three-
phase commutator motors are used by the employment of*brush shining
arrangement • Their disadvantage , their series characteristics, does
not generally make it advisable to replace them by ;:'irect-current shunt
machines for ring spinning machi neryy as the installation is made con-
s id erably more complicated and expensive thereby. The advantage of dri>H
yfring^ spinning and doubling frames .'by siipring motors lies in the fact
that each motor can be d ire ctJy coupled to the frame with a rigid coupling.
°'b/-f>.zz? h)Zo-f>.Z2,iT

It has, however, other serious disadvantages. It* efficiency is some-
what lower than the squirrel cage motor and it is more liable to
the .break down owing to^totor carrying an insulated winding. The sliprings
and the "brush gears .".re also undesirable because of the danger of fire
on account of the cotton fibres. The motor occupies slightly more room
.than the squirrel cage type. Ow-ing to the disadvantages, this tjrpe of
motor is not used ' to any great extent for driving ring and doubling
frames
.
The squirrel cage motor is from the point of view of simplicity
and reliability pre-eminently tne best for driving cotton frames. It
has a speed independent of the load. From- this point of view this mo-
tor cannot be improved upon. Its temperature variations are also
small. The motor is also satisfactory from the point of view of po-
wer- factor and efficiency. Cost of maintenance
,
easy cooling, absence
of vibration and small space occupied .".re other points in its favor •
As the motor can be made dust-proof it is well protected against the
entry of dust and cotton fibres and so the danger of fire due to the
motor is practically eliminated. Any alteration in speed can be af-
fected by changing the gear wheelSj and the motor is reasonably low in
cost. Its sole disadvantage is that it takes a large current from the
line at starting. Various methods .".re employed to obviate this j for
example , the motor may be started by means of the usual "star-delta"
starter, "star" at starting; delta at running.
"The simple squirrel cage motor, either direct-coupled to the
tin roller shaft or driving the tin roller shaft through spur reduction
gear or chain cannot be excelled 'when the squirrel cage motor is mount**
b)
ed on a stool on tne floor and bolted rigidly to the frame end."

Conclus ion Not all forms of electric drive are equally satisfactory
•
Except in certain cases it is now recognizee! tflaat to drive each ma-
chine "by its own motor is More efficient and gives better results
than when group driving is employed. But t&e direct-current motor is
not suitable on account of its characteristics, and its speed alters
with its temperature. The variable speed alternating-current motor
is an unnecessary expense except in special cases and it is beginning
to be recognizer! that the driving of the textile machinery is espe-
cially the field of the induction motor. It has the speed and temper-
ature characteristics which are required*, it gives a practically cons-
tant torque under the varying loads met with', it requires little main-
tenance and it is cheap, The -only disadvantage that is takes a large
current at starting can be overcome by starting devices or it may be
allowed to run up to speed before it is switched on to the machine
.
«J31
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APPLICATIO: P OS1 ALTERNAT ING-C URItblilT
AND DIJffiCT-CURKENT.^
ALTERNAT ING-C UWihT-
Generat ing Stations.
T'Ur"bo-alternators of all sizes
up to 150 000 'KW and pressures
up to 13 500 volts
Trg&j
Rasing and lowering pressures "by
means of static transformers up to
220 000 volts.
Steel arniored cables three-pho.se
up to 50 000 volts, single-pho.se up
to 132 000 volts.
Overhead lines pressures up to
220 000 volts*
Advantages: Static transformers
used for industrial and lighting ^
purposes.
Die advantages; Capacitance and reac-
tance of li les necessitate the use
of synchronous condensers .Sta.bility
troubles. Telephone interference.
DISTRIBUTION AND APPLICATION-
Light ing
-
Only frequencies above 25
cycles acceptable.
fraction . Only trolley used. Three
-
phase requires two overhead trolleys
.
Pressures up to 10-15000 volts .frequen-
cies up to 45 cycles.
Single-phase requires only one trolley.
Pressures up to 22 000 volts and frequen-
cies 16 -2/3 or 25 cycles.
Advantages; Substation*-- with static
tr e ns fori r>e T% b nd widely s pace d
PIHBOT--CURRENT.
Ge nerat ing Stati c ns_.
Turbo-dynamos of small cap-
acities up to 2000KW and pres-
sures up to 5000 (or 7 5C0)
volts
Transmiss ion
.
High pressures obtained by
series coupling of generators*
Conversion to alternating-
current by means of motor-
gene rat or sior the transverter.
Steel armored cables up to
100 000 volts.
Overhead lines pressures pos-
sible up to 300 000 volts.
Advantages : Cap^itance and
reactance of line axz r.ot harm-
ful. Only two wires necessary.
No stability troubles. No tel-
ephonic interference.
Disadvantages: Line losses con'
stant. Poor efficiency at light
loads .Liotor-genera.t or .sets
used for obtaining industrial
pressinres •
DISTRIBUTION AND APPLICATION
.
Lighting. Used, much in metro-
politan districts.
Traction . Trolley or third
rail. Tensions 'up to 3000 volts.
Substations for conversion of
three-nhri.se distribution cur-
rent oy means of synchronous
converters or mercury -arc rect-
ifiers . In case of the direct
current series system by means
of motor-generators.
Advantages : Re generative brak-
ing for down-hill runs and for
stopping.

Si
Pis ad v - ), n t < ge 9 : Re ge ne rat ive "brak-
ing complicated for riingle-pho.se.
This system also requires soecial
ge nerating s t at ions.
Fac t or
i
e s. All r d i 1 1 ary motors w i t
]
re as 1 \rbly c ons t a at $ ne e d .
Variable speed motors uneconomi-
cal and unsatisfactory.
Mines « Induction motors for all usa-
ges .Slip-ring motors for ventilators
or special drives.
'Synchronous motors used for power--
factor correction.
Metallurgy. Alter nat i ng-current for
small motors .
For laminating machinery alterna'
current little used.
E lec tr -; .e
t
al lur gy. Arc furnaces of all ,
capac it ies , s ingle -phase or \hre e-phase
.
Induction furnaces. High frequency fur-
naces .
E 1e c tr o -Chem is t r y. Alter nat ing-cur-
rent Unsuitable for electrolysis.
disadvantages : A large number
8
)
1 os "tat ions re
Factor ies* All ord inary motors
wit! • co*Ht. it or variable speed
for aoc urate si>eed regulation
Kline s. Ordinary drives used in
connection With converters or
mot or^generator sets if necess-
ary .
For hoisting machinery the
War d -Le nar d system,
metallurgy. Direct-current for a.
nuii.be r of "auxiliary drives a.nd
for some important service in'
steel works . For laminating ma-
chinery direct-current is prefer-
able.
Electro -he t a.1 1ur gy
.
Only arc fi/rnfces.
jgle etr o-Che mis try . Elec tr lys is
by d *fre c t - c urre nt at low pres-
sure
.
Elect r 0- culture. Alternat ing-c urr e nt
for all mo"tors. Ea.se of distribution.
Hoists and Elevators. Thr e e
-
phas e cur-
rent used but less accuracy of service.
Ills eel lane ous. For telegraph, telephone
.and signals a Iter n« t : i. ng-current little
used
.
Elec tr o-c ul t
u
r e. Direct-current
for all motors
.
Hoists and Elevator s . D ire c t - c ur
-
rent is preferable
.
•Mis eellane us . For telegraph, ti
telephone* and signals direct-cur-
rent almost a1ways used.

SKKERAL COiTCLUBIOIT
The question of interchangeability of Motors for the different systems
for
Day sometimes be of lmportance^cert- in types of single-phase alterna-
ting-current motors can run equally well on direct-current. This is
sometimes used on the electric traction systems^ for example. on the
//
Haw York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad. Within certain limitations
direct-current series motors will run on alternating-current provided
sufficient voltage is applied to tue terminals. But satisfactory op-
eration depends upon a great many factors.
When operating on alternating-current a certain portion of the
line voltage is absorbed by the resistance drop in the field and arma-
ture windings as in the case of direct-current. But in add.it ion to
this, there is an induction voltage drop Which absorbs still more of tna
the applied line voltage leaving less available for producing torque
ami sfj-eed. Consequently the motors have a marked tendency to run at
lower speed on alternating-current than on direc t- current . This in-
ductive voltage drop increases with the frequency of the alternating-
current supply and consequently less useful volta.ge is available on
hij jh fre que ncies than o i 1 ow fre<?i/ewc> es.
Some of these features can be eliminate^ by special design fitf the
motor, but it is obvious that high-speed direct-current motors will
operate more satisfactorily on alternating-current than those wound
for lower speeds. Some direct-current motors designed for direct-cur-
rent will not start on alternn.ting-curre.rt , because the combined, vol-
tage drop is 3 o great that insufficient active voltage is available to
produce enough torque to overcome the friction.—
A marked, advantage of direct-current is the possibility of stor-
ing t^e energy in accumulat ors . This is not possible with alternating-
current. There are many applications of accumulators^ for example .in
mines they are used, for traction and the electric portable lamps have

considerably increased the output per miner arid at tne same time in-
crease c! the safety against explosions.
Accumulators are used in another field of tract ion? namely for el-
ectric autoxnooiles and it is interesting to see that despite the contin-
uous perfection of the explosion motor for allt omobilei the electric auto-
mobiles are still used to sc.me extent, perhaps mainly on account of their
ease of control. It is not at all impossible that accumulators may in
the future be' used to a great extent also in locomotives for traction
eler long distances* They are used now, f or example, f or the starting of
oil-electric locomotives.
To sum up the relative merits of the two types of motors it may be
said that tne direct-current ... tor requires frequent attention to the
• commute ting gears to avoid spanking. Direct-current motors can "be econ-
omically subjected to speed regulation over a wide range and, perhaps
most important of ally for examplej in central stations, they can be run o
off a battery in times of breakdown or other emergencies.
"The greatest disadvantage of alternating-current induction motors
lies in the fact that speed regulation is not an economical proposition.
Of course, the speed of a slipring motor can be varied by varying the
resistance in the rotor circuit, but this is a very was te ful method, and
the system of having a controller to alter trie connections of the stator
windings and so alter wie number of poles, is only suitable for three
or four speeds at the most. Var io/ble-speed motors working on the "cas-
cade" principle^might be used, but ehese give only a limited number of
speeds which are fixed by tne number of poles.
On the other hand, in the case of pumps and fans, which form a very
large proportion of, for example, steam power station auxiliaries, the
output can be controlled oy throttling^ that is, oy control of dampers
or valves.

ft.
Thtiis where it is necessary to obtain a fine and precise speed reg-
ulation one must tjake refuge to direct-current and if necessary convert
alternating-current in the most econo ic 1 manner.
When first conversion has been decided upon it is often found des-
irable to use direct-current on a very large hiwr.be r of auxiliaries.
Therefore it must be concluded that direct-current is an indds-
pensible supplement to alternating-current because it pan redress some
of the inconveniences of alternating-current in regard* to inflexibility
for industrial application.
A
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CHAPTER 2
GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION

GEITERATION AMD DISTRIBUTION
Generating electrical energy The modern generating station has come
to a point of refinement and economy where great improvements cannot be
expected in the near future. Yet the thermal efficiency of converting
coal into electricity is rather low, "because the heat energy in the
coal has to be converted into energy in the form of steam under pres-
sure and this energy must in turn be converted into mechanical energy
by means of a steam engine obtaining its energy from the heat drop
available by the expansion of the steam between two pressures. First
then the mechanical energy^available for producing electrical ener-
gy • All these processes entail losses and even considering a perfect
engine working on the ideal Rankine cycle the possible theoretical
thermal efficiency is not higher than 40 per cent and for actual steam
machines the efficiency does not exceed 30 per cent. The thermal over
all efficiency of a modern generating station is at best J|2 per cent,
but before the consumer gets the electricity it must pass the distri-
bution system which may give an additional loss of 15 per cent. Thus
the consumer obtains 22 (I- 0.15) that is less than 19- * per cent
of the heat value in the coal.
for example
Now, why is this economical? How can^ electric heat ever
compete with heat produced on the spot? The answer is first that it
cannot yet. But it must be pointed out that there are , consider-
oiher
ations^than purely economical ones. In the first place electrical
heat is the cleanest medium for heat, due to the absence of fumes and
gases and this may become very important in large cities. In the next
place it lends itself to the most perfect control of the temperature
and third the efficiency of converting electricity to heat is of the
nature of 100 per cent. In the fourth place the individual consumer
--
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muait have high grade coal for which he must pay two or three times the
price of the lower classes of coal which the large generating stations
can use with advantage.
When high grade coal he comes more scarce and more expensive this
part may become very important and, furthermore , the cost of mainten-
ance and of operation of the local plant is proportionately mikch higher
than for the large central plant.
It must also be remembered that the consumer has the electricity
for many other purposes: for light with an efficiency of about 100 per
cent and for mechanical purposes with an efficiency of from 80 to 90
per cent^and for such purposes the local plant cannot compete with the
large high-efficiency central plant.
Location of steam plants . An important consideration for the lo-
cation of large generating plants is the coal supply. By locating the
plant on a river ar at ti de-water the coal may be supplied by barges
which is much cheaper than by railroads. But why cannot big plants be
built at the coal mines? That is because the mbdern steam plant must
have an abundant supply of cold water in order to be operated efficient-
ly and such a supply is usually not available at the mines. The water
is used for condensing the steam whereby more power can be secured than
without condensation. Wells may possibly supply the required water; o^
failing this^cooling towers may be erected jbut it is usually much cheap-
er to ship coal from the mines to the steam plant located at a suffi-
ciently large body of water than to provide water at the mines because
the weight of water used for condensing purposes is from 400 to 500
times the weight of coal burned in the boiler furnaces. For this reason
the presence of a suitable water supply determines the location of the
steam plant. Generating stations should not be located too f*»r from the
place of utilisation as the cost of transmitting electrical energy over
long distances is so high^ that beyond a certain distance it becomes
ioq X&ss> 8X*i9W
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more economical to transmit the energy in freight cars in the ori-
ginal form of coal.
Hyflro-electric plants. There is a common notion jmonythe public that
the development of the water-power resources will provide a plentiful
and cheap supply of electric energy. This is a very erroneous idea,
since in the first place the available water power is not nearly suf-
ficient to cover the demand and it has a seasonal character^ both of
which conditions require that the hydro-electric stations must be
backed up by large steam plants. There .are very few developments
wherejajrelay station, steam, gas or oil plant
y
owned either by the sel-
ler or A the buyer of hydro-electric energy, is not almost essential.
In the second place development of hydro-electric stations is extremely
expensive and only a very limited part of the total water-power re-
sources can at present be developed economically. The economical de-
velopment of a water-power proposition depends upon the available power
in the river; the size of the market and the distance to it, and the
degree to which the hydro-electric power is to be utilised. A very
large amount of water falling a considerable distance is required to
produce the same amount of electrical energy as one pound of coal.
^The cost of hydroelectric plants vary greatly, depending first
namely
on the physical characteristics^ the head of the water-f the distance
from existing railwaysf the geological formation^ the availability of
rock
;
gravel and sandf the difficulties of handlings" the climatef the
character of the flow in the river. Secondly ^- n the price of laborf oft
the lands to be acquired;' ofl existing developed rights which will be
destroyed, thirdly^- upon the prevailing price of material, fourthly
upon the e-es4 of . the .contract and the amount of money.
Another very important consideration is the transmission plant.
Enormous quantities of water run daily to waste because the distance
from the water falls to the markets of electricity is beyond eccjjaic.
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transmission range.
^Some cost data (Spring of 1921) of a fairly average condition of
a moderately sized plant (25 000 KW) may be of interest:
ITEM Per Cent of Cost per kilowatt
Total Cost
Property 19.3 $48.00
Dam II. 6 29.00
Canal 42.3 105.20
Power house and foundations 9.6 24.00
Equipment 17.2 42.8
Total 100.0 $249.00
Note that the cost of the dam and the canal represents more than
one half of the total cost • The cost per kilowatt of hydro-electric
power is usually more than double the cost of steam-electric power,
and furthermore the steam relay stations required to supplement dry-
a.)
weather flow K will add 30 per cent more to the total cost.
Cost of electric service The problem of determining the rates for e-
lectric service is very complicated, if it is to be done exactly. There
are two theories for rate making, namely the value-of-service theory
and the cost-of-serviee theory. The former is the older one and is
based on what the traffic will bear a,nd competition allow. This was in
the days before regulation. The latter theory is based on the prin -
ciple of equal rate for same service and the rate covering the cost of
sertice, this cost including a reasonable return on the investment.
The rate usually consists of a demand charge and an energy charge, or
of "fixed charges" and "running charged. The former includes all cap-
ital charges, management, most of the repairs and maintenance cost plus
a small portion of the coal. The total fixed charges of the system
divided by the number of kilowatts of maximum demand gives the "fixed
charge per kilowatt of maximum demand."
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The "running charges'* depend on the number of units sold and n amount
to the cost of coal plus a small portion of wages, etc.^ plus losses
in the system. The total cost of supply is made up of the following
elements of cost: I) power station, 2) main transmission, 3) second-
ary transmission, 4) transformation or conversion, 5) distribution,
6) metering and collecting. The latter* cost may be 22 sh. 6 d. per
meter, to quote an English source, ' ana has little influence on
the average cost in the case of comparatively large consumers, whereas
for house service which may only take 100 lewhrs per annum this cost
alone represents -a—co*£—of 2.7 d. per kwhrs. This explains why a pub-
lic utility in some cases charges 6 d. per kwhr and in other cases less
than 0.5 d. per Kwhr, In the follwing the cost for metering is not
included.
Let us consider a generating station costing 15 1 per lew to build.
The annual charges on the station cLee taken as 2 1. 17 sh • 3 d. per kw
plus 0.125 d. per kwhr*
This cost is increased in main transmission and transformation to
3 1. 9sh. 6d. and 0.129 d* the secondary transmission brings this up to
3 1. I5sh. and 0.139 d; after passing through the substations the cost
of low-tension direct-current supply becomes 41. 19 sh. 5d. and O.I47d;
and the distribution losses and charges on low-tension direct-current
mains bring the total cost to 6 1. 9sh. 2d. per kw demand plus 0.159 d.
per kwhr at consumer 1 s premises. The corresponding figures for alterna-
ting current are also given in the summary below and total 5 1. 13 sh.
lid. plus 0.150 d.
-p. Zoo
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In this summary HT means high-tension; LT low-tension; AG alter-
nating-current; DC direct-current; 1 pounds , sh. shillings, d pence.
frt'ia4 charges TBvnnini
Cost '~~~~*~^per'fat?r.
___________
Type of supply 1. sh. d. \. d.
1. Power station terminals HT.AC. 33 000 Volts 2 17 3 +0,125
2. Main substations HT.AC. 6 600 3 9 6 4 0.129
3. Distributing substations HT.AC. 6,600 " 3 15 + 0.130
4. Utility substation LT.AC, 230 & 400 volts 4 2 5+ 0.139
5. Consumers substation LT. AC • 400 " 4 5 +0.139
6. Consumer's premises LT. AC . 230 & 400 g 5 13 II 4 0.150
4.A Utility substation LT.DC. 220 & 440 S 4 19 5 \ $.147
6.A Comsume^s premises LT.DC. 220 & 440 M 6 9 2 » 0.159
When the load factor is assured the average cost per kwhr can be
found. The load factor is the ratio of the average power to the maxi-
mum power during a certain period of time. Experience has shown that
the cost per kwhr varies inversely as the fourth root of the load fac-
tor^ In the different cases as above the average cost in pence per
kwhr not including metering charges will be:
Load factor in per cent
Case I0_ 2 30 40 50
1 0.91 d. 0.52 d. 0.38 d. 0.28 d. 0.23 d.
2 1.08 0.60 0.45 0.32 0.25
3 I. 15 0.65 0.47 0.34 0.27
4 1.28 0.71 0.52 0.36 0.29
5 1.30 0.72 0.53 0.37 0.29
6 1.71 0.93 0.67 0.46 0.36
______
4 A 1.50 0.83 0.60 0.42 0.33
6 A 1.92 1.04 0.75 0.51 0.39
It is seen that the cost of direct-current supply is materially
higher than that for alternating-current supply.
Economics of distribution system. The economic solution of distribu-
tion problems is of great importance since the point is nolfcV reached
where the cost of producing the electricity has decreased until it is
but a. small portion of the total cost, whereas the cost of distribu-
tion has risen very rapidly. To illustrate the great influence which
to ao;\..
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the coat of distribution has on the total cost of power delivered to
the consumer the table below gives the relative elements of costs:
Generation Transmission "Distribution
Operating costs 100 # t>3 %' 178 ^
Maintenance 100 245 470
Fixed charges 100 33 133
Depreciation 100 150 400
The investment in the distribution system is a large part of the
total investment in the system. In some systems it may be 30 per cent
in others 60 per cent. One may divide the distribution system in three
parts, I) transmission, 2^ substations and 3) local! distribution. To
take an actual example of a large company the relative investment of
the whole system wis for generating plant 32.5$; for transmission 9%;
for substation 12.5$; for lical distribution 26 %\ and for miscellan-
eous 20%* In this case the three elements of the distribution system
constitute^ nearly 50$ of the total investment and the local distribu-
tion system more than half of this.
c)J The losses in the distribution system are^ very great, of the or-
der of 15-20 per cent of total energy generated^and they hatf&to be
transmitted through the rest of the system. Therefore,, it is evident
that the distribution system must be laid out very carefully with a
view of economy, but despite this fact the distribution system is pro{>
Ijably the most neglected part of the electric system as regards econo-
mic design. This may be due to the great multiplicity of problems
such as determining the most economic size of conductor, voltage,
span, route, etc; transformer ratings and 3pace; substation locations,
etc. And all these factors are interdependent and are in many cases
governed by considerations A than purely economical ones. Another
reason is the great uncertainty of load conditions, of load growth, etc
A third reason is that good service must be considered first of all so
that the ideal is to distribute the generated energy at the least pos-
sible
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cost consistent with good service.
The requirements of satisfactory service are:
I) Dependability; 2.) Constant or nearly constant voltage; 3) Bal-
anced voltage(if polyphase); 4) constant frequency and freedom from in-
ductive interference with telephone lines; 4) good power factor; 5) and
service at minimum cost.
Elements of the distribution system and distribution practice •
Substations 7 are used for the following purposes
•
a. To receive alternating-current from high voltage transmission feed-
ers and lower the voltage for local distribution.
b. To convert alternating-current into direct-current for local distri-
bution.
c. To convert alternating-current received from feeders at 25 cycles
to 60 cycles for local distribution.
d. To convert alternating-current from constant potential sources to
constnat current, either direct or alternating, for the supply of light-
ing circuits.
e. To house storage batteries used as load regulators or reserves on
direct-current systems.
f. To house feeder regulators for the control of voltage on lighting
circuits.
Conversion to direct-current may be accomplished either by motor-
generator sets, by synchronous converters
}
or by mercury-arc rectifiers.
Motor-generator sets are more expensive and less efficient than conver-
ter equipment, but occupy less space, are better adapted for power-fac-
tor correction and SLfe more reliable in operation. "The savingjin floor
space occupied by a motor-generator set over that occupied by a syn-
chronous converter and its accessories has heretofore been advanced as
an argument in favor of the former, but as the induction regulator and
series booster are no longer necessary, this advantage of the motor-gen-
isvnco o'i .o
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erator set is partially overcome. If the transformers belonging to
a synchronous converter set can be located on a gallery, a greater
capacity in synchronous converters than in motor-generater sets can be
installed in a substation of given floor space."
The large mercury-arc rectifiers have been used mainly for rail-
road electrification, but they are equally well adaptable for lighting
service. On account of absence of mechanical inertia and commutators
they are the type of apparatus which is the least sensitive to sudden
load peaks. Another valuable characteristic is that energy cannot
flow frora Adirect-current to the alternating-current network. This fact
is of considerable importance because a satisfactory parallel opera*
tion of rectifiers connected to two independent networks is thereby
possible. The two netv/orks are not restricted in that they must have
the same frequency, nor does a change in the frequency affect safe op-
eration as it does in the case of synchronous converters connected to
two independent networks.
In Germany a distribution substation was enlarged with rectifiers
and the reasons for using this apparatus were the following:
I) About equally high efficiency of rectifiers for all loads,
2) Noiseless, 3) quiet and simple start up, 4) little attention,
5) practically no wear, 6) light weight, therefore no special founda-
tions, 7) high capacity for overload, 8) simple and cheap reserve,
9) easy repair.
The efficiency of a rectifier increases with the voltage and as
most distribution systems have a rather low voltage, the rectifier -
does not show up to such a great advantage as it does in railway ser-
vice with high voltages.
The economic size and spacing of substations involve a proper bal-
ance between two classes of costs, substation and transmission cost on
b)
the one hand and primary feeder cost an the other. The method is to

make different layouts and compute annual charges for all of them,
put the reettibt in graphical form and keep as close to the minimum
cost as possible. The most strictly economical arrangement is not al-
ways obtainable, because many other factors must be considered in each
particular case, such as existing duct lines, cost of land, load center
of area to be fed, relations to other substations, which factors are in-
fluenced by local conditions. But fortunately, the above mentioned
graph is very flat so^even a considerable deviation from the most econo-
mical scheme does not materially affect the total annual charges.
Some idea about the most economical size of substations may be had
from the following table which has been calculated for a two phase, 3
wire , 2300 volt system:
Load-
—^ Density 1 Most Economical substation
1500 KW/ square mile 20 000 K W
3000 24 000 w
4500 » 28 000 «
As the load is constantly growing the substation should be de-
signed with this in view and the problem is therefore to select a size
which may be adopted as a general standard and yet be most economical
for average conditions.
The direct-current substation seems to be a thing of the past be-
cause in modern systems of distribution it is not needed. In large
metropolitan areas it becomes exceedingly difficult to find proper
places for substations and -t-he «-os4—e-f- land is very expensive; this
as h
may be the deciding factor Awhy the tendency is towards abandoning the
direct-current system and go over to an alternating-current network.
Primary feeders. As mentioned above the economic size and length
of primary feeders depend upon the economic size and spacing of sub-
stations as well as the economic size of feeder copper.
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The latter is a problem of "balancing fixed charges on the copper against
line losses. When the economic size and spacing of substations have been
found this also determines the length of the primary feeder, but good
voltage regulations may limit length of a feeder below the economic limits
The average length of primary feeders is from one to ten miles and
the predominant system (used on 45% of all systems in this country) is
3 phase 4 wire star 2300/4000 volts; next (23$) comes 3 phase delta
2300 volts, then (6.6%) 2300 volts single-phase and 2300 volts two-phase
(4.6%). The voltages vary from 2200 to 13 200 volts depending on type of
is used
territory served^ that is, low voltage for dense loads, high voltage for
outlying districts. In Uew Orleans the adoption of the latter high vol-
tage permitted the elimination of substations, the feeders coming direct-
6)
ly from the generating station.
The relative amounts of copper required in various distribution sys-
tems are as follows
:
9
Comparison based on
minimum potential be-
tween wires
Type of system
Single-phase, 2 wire
Single-pha3e , 3 wire
Two- phase, 3 wire
Two-phase, 4 wire
Two - phase , 5 wire
Three-phase , 3 wire
Three-phase , 4 wire
100 per cent
37.5
72
31.4
31.25
75.0
29.17
Comparison based on max-
imum potential between
wires
100 per cent
144
75.0
100
a,)
Transformers
; The economic spacing of the transformers is close}/
related to i a study of economic length of secondaries. The size of
the transformers depends upon the spacing because a given load density
requires a definite transformer capacity, divided into a number of
a) y/0 _A 93z -p. gte
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smaller transformers. It^desirable to use as large transformer units
as possible because then their cost per KVA and the losses will be
lower. However, by increasing the size and spacing of the transform-
ers the cost of and the line losses in the secondaries will increase.j
a«d the problem is therefore to secure an economic balance between the
cost of the secondaries and their losses.
the
The spacing of transformers is also much influenced by the street
layout. The spacing varies from 135 feet to 3000 feet, the average
being 1000 feet. The size of the transformers must be taken larger
than required at the moment in order to take care of load growth, "but
this should be practiced conservatively as the cost of change is not
high, provided the transformer vault is made large enough.
The practice of connecting the transformer leads varies greatly
,
the same company often using different connections. Therefore in the
list "below the sum of the percentages add up to more than 100.
The first: list gives the transformer connections for power ser-
vice alone, the second for combined power and light.
Per cent of companies
Power service using each type of sys-
tem
Closed delta, 3 wire 85
Open delta, 3 wire 39
Star, 4 wire 10
Combined power and light
Closed delta, 4 wire 71
Open delta, 4 wire 39
Secondary system . The economic length of the secondaries is deter -
mined in connection with the transformer spacing. The length varies
from 300 feet to 2500 feet. The bulk of the secondary system in resi-
dential districts is single-phase, 3 wire, but there is no consistent
practice by any one company the reason feeing that the load density var-
ies and the type of load is different^ that is
;
whether the service re-
quired is for light alone or for combined light and power.
A)1(fi
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Some companies use different types of system?.Therefore in the
table "below the percentages add up to more than 100,
Secondary system Per cent of companies using
each type of system
no volts
,
2 wire
,
direct-current 20
no ii 3 ii direct- current 45
115 ii 3 ii direct-current 35
220 ii ii single -phase 47
220 it three-phase 33
230 ii single-phase 31
230 M three-phase 27
460 II three-phase 14

COST COLJARISON OP DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
The cost of supplying a distribution area of one square mile with
a certain load characteristic is examined below. The area has a sus-
tained peak load of 12 000 KW at 230 volts, with an annual consumption
of 46 000 000 Kwhrs corresponding to a load-factor of 0.44.
Three schemes are considered:
1) The Edison direct-current system using one substation at load
center.
2) The same system using four substations.
3) The three-phase, four wire alternating-current system with a bank
of transformers at each street intersection, supplied from a single
substation at 2300 volts. Power factor 0.83.
For all three cases the amount of copper required and the losses
in the low-tension mains are practically the same. The table below
compares the amount of copper required in the feeders and the losses
in same.
System X r. 2 'J. 3
Number of substations I 4 4 XI
Number of feeders 64 64 10
Average length, miles 0.50 0.25 0*42
Maximum length, miles 0«87 0.37 0.62
Weight of copper, tons 560 280 94
Annual feeder losses in millions of Kwhrs 6.4 3.2 1*6
Annual feeder losses, in per cent 14.0 7.0 3.5
The following average costs are assumed:
Generating station $140 per kilowatt
Series arc substations 100 w "
Direct-current substations 70 " "
Alternating-current substations 40 " "
To find the investment cost per kilowatt delivered at the sub-
station bus or at the customer 1 s services one should add the cost of
the transmission and , respectively, the cost of the distribution system
including substations or of the distribution transformers.
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Thus the following investment costs per kilowatt are found:
Point of delivery Substation bus Customer's service
The series system $633 $666
The directeaurrent system 356 407
The low-tension alternating- current 298 347
system
Similarly, the operating costs based on the year 1920 were found
to be in cents per Kwhr as below. These costs include cost of fuel,
da
attendance, maintenance of stations and lines, but^not include
fixed charges on investment. The following efficiencies were assumed
and included :-
Series substations 74 »8 per cent
Direct-current substations 81.4 M "
Alternating-current substations 98.0 " M
Operating costs in cents per kilowatt hour:-
Point of delivery Substation bus Customer's services
The series system 1.96 2.07
The direct-current system 1.57 1.78
The low-tension alternating- 1.28 1.49
current system
Conclusion . The low-tens ion alternating- current system is much
cheaper both in first cost and in operation than the direct-current
system.
Some other points must, however, be remembered. The conditions i
of delivery into a densely loaded district favor the direct-current
system, first, because it is difficult to find transformer vaults in
the streets for the alternating-current system, second, because the
protection of the storage battery reserve on the direct-current sys-
tem is of great value, and where there are many elevators, printing
presses and other variable-speed machines the direct-current motors
are better adaptable to fine regulation. However, a very important
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point is that in congested city areas it is extremely difficult to ob-
tain land at reasonable prices for the direct-current substations , and
as most transformers for the alternating-current system can be mounted
directly in the customer^ buildings the problem of space for the lat-
ter arrangementA gives very good regulation also in the top stories of
very high buildings, because transformers can be mounted on each floor,.
A similar arrangement would not be practicable for the direct-current
system.
To obtain maximum output from all plant equipment per dollar in-
vested there should be used only one type of generating equipment and
one distribution system in order to take advantage of diversity of
loads and to obtain the high load factors possible through the use of
interconnected generating stations carrying diversified loads. This
idea can most nearly be obtained with alternating-current systems.
General Comparison of distribution systems.
Distribution systems may be classified as to the nature of the
current used - direct-current or alternating-current; as to method of
connection - either series or parallel connection; and further as to
number of phases, of conductors and as to voltage and frequency.
In the historical development of the distribution system several
types of systems have been used as follows:
1) The seriea system . All equipment is connected in series, constant
value of current is used, and the voltage varj,e,$ with the load. It is
limited almost entirely to street lighting where all devices are in
use at the same time. Alternating-current can be used, but direct-cur-
rent was most common before the advent of the incandescent lamp,
2 ) The two-wire parallel systems. All loads are connected in para^-
.lel, the voltage is held constant and the current varies with the load,
one
Direct-current applied to this system and the following Ahas limitations,
because of small radius of distribution, and because of the great number
9'ilSJO
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of substations requiring rotating machinery for transforming energy from
alternating-current to direct-current. These substations are more expen-
sive both in first cost and in operation than alternating-current sub-
stations and theireconomic size <*£ fc -hem is much smaller than'/is now common
practice to have.
Alternating-current applied to this system in the form of single-
phase current has the advantage of a minimum number of conductors and
hence the minimum first cost for distributing mains. This system is used
very generally for lighting circuits, but applied to motors it is in gen-
eral limited to units of 10 horsepower because single-phase motors cost
more than pdlyphase motors and produce more disturbance in starting. Also
the feeders require 33 per cent more1 copper than equivalent three-phase
feeders.
3 .The three-wire directOcurrent system also called the three-wirei j
Edison system, is widely used in metropolitan areas. The double voltage
can be used ^ the two-wire system.
4 ) The three-phase three-wire parallel system is very commonly used
since it is readily derived from a three-phase primary distribution and
transmission system and is well suited for motor applications; the double
compare^ with
voltage can be used as #i 2) and it requires only 75 per cent as much
copper as an equivalent single-phase system.
5) The three-phase, four wire system is used much for primary dis-
tribution at 3800 volts between phases and 2200 volts between any phase
and neutral. The advantage of 3000 volts distribution is that the radius
of distribution is about 4tee- doubU that of 2200 volt.
6) The two-phase and four-phase systems . The latter is really a sup
erposition of 2 two-phase systems. The two-phase system may be either
three-wire j four wire
;
or five wire. The three-wire system is as economi-
in regard {-o
cal yy' copper as the three-wire, three-phase system, but the Ipoltage reg-
ulation is somewhat difficult without phase compensators.
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The four-wire system is substantially the same as the single-phase sys-
tem except that two-phase motors can be used. The five-wire system srives
very satisfactory service and the first cost is low. A great advantage
of two-phase systems is that only two transformers are required to sup-
ply polyphase energy to motors.
Technical comparison of polyphase secondary systems.
It is very difficult to design a satisfactory distribution system
partly because it must comply with the present standard for motors and
lamps. The standard motor voltage is 220 and the larap^ voltage is 120
on most systems already installed. Unfortunately these standards are
where
mot easily adaptable to three-phase distribution Aone either gets 120-208
volts, or 115-230 volts, or II5-I99 volts. When a 220 volt motor runs
at low voltage it may heat unduly and even 206 volts is too low although
several reports indicate satisfactory operation at this voltage, perhaps
because the motors were rated too high. Anyway, there is a reduction in
rating of motors when they run on low voltage and the cost per horsepower
load is increased about 10 per cent with standard design. Furthermore,
much more careful voltage regulation must be maintained with the lower
voltage than with 220 volts. Of course, 220 volts can be supplied from
100 or 208 volts by using aut ©transformers for each motor, but this is
an undesirable and uneconomical arrangement.
Lamps rated at 120 volts can operate satisfactorily on 115 volts,
although with a loss in brightness bui at the same time a longer life.
The diagrams below^show the most practicable secondary connection
schemes for combined light and power service and the advantages and dis-
advantages of the respective schemes are listed below. Figures 1-3 show
different three-phase systems, figure 6 is the two-phase , five-wire sys-
tem.
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I) Advantages:
Disadvantages
:
115 volts for iamps and 230 volts for motors
Unequal voltage to ground, all lighting load on one phase
unbalanced voltage, and unequal sized conductor.
2) Advantages: Load "balanced on three phases, voltage to ground balanced
and 115 or 120 volts for lamps.
Disadvantages: 199 or 208 volts for motors. Two single-phase meters or
one polyphase meter is required for metering on single-
phase three-wire service, whereas the ordinary single-
phase, three-wire system only requires one single-phase
meter
•
3) Advantages: Load balanced on three phases, voltage to ground balanced
115 volts for tamps and 230 volts for motors.
Seven conductors; special transformers with tAps ; it isDisadvantages
r<?or
% .
difficult to design a line of trans formers with these vol-
tages so that the different sizes will operate satisfact-
orily in multiple with other sizes and other types,
4) Advantages: Load "balanced; 115 volts for lamps and 230 volts for
motors
•
Disadvantages: Six conductors and voltage to ground unbalanced and too
high (230 volts).
5) Advantages: Same as #2.
Disadvantages: Same as #2 and furthermore requires seven conductors,
6) Advantages: Load balanced; voltage to ground balanced; 115 volts for
lamps; two transformers per bank and transformers standard
ratio.
Disadvantages: Transformers are T- connected if fed from three-phase
primaries; polyphase motors are two-phase which do not
have as erood characteristics as three-phase motors. Five
conductors required.
*I0 0" D
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REQUIREMENTS FOR BJgTRIBUTIONS SYSTEMS
"The ideal system for general distribution of lighting voltage
must IsCe. comply with several requirements;
I) It must be polyphase so as to permit an economic operation of
motors. 2) It must be a symmetrical polyphase system so that the line
drop due to a balanced load will not cause distortion of the voltage
either in magnitute or phase, and the unbalance in voltage caused by un-
balanced loads must be small, 3) The voltages available must be suitable
for both light and power requirements and must not exceed a fairly safe
maximum. 4) The energy delivered to both light and power load must be
capable of being measured by a single meter. 5) The investment cost per
KV A delivered must be low. 6) Efficiency high. 7) Number of conductors
as small as possible. 8) One conductor must be a neutral which can be
grounded in such a way as to limit the voltage of all other conductors to
ground to a value below 150 volts and which preferably is symmetrical in
voltage relations to the other. 9) This system must be capable of simple
and economical derivation from the primary distribution system and this
in turn from the transmission system.
The only polyphase systems which can be considered are the ones list*-
the
ed onA&lowinj page*."
CONCLUSION :; " The three-phase four-wire system seems to fill most
satisfactorily all of the requirements and compares favorably with the
direct-current three-wire system, the one drawback being its adaptafci&ir
to the present normal voltages of lighting and power apparatus as shown
in the table.
The same system was also found satisfactory for primary distribution
and therefore the only logical course seems to be the general adoption of
this system. Prom the point of safety to life and ftCcm fire this system
is the one that comes nearest to the direct-current system where there is
practically no danger to life with the low voltage used.
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COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS FOR SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION
Two -Phase
Three -Wire
115 or 230
Volts
Two-Phase
Four-Wire
115 or 230
Volts
Two-Phase
Five -Wire
115 or 230
Volts
System 7'
Symmetry N.G. O.K. O.K.
115 volts 115 volts
too low for too low for
Voltage power- 230 power- 230 O.K.
volts too volts too
high for high for
light light
Metering O.K. O.K. O.K.
Relat ive
Investment
115
230
volts 1.660
1.830
1.566
0.783
0.978
Relat ive
Losses
115
23
volts
n
1.476
0.738
2.090
1.045
1.045
Number of Wi res 3 4 5
Grounding O.K. N.G. O.K.
Transformation 6.7% lost 6.7% lost 6.7% lost
capacity capacity capacity
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COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS FOR SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION
Three-Phase
Three -Wire
115 or 230
Volts
Three-Phase
Four-Wire
Symmetrical
Direct
Current or
Single-
Phase
Three -Wire
115 or 230
Volts
System
AA «
—
x—
•
Symmetry O.K. O.K. O.K.
Voltage
115 volts
too low for
power- 230
volts too
high for
light
120 volts
slightly
high for
light- 208
volts
slightly
low for
power
O.K.
Metering O.K. O.K. O.K.
Relative 115
Investment 230
volt s
•f
1.358
0.679
1.000 1.174
Relative 115
Losses 230
volts
n
1.808
0.904 1.000 1.045
Number of wires 3 4 3
Grounding N.G. O.K. O.K.
Trans format ion O.K. O.K. Complex

The three-phase system is also very flexible because it can be
extended into new territory as a single-phase system for light loads
using a two wire circuit and A later be supplemented by the addition of
two wires so as to take care of increased load as the territory is
developed. The system can take care of any type of load thus allowing
it to enjoy all of the advantages of diversity factor which is essen-
tial for the most economical operation of central station service."
-9u
ALTERNATING-CURRENT LOW VOLTAGE NETWORKS
"Any installation should be called a network where transformers
at various locations have their secondaries tied together,"
The most important problem inmodern distribution practice has
been the development of such a system which could be used with both
power and lighting services on the same mains in .areas of high load
density and which would approach in reliability the Edison direct-cur-
rent system, used commonly in congested metropolitan areas. The re-
IjHer
liability of this A system is very remarkable. There are areas in which
the service has not failed a moment in thirty years or more. This re-
liability is due largely to heavy conductors fed by numerous units
all supporting each other. Minor faults can be burned off and clear-
ed without interrupting service. The Edison system is still favofed
in many places for high speed elevators, printing presses and similar
service, where fine speed regulation is required, but there is a gen-
eral tendency to favor alternating-current also for such purposes,
because it is claimed that equally satisfactory service can be given
on alternating-current, that the motors are cheaper, have better ef-
ficiency and lower maintenance cost and better acceleration. To sum
V
up " the disadvantage found in variable-3peed motor applications are
compensated for, to a large extent, by the extremely simple constant
speed motors. The common problem in considering the possibility of
combining light and power on one set of mains and services is the
permissible variation in illumination of incandescent lamps, due to
change in voltage. The principle cause of voltage variation is the
starting current required by motors. Two per cent instantaneous
variation in voltage cannot be detected and three per cent is the
maximum possible for the highest grade of service."
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Alternating-current distribution has been in general use for many
years on overhead lines for isolated and widely scattered loads because
of its economy in first cost and low operating expenses. Underground
alternating-current systems have been in use in a number of places for
several years, but the adoption of networks is of recent date except in
one case, the United Electric Light and Power Company of New York City,
which has been using networks since the beginning of this century.
During the past two or three years thirty cities have adopted this
new system and always with great success.
The main consideration in the adoption of networks is the question
of reliability, because reliability is of paramount importance in met-
ropolitan distribution systems. But during the last few years very im-
portant developments have been made in the adoption of this type of al-
ternating-current distribution and it is now claimed that it is possible
to provide satisfactory alternating-current service of a very high de -
gree of reliability on^ac.count of the multiple feeds obtainable to all
parts of the network.
The low-voltage metwork should be so designed that it "eliminates
-J
its own faults." That is, the conductor sections should be so small
that a fault burns them over, or at least the heat produced when a short
circuit occurs should develop heat enough to cause an arc fault to occur.
It is then possible by means of a motor-operated protector to make the
system protect itself against any fault which may happen.
The future distribution system will then probably be character iaedc
by the following features : a low voltage three-phase , four wire alter-
nating-current underground network; underground multiple-transformer
vaults; the elimination of the substations by using a sufficiently high
voltage for primary distribution; unit generators in the central sta-
tions eliminating the high voltage bus in the station; synchronizing
"at the load", that is through the network.
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This gives the following advantages: no large concentrations of energy
in the generating stations and the attendant difficulty of providing
circuit breaker protection; no problem of tie cables, the only tie be-
tween generating stations i>eing the network which appears to be unlikely
to transmit disturbances from one generator to another. jSfo problem of
load control or of wattless current control between the different genera-
ting stations; system stability 1* a maximum; and the service -is—"the
most economical.
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THE CONVERSION OF DIRECT-CURRENT SYSTEMS TO ALTERNATING-
CURRENT NETWORKS
It is quite generally agreed that the direct-current service should
be limited to its present extent, and in some cases, grach/ally supple-
mented by alternating-current, since the latter system is claimed to be
more economical and more easily adaptable to increases in load.
Therefore, the adoption of alternating-current distribution also
for metropolitan areas has been due in most cases to the desirability of
limiting the growth of the direct-current systems in those areas. Only
in a very few cases has it been found economical to completely displace
the direct-current system, but in general this system will still be main-
tained either in separate districts or on parallel lines, the alternating
current system being preferred for large new customers that large in-
dividual blocks of alternating-current loads are superimposed on the old
distribution system. There are some advantages in having both systems in
use, f. ex. for emergency light service for theaters, in automatic tele-
phone exchanges and also because certain customers prefer the direct-cur-
rent even if they shall pay a Mgher rate,. But it is clearly advan-
tageous to have -alo e alternating-current supply* in all districts, f.ex.
for X-ray machines and other power requirements wMre alternating-cur-
rent is most satisfactory and economical to the consumer.
a)/"Any scheme involving a complete change-over on large direct-current
distribution systems in the industrial and business areas of large cities
would undoubtedly be prohibitive. A change must come gradually by sup-
plying large additional power or lighting consumers from the high-tension
alternating-current mains by means of transformers installed on corns inn-
er^1 premises • »'
"There are various methods whereby a change-over may be accomplished
viz: I) Laying an additional single-core cable alongside each eaciacting
distributor to make a three-phase four-wire system.
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This method has little to recommend it as the advantages to be
gained would be outweighed by the heavy expense that would be
incurred in opening and reinstating roads,
2) Replacing existing mains with four-core cables. The use of this
method will depend to a considerable extent on the condition of
the mains and whether the increasing demand will warrant the
heavy expenditure.
3) Using the two outer and the midwire for two phases and the neuG
tral of a three-phase system. The cost of such a change-over is
comparatively small and can be quickly made, as consumers ser-
vices do not require alteration in any way. The direct-current
meters must of course be changed/
Unfortunately, the disadvantage of this arrangement is that the
section of the neutral conductor governs the current-carrying
capacity of the outers as the current in the neutral is more than
out-of-balance current.
4) Using single phase,, three-wire transformers. This is probably
the most economical method of dealing with a change-over. By
cutting the network into sections existing distributors will be
capable of dealing with a much larger load owing to their being
shorter and the voltage drops less.
By this last method there are two arrangements open:
a) One transformer installation with three single-phase, three-
wire transformers each connected across different phases of the high-ten-
sion mains; each transformer to supply a separate area, the load of which
should be arranged to be as nearly equal as possible; short feeders to be
run from each low-tension panel to the centers of gravity of each area.
b) Three separate transformer vaults, each one of which should be
placed as near as possible to the centers of gravity of three separate
areas. The high-tension main to be looped into each transformer and the sin-
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gle-phase, three-wire transformers balanced across different phases;
distributors to he connected straight on to the low-tension distribution
panel."
ECONOMICS OF CHANGE-OVER
H Kansas City, Mo., like many of the older cities of the United States,
still retains direct-current service for light and power in the congested
retail business district - the so-called Edison district. A few years ago
the company desired to narrow its Edison district to the minimum, thus
leaving only the dense business district to be served by underground dir-
ect-current mains. This necessitated the changing of 2Q00 or more power
and lighting services from direct-current to alternating-current.
Having determined upon the change, the problem presented was: Upon
what basis should the customer* s services be changed: I) Customer to stand
entire equipment expense. 2) Company to stand entire equipment expense.
3) Company and customer each to bear a proportionate share of equipment ex-
penses,- Good will and equity, revented the first planffcorobeiiycarried out.
The second plan was rejected because of the heavy expense to the company.
The plan determined upon was based upon charging the customer the accrued
depreciation upon his equipment, the company to bear all expenses incident
to the change, including wiring and all new motors, fans, etc. A fair av-
erage depreciation of 5 per cent per year was decided upon. Prom an account-
ing standpoint it meant simply that a customer with equipment originally
costing $1,000 and ten years old had at the time of the change a motor worth
$500 and also had $500 in his depreciation reserve account. The company
therefore proposed to remove his $500 equipment, install new equipment
worth, say, $1,000 and take the customer's &500 depreciation reserve- the
net transaction being a matter of accounting for the customer. The plan
has been received favorably."
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The Brooklyn Edison Company carried into effect a few years a^o
,
a plan of change-over in order to make the overloaded direct-current
system comfortable and safe. Instead of reinforcing the existing inef-
ficient direct-cjirrent system by adding feeders and mains and building
additional direct-current substations at tremendous cost the method ad-
opted to relieve the direct-current system was to change over a suffi-
cient amount of load to the alternating-current system at^point where
this could be done most economically and with the leaati inconvenience to
if
consumers. It was frankly recognized that with the art as then devel-
oped, short-time interruptions were more likely to occur on an alterna-
ting-current system than on a direct-current system but it was felt that
with the development of a closed low-tension network an alternating-cur-
rent system would be substantially better than anything that aoM be de-
veloped with direct-current. An interesting result of these changes
has been the increase in overall system efficiency from a fairly steady
value of 78 per cent during the preceeding years to 82 per cent at the
present time. This will continue to increase as a greater portion of
4the total load is taken on the alternating-current system."
In connection with this policy of change-over certain changes took
place ix\ other parts of the distribution system. These changes may be
summarized as follows The primary distribution system has been changed
from 2400 volts, two-phase to 2400/4150 volts, three-phase, which in-
creased by 50 per cent the amount of power that could be transmitted
over existing distribution feeders and at the same time reduced the los-
ses by 25 per cent. in substations it was found that with the
same buildings, by taking out certain unnecessary parts of the switch-
ing equipment, two-phase stations could be converted into three-phase
stations of 50 per cent greater capacity with the addition of only a
fraction of the equipment normally needed for this extra capacity."
In Seattle a study was made of the relative efficiencies and com-
parative economjjwof the directOcurrent and the alternating-current
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systems of distribution for supplying the same load at consumer's prem-
ises. In general it was found that under conditions obtaining $n the
Seattle system the losses in substation transformation and the distri-
bution system were of the order of 6-8 per cent of substation input with
the alternating-current system, as compared with 20-25 per cent with dir-
ect-current distribution. An analysis was made of the comparative net
earnings obtainable by serving the same total load and area with alterna-
ting-current for the principal service as compared with direct-current
series. It was found that an increase on the order of 10 per cent of the
gross revenues may be looked for owing to the higher efficiencies and
lower costs applying to alternating-current service. These conclusions
and figures do not necessarily apply to any other systems or conditions
but seem to indicate a decided economy in favor of alternating-current
service •
"
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A STUDY OF CHANGE-OVER
General In New Orleans^there are at present two 120/240 volts
direct-current three-wire Edison systems which parallel each other.
They are partly overhead and partly underground. The two systems cover
two sections with widely different load densities. These two sections
will be called A and B, One of the sections c ( Section B) , compris ing
the old French quarter, is also served by an alternant ing-current sys-
tem, the 4000 volts four-wire grounded neutral, radial system.
The Edison systems had established an excellent record of service,
particularly for the high load density in the business center, Section
A, This system had proved extremely reliable for this heavy service,
backed up, as it generally is, with large storage battery reserves and
4$$ until very lately it was the only system which could give satisfac-
tory service for high-speed elevators. However, modern alternating-
current equipment can now meet satisfactorily all the special require-
ments of metropolitan business centers and when it became necessary to
completely rehabilitate the underground distribution system in New
Orleans it was decided to make a thorough study of the present direct-
current system and of different alternating-current systems for the
purpose of determining how the rehabilitation should be made and w/iai the
future policies should be.
Method of approach A gradual replacement of the existing direct-current
system with ail alternating-current system was considered and a period of
thirty years was assumed before the new system would completely replace
the old system.
The calculations cover the first ten years of this period and the
equipment is based on a load equivalent to the total load growth of the
ten years period in the underground district plus one third of the ex-
isting direct-current load in section A and all the existing direct-cur-
w-ay.ot aJXov Q00£
rent load in Section B.
To determine the load growth sufficient data were not available be-
cause the exact boundaries served by the two direct-current systems were
not recorded for past years, Therefore, the data on the yearly peaks of
the generating stations were given particular weight in estimating fut-
ure growth.
The future investment was estimated from actual layouts of the fuV
ure systems and actual prices were used. Substation^ estimates were
based on data covering existing stations.
To determine the power factor and transformer demand factors data
were used from other systems.
The losses were calculated baood fo|f an assumed certain layout based
on a study of the economics of transformer spacing and sizes of second-
dary mains.
'"The future energy charge is a very difficult problem to approach,
because an exceedingly large number of possibilities can be imagined.
The following points were observed:
1) Subdivision of unit cost into a demand charge and a Icilowatthour
charge.
2) Subdivision of the demand charge between the various classes of
apparatus through which the losses pass.
3) In-clusion in the demand charge of a charge for wattless kilvolt-
amperes produced by the alternating-current distribution apparatus."
6)
Types of systems considered . " Five types of distribution systems were
included in the study and these may be briefly described as follows:
I ) 13 200 volts primary with network secondary.
In this sytem as in all the other alternating-current systems consid-
ered, the service was assumed to be three-phase, four-wire 115/200 volts.
This is the system which shows the greatest economy of all those consid-
ered and which was^for New Orleans.
n ?.um o
2. 13 200 volts radial .
This system differs from the first in that each transformer hank feeds
an isolated section of secondary mains and no attempt is made to operate
the transformers in parallel.
3. 4 000 volts primary with network secondary .
In this case the usual step-down transformer substation is necessary
to concert from 13 300 volts to 4 000 volts.
4 . 4 000 volt3 radial ,
Each 4 000 volts feeder serves an individual distrifctand each distri-
bution transformer "bank serves an isolated section of secondary mains.
5 • Combined direct-current and alternating-eurrent •
In the first four cases the gradual elimination of the direct-current
system was contemplated. In this case the presence of an existing dir-
ect-current distribution system eliminated a large item of investment
tending to favor the eoonomics of direct-current service."
Conditions of change-over . "Certain difficulties will be encountered
in the change-over. One is the difficulty of obtaining space underneath
the streets for the location of transformer manholes. As far as possible
the transformers will be located in vaults on the customer* s premises
which method has the good features of reducing the cost and of placing
the transformers near the load to be served.
Existing lighting services can be transferred directly from the dir-
ect-current system to the new alternating-current mains. Existing direct-
current services which involve large amounts of motor load need not be
transferred to alternating-current at once. It is intended to gradually
reduce this type of load and ultimately eliminate it by extending the
process over a period of years sufficient to allow for 100 per cent de-
preciation of existing equipment as far as possible.
«.el
4Z.
A certain amount of actual change-over of customer's equipment will,
of course, be desirable from time to time, and the expense of doing this
must be borne by the company."
Tabulated summary of resul ts
"The figures for total investment, overall efficiencies, etc., in-
clude all of the distribution system between generating station feeder cir-
cuit breakers and the point of connection of the service laterals to se-
condary mains. The Service laterals and service equipment were not in-
cluded in the calculations, since these in general would be the same for
all five systems exsept for certain differences in the cost of meters, etc.,
betweren alternating-current and direct-current service and these differ-
encies would be in favor of the alternating-current systems.
It should be noted particularly that throughout the calculations the
investment figures were intentionally made more liberal for the novel sys-
tems, thus placing a handicap on these systems.
The investment figures for the directScurrent system include what
might properly be called renewals and replacements for the present system,
but which for convenience have been combined with the investment in new
ment //
equipment to obtain the invest^totals shown in the tables.
Below is given the total new investment for the various systems.
System 1 2 3 4 5
Network Radial Network Radial Combined
13 200 v. 13 200 V. 4000 v. 4000 v. A.C. and D.C.
$1,378,700 ftl,666,300 $1,982,300 $2,189,600 $2,394,800
Thus it is seen that the saving in dollars and per cent of total in-
vestment for system I is as listed.
$ Per Cent
System I versus 5 1,016,100 74
System 2 versus 3 603,600 44
System 2 versus 4 523,300 38
System I versus 2 287,600 21
System 3 versus 4 207 ,300 15
19fl
The overall annual efficiencies for the different systems are:
System I 2 3 4 5
Efficiency 94.7 93.7 90.0 89.3 76.5
The summary below gives the total annual charges
:
System I 2 3 4 5
Charges on new
investment at I4# *I93,000 $233,000 fP277,500 $306,500 $335,300
Energy charges
for losses 18,920 22,730 37,630 40,440 103,206
Demand charges
for losses 32,310 27,490 6T,I70 52,050 123,980
Substation oper-
ators salaries 11,900 11,900 Automatic
Maintenance of
network switches 1,780 2,500 —
Total annual
charges $245,010 §283, 220 $390,810 §410,890 $562,486
The savings in total annual charges in dollars and per cent of
total for network, 13 200 volts
;
are as follows:
% Per Cent
System I versus 5 316,476 128
System I versus 3 144,800 59
System 2 versus 4 127,670 52
System I versus 2 37,210 15
System 3 versus 4 20,080 8
Conclusion. The data presented atoove give^i sufficient justification
for introducing a certain new type of alternating-current system paral-
leling the present underground direct-current system in New Orleans.
Both as to total investment and operating charges the new system shows
considerable saving during a ten-year period of growth.
The new system selected is characterized by the following features^
I) The distribution substation is eliminated by choosing a primary
distribution voltage of 13 200, the distribution transformers being
fed directly fr©m the generating station by feeders, each of which is
controlled by automatic induction regulators located in the generating
station. Thus an important saving is effected by the elimination of
primary protectivedevices . The trans formercapacities are reduced by
taking advantage of the diversity factor in the secondary network.

2) This network consists of interconnected low-voltage alternating*
current, three-phase, four-wire 115/200 volts mains served by a com-
paratively large number of distribution transformers. Only one pro-
tective device is used in the network, namely a reverse-energy opening
switch with automatic reclosing features,
op
"The reliability of this system is practically equivalent to that
of the substation itself. The simplicity of the system constitutes a
reasonable amount of insurance against failures. That is, the fact
that multiplicity of apparatus such as substation rotating apparatus,
transformers, numerous circuit-breakers, etc.^ is avoided should greatly
reduce the number of apparatus failures. Full reliance is placed on
no one switch and a failure of one or more switches will not necess -
arily mean service interruptions over a large area because the faulty
section is eliminated.
Thus, special consideration has been given to reliability of ser-
vice and the selected system contains features which provide a high
degree of reliability, comparable cLo j that of the best modern direct-
current systems , if stand-by storage battery equipment be eliminated
from consideration."
5
TRENDS OF DISTRIBUTION PRACTICE IN GREAT BRITAIN
The general tendency of distribution in Great Britain runs somewhat
parallel to the tendency in the United States as reviewed at some length
in the preceding sections.
It may be summarized as follows?
I* "Alternating-current distribution is recognized as desirable because
it is considerably cheaper than direct-current distribution and adequately
meets the requirements of most consumers. 2, New networks are being laid
down on the alternating-current three-phase, four-wire system which en-
ables both power and domestic loads to be supplied from the same cables.
3. Although it is economically impossible to scrap the three-wire direct-
current networks which exist in most of the larger town^ the growth of
load during the past few years and the probability of a still greater
growth in the future has led to an endeavor to avoid increases in the dir-
ect-current system. This is being done either by changing over outlying
sections to alternating-current or by gradually superimposing alternating-
current networks for dealing with new customers,
4, Existing three-wire direct-current networks in the smaller towns
and villages, and in suburban areas where the power load is small, are
being changed over to three-wire single-phase a,lternating-current •
"
Some details of this general policy are reviewed in the following
which refers to conditions in Birmingham, England* The direct-current
system in this town became fully loaded and it was a question of I) lay-
ing additional feeders or, 2) arranging to boost the pressure on the fringe
of the system by means of automatic converting plants,
I, The dost of running a one square inch feeder cable to a point
1200 yards from the substation plus the cost of additional rotary conver-
ter plant, booster and switchgear in the main substation would amount to
.£9400.

iL
The annual losses at d. per Kwhr in conversion, boosting and
cables amount to XI380
Capital charges at 8 per cent 752
Total annual charges <£2T32
2. a) The cost of an automatic 550 KW mercury arc rectifier equipment with
building would be i 8200.
Annual losses at % d. per Kwhr would be ^270
Capital charges £ 660
Total annual charges £ 930
2.b) The cost of an automatic JT00 KW rotary converter equipment with b
building would be ±> 6500.
Annual losses at £ d per KJihr would be £ 270
Capital charges Ji 520
Total annual charges jTT§0
I t should be noted that the mercury arc rectifier does not show up
at its best with low voltages. Besides the price quoted for this equip-
ment is perhaps now relatively too high (from 1925).
Another way of relieving the direct-current network was to transfer
power consumers to the alternating-current system. It had been the pol-
icy to connect customers with a motor load less than 100 horsepower to
the direct-current system, but as the alternating-current mains had been
extended practically all over the town, power useffewith 30 horsepower
load or over had been connected to these mains.
The relative cost of service on the two systems, direct-current ( d.c4
and alternating current (a.c.) for a consumer, requiring 100 horsepower
1000 yards from the nearest source of supply was as follows:
d.c. a.c.
Capital cost of transforming plant and cable i"l950 X 1040
Annual capital charges at 10^ and annual / 277 £ 140
cost of maintenance and losses.
If cables were available close to the consumer's
premises and a proportion of these is allocated
for his load, the comparison is /I57 £ 33

For an outlying residential district a direct-current system fed
by feeders from a central rotary converter substation was not suitable,
as the load density would not .justify the expenditure.
The cheapest form of distribution was a four-wire system, 400 volts
phase to phase, fed by three-phase transformers strung on poles at freq-
uent intervals
•
The comparison in cost per mile between overhead and underground con-
struction was as follows:
Size Overhead Underground
High-tension Lines
[
Z x °- 1 inch ^ 931 ^ I804
(3 x 0.06 w " £792 £1628
Low tension lines (4 x 0.1 sq.inch £572 <£I73I
A comparison between the costs of serving densely populated district
at considerable distances worked out as follows for two different sys-
tems :
o.c. a.c.
Total cost £ I 052 520 £408 790
Kwhrs sold in one year Kwhr 60 200 000 100 735 740
Revenue from Kwhrs sold £546 838 £426 691
Annual return per £ I capital 10 sh. 5 d. sh. 10 d.
General Conclusion The relative merits In economics of the direct-cur-
rent system and the alternating-current system applied to distribution
have noW been examined for the conditions in two large countries. The
general European practice is to use the latter system for distribution
and this is undoubtedly^ the most economical system for practically all
conditions, and it will most likely be the accepted future distribution
system.

ECONOMICS OF POWER-FAC TOR IMPROVEMENT
General . On direct-current systems there is, of course, no question,
of power-factor, but on alternating-current systems the power factor
problem plays a very important role in the operation and economics of
these systems.
In order to bring this out clearly let us consider two cases. Let
the first case be a distribution system with an investment of
$50, 000, 000^ The improvement of power-factor from 0.75 to 0.90 would
enable the system to carry an additional load which would correspond
to an investment of $8,000,000.- Let the next case be a town with two
power stations, one of a capacity of 80 000 KW, the other of 20,000 KW.
These two stations are connected with a cable which can carry at least
5000 KW. Suppose the power-factor of the entire system was raised
from 0.8 to unity, then the 20 000 KW could be dispensed with or would
be available of supplying energy to an additional load of 15 000 KW.
MA station of that capacity represents a capital expenditure of about
£450 000."
CauSMftEffects of low power-factor . Low power-factor on a system is
caused mainly by the use of induction motors. Small fractional horse-
power motors of this type are used for driving such equipment as elec-
tric refrigerators, oil burners and the like. These motors have a very
low power-factor and the increasing use of them is tending to create a
serious problem in the residential distribution districts. Also large
induction motors have a low-power factor when not fully loaded.
The principal bad effects of a low power-factor are:
I) Increased investment required to provide for a given load because of
greater KVA capacity of the system. The necessary increase of K V A
capacity is caused byl-
a. A low power-factor load demands greater KVA than a correspond-
ing high-power load factor.
r r i
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b) The greater reactive drop inA 3ystern requires more ^eneratins
capacity.
c) The losses are also increased by low power-factor and these
KW losses must be delivered by the generating stations,
2, Increased Kwhr losses per KW delivered,
3. Greater requirements for voltage regulation.
Means of improving the power- fact or on a system.
Power-factor correction can be handled in two different waysJ-
1) By installing static condensers or synchronous condensers at cer-
tain points of the distribution system or in the substations. This me-
thod only corrects the power-factor in the lines between the substa-
tions and the generating station.
A rotary converter is essentially a power- factor correcting machine^
An average pov/er-factor of about 0.93 is obtained on some primary dis-
tribution systems where a large direct-current load is supplied through
rotary converters.
2) A more rational way is to improve the power-factor on the customer »s
premises. This can be done;
a) "by installing small condensers near the induction motor. This
method does not affect the characteristic of the motor.
"b) by using phase-advancers, either of the rotating type or the vi-
brating type. This method may be used on 1 arge induction motors
and its function is to supply to the rotor the magnetising current
of the motor so that this current is not drawn from the mains. Shis
method improves the efficiency of the mot or
j
c) "by usin? synchronous induction motors which besides doing work can
be made to improve the power factor of the system considerably.
d) by loading the induction motors tc full capacity.
to
t
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It is see,i that there are two classes of apparatus. The first type
( static condensers) is used solely for pover-factor improvement.
The other type (synchronous motors) does work and incidentally
improves the power factor. It is not economical to go to the limit in
power factor correction by improving the power-factor to unity, "because
of ihe current
it takes nearly four times as great a wattless component^ to change the
power-factor from 0.8 to unity as would be required to change it from
0.8 to 0.9.
Study of power-factor improvement . Both the power company and the con-
sumers are interested in improving the power-factor of their systems.
The power company is interested because a high power-factor improves
operating conditions and effects system economy. The consumer is inter
ested because most companies encourage ' high power-factor by giving a
rate advantage to customers having power-factors above a certain limit.
This is accomplished in a number of ways:
ad by giving bonus for high power-factor
b) by penalising low power-factor
c) by basing demand charge on KYA demand instead of KW demand
d' by charging for £VA hours instead of KW hours
"Low power-factor represents one of the big economic wastes in the
electrical industry.
In a study of the costs of low power-factor and the cost of correc
t ion, engineers are called upon to evaluate the cost of redesigning, ret-
constructing or purchasing equipment for correcting power-factor and to
weigh the cost of delivering service at low power-factor in comparison
bo the cost of delivering service at high power-factor. Decisions
must be made in regard to apportionment of costs to the utility and to
its consumers.
"
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Interconnection t£J usually considered as a transmission problem and
quite particularly in relation to the development of a f super-pov/er system'.'
Interconnection has made such a system possible and long-distance trans-
mission has made an extended plan for interconnections practicable, but
fundamentally these two problems are independent, and^ therefore^, intercon-
nection will here be considered largely in the light of distribution.
There are two types of interconnection: One is the interconnection of
distribution systems which has for its "object the tying together of many
small and scattered plants and the connection of such a netv/ork to a group
of efficient generating stations. It is in the development of this type
that the holding companies did such pioneering and lasting service."
The second type is the interconnection of normally independent systems
where the main purpose is mutual aid in case of emergencies. Thus each sys-
tme needs less reserve capacity and yet the reliability of service is bet-
ter. But in the development of this phase of interconnection certain other
factors became of importance such as the interconnection of hydro- elect fie
plants and steam plants, whereby there is a possibility of saving in fuel d
|
during certain periods because the most efficient station may carry the
whole load and a greater over-all pl^nt economy may be reached.
Another important economy is effected because of improved load-factor
which is the quotient of the average load for a certain period divided by
the maximum load. This load-factor is usually greater for large systems
than for small ones because the maximum demands of a great number of cus-
tomers are not likely to occur at the same time. The diversity factor
measures the effect of tnis non-coindidence of load by„a.ef intci as the
ratio of the sum of the maximum demands to the maximum demand of the
whole system.
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To illustrate the importance of diversity of loads and the eccn-
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omy of interconnection an example from the West v/Lll be given,
San Francis^) used electricity for lighting and power and has its
maximum demand in December. The Santa Clara valley is a rich orchard
section, which begins where the metropolitan area ends. The maximum
demand in this valley comes in May and June when enormous quantities
of water are pumped to irrigate the orchards. Without interconnection
the service of each would require a large additional expenditure for
steam-electric supply.
Interconnection dovetails the demands of botn sections, reduces
the investment necessary to supply the service and makes it possible for
both areas to obtain electric power at a cneaper rate.
The development of interconnected ^systems is characterized by the
following features:
1) Erection fcf highly efficient central generating stations of
enormous size. These superstaticns can be located at considerable dis-
tance from the large cities where real estate is cheaper.
2) Consolidations of town plants to form district power systems,
supplied from the central stations.
3) Interconnection of district systems for the transfer of power
between them to balance the demands of one system as against the other.
To sum upjthe underlying economic principles of interconnection
eJ
and the development of a superpower system are:
_
.
if
1) protection of continuity of services.
2) diversity of load resulting in improvement of load-factor and c
conservation of capital.
3) diversity of generating supply by combining storage water power
with run-of-t he-river water power and steam plants at large load centers.
4) pooling of reserve capacity, which reduces the amount of re-
serve necessary for equal pr oteetidm, thus conserving capital^.
5) Relaying of power in case of droughth, high water, break-downs,
or other abnormal conditions.
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The advnntrtpea of BUch a superpower system have been pointed
out by General Guy Tripp: " A superpower system will permit elec-
trification of many of our railroads and v/ill also reduce the ton-
nage of fuel to be hauled; thus the efficiency of our transport-
ation system will be improved. It will tend to draw people out of
congested districts, save the farmer from many of his labor diffi-
culties and reduce the price of fertilizer because of ample supply
of cheap power."
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CHAPTER 3
TRANSMISSION

TRANSMISSION
Gene r. il
,a . In the early days of commerci.,.1 utilization of electrical energy
it was the practice to build the power stations small and to place
them as near as possible to the load center.
This practise arose aore from necessity than from desire or pre-,
meditation. In the first plo.ce there was no need for large power sta-
tions, because the demand for electric service had not yet become uni-
.
versal. In the second place, the art of electrical machinery was not
developed enough to build large power plants/lhese small power stations
were placed, as near as possible Reenters of population and of load,
feecause it was most economical for the reason that such machinery as
isjnecessary for the transmission of electrical energy had not yet been
developed
.
Prom I860 to 1890 a transmission system was developed in Europe,
using high-tension direct-current at 2400, 10,000 and 12000 volts? In
1902 a line was constructed, from St. Maurice to Lausanne transmitting
150 amperes at 27 000 volts.
At this time it was generally thought, at least in Europe, that V
long distance transmission at high pressures would in the future be
by ^^m^ current and several important installations of this hind
were made in the following years.
There are at present about 16 separate high-tension direct-cur-
rent transmission lines in operation in Europe, namely in Switzerland,
Italy, France, Hungary, Spain, Russia and England. The longest is *
124 miles straight transmission^ or, houtiers to Lyons tr,
1 50 amperes at 100,000 volts.^
In most of these systems the secondary distribution is low-ten -
sion three-phase alternat i,igTcurrent Despite *fthe fact that there are
many ad vo nta spa to Vn* <-Vi +^««<i «*. i • •
,fo mgn-tension direct-current transmission, no new
^T^W™
8 ^ been Tii° de f0P 80/"e tiffie
>
•"hoitfh several projects
iiini it/o i ng

/jr.
have been contfi^ >! .Led , In America no ins tallat ions of this sys-
tem have been made. . The reason for this is not due to
the inferiority of direct-current transmission in itself, but the dif-
ficulties arise at the sending and receiving ends of the system be-
cause no reallyprac t ical apparatus for raising a.nd lowering the voltages
at these points have been developed and been tested in actual operation.
In recent years the rapid development of high voltage direct-cur-
rent machinery makes it possible that a radical change in transmission
practice within the ' next twenty or thirty years will take place, des-
pite the enormous and erver- growing capital investment in the three-
phase high-tension transmission lines,
A practical system for the transmission of three-phase current
was first developed by DObDow4ski and Pe.r,rant i and the simultaneous
introduction of an almost ideal medium for raising and lowering the
voltage, namely the static '..transformer , led to the rapid use of alter-
nating-current for long distance transmission of energy, and the devel-
opment of the polyphase induction motor, which greatly increased the
d em. aid for electrical energy, precipitated the introduction of this
system.
The facts that ll is possible to insulate transmission lines for
very high voltages, and &k&o that the alternating-current transformers
is such an ideal device for raisi Lg and lowering the voltage at the
sending and receiving ends of a transmission line, account for the
predominant use of alternat ing- current for long distance transmission,
For economic reasons it is desirable to use almost as high a vol-
tage for transmission as feasible, because the line losses are^ proppr-
syuare of ihe.
tional to the ^vo Itage for the same .-.•.mount of energy.

To illustrate, let I be the amperes of current in u line with a
z
resistance R ohms • THeia the line losses ar« I R. - Suppose, now, that
we use a pressure tea times as high « old transmit the same amount of
energy over the same tkirejthe current will then be I/IOI and the line
At present the highest voltage used is 220,000, hut it is possible
that as high as 1,000,000 volts might be used in the future for extra-
long distance transm is si on.
However, it is not practical to generate or to use such high vol-
tages a.s are desirable for transmission purposes and^ there fore > an e-
conomical and simple medium of raising the. voltage is essential.
The low first cost, negligible maintenance cost and high efficiency
of the static trans former ma&es this the cornerstone of present day long
distance transmission and has also revolutionized the old time genera-
ting station practice.
It is possible now by means of the high voltages used in transmis-
sion to locate the generating stations, where coal and water for conden-
high v'of/ayes
sing purposes are most easily obtained and at lowest cost; and the^ make
it possible to build larger .-aid more efficient central stations for the
supply of a large area.
The high voltages have also made it possible and economical to deve
elop water power resources for the generation of electrical energy at
places remote from the utilization of such energy. The remoteness of
such water power resources has been and still is a contributing cause
for the running to waste of enormous quantities of water, which is a po-
tential source of energy that can only be utilized by hydro-electric de-
velopments ,
the high voltage transmission lines ha^e furthermore made possible
the coordinated operation of steam plants and hydro-electric plants in

fcifrerent locations by meam of interconnecting ilries.
"
By this. cooperation the Dore efficient plants c,..n "be run af full
p Opacity and the less efficient plants can be shut down at times of l»w
demand. Several more advantages of interconnections will be enumerated
in a subsequent chapter which will show the reasons why a gigantic power
system has been developed in recent years, particularly in the United
States, The future will probably see a still greater growth of this
-superpower system, « which in the United. States may embrace the whole
country and which in Europe may tie different countries together in a
comprehensive power network.
1
The des irabili oy from^economic viewpoint • of using as high; vol-
tages fie feasible for long dis teanae transmission has "been pointed out
previously. It was also mentioned that there are economic . ',nd prac-
tical considerations , which limit the voltages actually used.
Such consideration's are, as far as the transmission line proper is
-concerned j the greater cost of insulators for high voltages and the lar-
ger towers which are required due to the increased spacing required bet-
ween the conductors themselves and between the conductors and ground.
As far as the generating and transforming stations are concerned it is
the increased costs at higher voltages for apparatus and buildings.
Therefore, there is a certain voltage for each particular tranS-
etJ)
mission beyond which nothing can be gained in the matter of economy.
This limit of voltage for the economic operation of a transmiss ion
line is called the economic; voltage. At lower voltages the princi-
pal loss of power is the heat dissipated on account of the watt-losses
of the line, and this is proportional to the square of the current and
the resistance of the conductor. To reduce these losses , higher vol-
tages and correspondingly lower currents are desirable. This latter
permits the use of a seller conductor area. But as this is reduced
and the voltage increased somejother losses enter into the picture,
the sL
n melyA corona losses in the surrounding t ir. To reduce these losses
larger conductor areas are called for, - Another loss of power which
increases with the voltage is caused by the leakage current over the
insulators
•
T.nus it is seen that the determination of the most economic
om
voltage and the most economic. conductor araa is a comprise between
several counteracting influences. The size of the most suitable con-
ductor can oe determined properly only after the voltage is fixed and
when starting on the problem we do not know the voltage* Therefore, it
Iff-,.*

will "be realized that the problem is a difficult one to solve. But
for any given line operating under definite conditions there is only
one particular size of conductor, which ia economically the right sise
and similarly there is a cert, in most -economic* voltage rid & certain
a.)
most economic spacing of towers. 7
Foi the determination of these fundaJ^ental features of the most
ifeonomic. transmission line forjapertain condition one must consider
not only the above mentioned factors, out in fact put all expenditures
o.i an annual ba« i-3
.
Such expe iditures .-Are:
I. Direct expenses :
a. The yearly cost of energy loss in transmission.
b. The yearly cost of energy loss in generators and transformers
(The efficiency of the electrical plant will not necessarily
be the same for different voltages)
c. The yearly cost of maintenance of the physical plant.
II. Indirect expenses;
a. The yearly 50st of i uteres t, depeeciat ion of the physical
plant. (The cost of the physical plant is not only the cost of
the transmission line proper, but all capital expenditures
,
whether for generating stations, transmission lines or receiv-
ing stations, which Is not constant for all voltages.)
b. Taxes, insurance, etc.
c. Future development of apparatus and the possibility of plant
becoming obsolete.
To give an illustration of the dependence of first cost of physical
plant upon the voltage the following 'table shows the approximate costs
per kilowatt of a 10,000 KW hydro-electric station.
Transmission line —VOlt e
33 000 5 C JDOO
_
110 000
power station building, including Cost per ~ lei1oweitt
excavations i|>9 .90 $10.00 ","10,10
Receiving station buildings, includin
s ubs tat i o n s (if any
)
Bwitchgear (both ends of line)
2.95 3.00 3.15
1,75 2.00 3.00
Lightning arresters .55 1. 00 2.00
Transformers (both ends of line) 8.20 9.50 12.00
Babies in buildings, "bushings, etc. 2.00 2.00 2.50
grane
,
sundries, preliminary work 4.60 5.00 5.25
Generators and exciters 15.00 15.00 15.00
Turbines and hydro-electric equipment 16.00 16.00 16 .00
Total cost per Mil owst£6I , 15 ""63 .W " "69.00"

In order to determine the most economic transmission line for a
cert. '.iii condition, it is usually necessary to calculate very carefully
Ihe annual costs of different schemes. To start with, it is necessary to
know the following data;
Elec trical data; a. System to be used, and frequency
b. The power tr-ansa fitted in KSf at a certain pov/er
fac t or
Pons tr uc t i on data ; %, Length of transmission line
b. Physical conditions .along same
c. Certain norms for the determination of^mechan-
•
ical strength of conductors and towers
Then it becomes necessary to find reasonable -voltages for which the
different estimates should be made. A great help to this can be had
from curves that give a relation between most economic average voltage
eCj systems of
for certain lengths and amounts of power, Two suchA curves are shown be-
Most economic voltages Most economic voltages
for Steel-Core Alurarainum Lines for stranded-copper lines
An .approximate economic conductor size is in the case of steel-
Isore alum inura a circular mills area «|- 15,8 (Ki£sioltf an?! in the case of
Stranded copper lines & circular mills area 17 ,9 (Kil^volt f. It is seen
Hhat the most economic conductor size is different whether alumminum
.or copper is used as conductor material. This point will later be more
fully discussed. The curves are based on the Kelvin's lav/, which re -
quires that the value of the energy annually wasted as line losses be
vjtrUh/e
»et equal to the annual charge against all^items of conductor cost, line
cost, and terminal equipment cost, whose values vary with either conduc-
tor area or line voltage. By expressing these items in mathematical form
it is possible to put up an equation, which gives a relation between
line voltage, length of line and power to be transmitted* The curves p.ho
shpwn are a gra.. .1 pietur< of bhi« equation* w?M*3

j\ltekitatii, 'Ct ^ curre_;t TRiUTSi.:i3Jiq
[ ;
pcr Dir:: :rb: :t hyst?^ s.
Three -phase trails lissiten 1b superseding other systeyiaa of alter-
nating current tr<-; i ission because of the great 1 xexibility of the
tHree -pho.se system, the ba'laj&cexl condition of voltage (
and its advantages with respect to the use of both in-
duction and synchronous machinery. .
her-win
In relation to the two-phase* systems it 1, s . s Her number of
conductors and inrelation to the single-phase system it has 32' per
cent (100:75) * (132; 100) higher copper efficiency as shown in the
tabulation, below
:
Relative Relative Relative Total
current per wire voltage fee- loss per wire relative
tween wires conductor
we ight
8ingle~fhas e 100 100 100 100
three-phase 57.7 100 66.7 75
This is "based on same voltage "between wires, s awe transmission
distance, same power transmitted and same power losses.
The single-phase system is little used for power transmissions
over great distances .-because the copper efficiency is only 75 per
cent of that of the three-pho.se system for a given too Itage between
lines and because the single-phase motor is less satisfactory for
power purposes than the polyphase motor.
„; - .
,
in many railway installations in Germany, single-phase
transmission is used and in Switzerland there is a s ingle -phase trans-
mission line 216 Kw Long using a tension of 132 KY, 16-2/3 cycles.
It would , therefore , be of interest to compare some data on first
cost of a certain transmission line using either of the two systems.
Let us assume that the length of the line is 100 Km and the copper
use a has a cro^s- sect ion area of 120 m m.

Three -phase
50 cycles
Lengtn of transmission line Km. 100
Voltage between wires at re-
ceiver end V, 100,000
Voltage to earth V. 57.750
Total, no-* load current Amp, 51.6
No load power (due to chaqlnj torrent) iLVA. 3000
Cross section copper m m* 120
Number of conductors -- 3
Total copper weight tons 324
Height of towers m. 25
Iron we i j <ht o f t ov/e r for
same tensile strength Kg. 2330
Single-phase
16-2/3 cycles
100
100,000
50 000
5
500
120
2
216
22
1650
It is seen that the single-phase transroiss ion for this purpose
a.s regards the first cost of the transmission line proper compares
very favorably with the corresponding three-phase transmission.
The efficiency^ of a transmission line is expressed as
Tower Ouipuf
Power output plus line losses.
Let us compare the efficiency of a certain transmission line fir
different amount of power received. Assume ti.e tension is 100 000
volts; then the greatest length of line for this voltage is about
300 Ion which is taken as the length of the line considered • The
power- factor at receiving end is assumed to be 0.8 inductive and we
will use the same amount of copper for the transmission of either
three-phase, 50 cycles or single-phase, 16-2/3 cycles, namely in the
first case 2x(3xI20) mm* copper conductors, in the second case 3x^x120)
x
ram.
ioo ooo KW. received
I
From the diagram is seen that the efficiency for tiiree-phase
transmission is fairly high tiiroughout the range of power trans-
mitted. The efficiency of single-phase transmission falls off consid
era'b^y or higher ijnount Df power transmitted.

Only for power below 10 000 hilowo,tt is it wore economical as
far as efficiency goes to use the single-phase system and, therefore,,
a comparison of the economy of the two systems depends upon the am-
ount ox power consumed by the railway. for tne c ond.iticns in Germany
and Switzerland it is apparently mostec onomical and most desirable to
use isolated railway power transmission systems with single-phase
tr.. nsmis w i on.
The effective resistance of a conductor rises with the ire que n-
cy and, therefore, the efficiency drops with higher frequencies, it
might therefore be feasiole to use one frequency which is desirable
for distribution and another lower frequency which is most economical
for transmission purposes.
aJLet us compare trie efficiency of a line 1000 Km long and trans-
mitting 150 000 kilowatt at a tension of 220 000 volts oy means of
2x240 mm* steel-aluminum conductors and using either a frequency of
50 xcycles or of 16-2/3 cycles.
The efficiencies in the diagram below are plotted in relation to
power received •t the end of the transmission line.
1.0
01
W6§Cycles
cycles
"
Zoooo (sCooo loo ooo I4oovo ISOooo KW. received

It is seen that the transmission of alternating current at
16-2/3 cycles is somewhat Getter than at 50 cycles as far as effi-
ciency in transmission line proper is concerned.
However, this slight advantage is more than offset otherwise
,
since the 16 -2/3 cycles alternating-current must be donverted into
50 cycles at the receiving end "by means of motor-generators in order
to "be used for lighting* Furthermore the cost of machines and tra/is
formers at smaller frequencies is considerably higher than the cost
at higher frequencies
It ma,y oe mentioned that the corona losses, which will lo.ter
be dealt with, decrease when the frequency is re-raced. Thus it may
be possiole to operate a transmission line at a higher voltage for
a lower frequency. Kon+inv.e'4 on nex-t pap)

There pre two points of interest, in connection with transmits ion
at lower frequencies which y in the future becore of major import -
ance . One is the power- fact or correction, the other the stability pro-
blem.
The power-factor is the ratio of the actual power transmitted to
the apparent power, which latter is the product of the root-mean
square value of the voltage by the rscm.s . value of the current in
the circuit.
The power-f.act or may be anything from zero to unity, but ts for
most commercial applications around 0.6-0.9. Very considerable econo-
mics may be effected by having a good power-factor, that is a power-
factor as near unity as possible, because at this grower- factor there are
minimum power losses in the trans formers and at any point along a
transmission line. Besides a high power-factor gives increased kilo-
volt amperes capacity of the line.
heans of correcting the power-f.act or will be discussed later.
Here ©hall only be -mentioned that a frequency changer set is one such
me axis
.
It has been pointed out previously that the efficiency of a trans-
mission line increases with lower frequencies because the line react-
ance and therefore the effective resistance is reduced. An advantage
gained by this would be lost - it was stated- by the additional fre-
quency ch nger sets required for obtaining commercial frequencies.
However, by long transmission lines the power factor correction
becomes a necessity and therefore, as frequency changer sets might be
used for this purpose, it is conceivable that their cost and the use of
lower frequencies may be Warranted by a better power-factor and a higher
efficiency.

*>
This stage has not yet "been reached, "but some calculat i ons 'have
been made showing that if lines axe built having lengths as great as
500 miles the use of frequency changers may oecome economic.l
.
The other point of interest was the stability problem and in con-
nection with this the voltage regulation. It is usually required, that
the voltage at the receiving end shall remain constant at all loads and
power-fo.ctors and it is desirable beco.use it increases the efficiency
and capacity of the line. To accomplish this voltage regulating special
synchronous apparatus are installed at the receiving end. The main dis-
advantage of taxis scheme is the large cost of such equipment, the main
advantage for' long lines is the increased capacity for stable operation.
By using lower frequencies the limit of stable operation of the
line is increase.'!, "Even a slight decrease in frequency, from 60 to 50
cycles per second, has a considerable effect in improving the operating
characteristics of long lines, and this is one of the greatest benefits
of the use of 50 cycles in parts of Southern California, where long dis-
tance transmission of considerable amounts of power has been found d^s-
ir.-:ble.»
"This frequency is high enough to be satisfactory for general light
ing and power use, and at the same time offer's a considerable advan-
tage over 60 cycles for long-distance transmission,
"
"Since we see.: to be about to enter upon a phase of development in
long distance transmission in which stability and synchroniaingcpower
are going to be of vital importance , care must be exercised, to avoid
keeping too nearly in the rut of previous practice, and to keep an open
mind for the consideration of changes in practice of fundamental import-
ance, should they be c o e desirable,
"For exa-mple, it is not at all improbable that periodic loading of
lines with series condensers may be resorted to, to decrease the in-
ductive reactance, just as periodic loading of a telephone line with

nr.
nductance is used to increase the reactance. The benefits of a
capacitance loaded line j>r*» ffna^tfea+ a* + w*xe gr ^ e ° L tue signer voltage, and. when
330 000 volts is realised commercially in long li im , RUch loading-
will very poaaioly ue of economic advantage."
V
fit
ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES CF PCW&lr
F
ACTOR CORRECTION
Iff TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
The economics of improving the power-factor has been considered
previously in connection with distribution. When considered in the
light of transmission the problems, means and aims are somewhat similar
although of different import ance, in the two cases.
The fundamental principle is increased economy
,
but closely con-
nected with that is the problem of vdltage regulation.
There are various means of increasing the economic of a trans-
mission line. Firstj the voltage may be raised which reduces the current
and the losses forfsame amount of power transmitted. Second, a large
conductor may be installed, which reduces losses. Third, the power-
factor may be improved by installing either synchronous or static con-
densers.
^The second scheme should not be overlooked, because it has the
advantage otfer the installation of synchronous condensers that there is
by the latter method the possibility of the machines falling out of syn-
chronism or giving "brouble through hot bearings, etc. /^55"1rfcreasing
the copper cross section may give a better assurance of satisfactory
servi ce.
The static condenser does not give rise to such accidents as men-
tioned above, but this apparatus is not as flexible in operation as the
synchronous condensers fby means of which the power-factor can be given
practically any value, and^ besides
}
the static condenser is more expen-
sive to install on large power systems.
However, by installing static condensers all along the transmis-
sion line the power-factor may be improved uniformly and as the power-
factor may v<&ry considerably from one end to another on long lines
;
this may be important because the losses are'a minimum at any point Wff
the system when the power-factor is unity all over. It may be practi-
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aalbl^ in the future to load extra-long lines periodically with static
condensers in order to increase the capacitance of the lines just as the
reactance of modern telephone lines is increased by periodic loading with
induotion coils.
Voltage regulation is accomplished through the improvement of the
power-factor. Good voltage regulation is just as essential for satisfac-
tory service as a minimum of interruptions and only "by giving good service
can the company create the good will of its consumers , which may he of
paramount importance in case the company should ask for an increase in
rates.
^"Apart from voltage regulation, the main points to be considered in
determining the proper type of corrective apparatus and the amount of
power-factor correction which will be economical are:
1) The annual cost of the corrective equipment.
2) The annual cost of the energy losses in same.
3) The annual saving through the reduction of line losses.
4) The annual savlings in transformer losses.
5) The annual increase! if <aay) of operating expense due to the instal-
lation of power-factor correcting devices."
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EWECT OP COROITA PIT TRAITSHISSI QIT IIIIE BKf-IG I \
General The phenomenon, whicla ie sailed coron, , is observed on trans-
mission lines of high voltages. Above a, certain voltage and under cer-
tain circumstances there may he seen a faint violet light around the
conductor, a hissing sound may be heard and at the same time the char-
acteristic odorv of ozone can be detected.
This phenomenon occurs when the electric gradient set up oy the
electric field around a conductor exceeds the break down gradient of
air and the air becomes ionized and conducts electricity. As the elec-
tric field decreases with the distance fron the conductor this effect
becomes smaller and at a certain distance the electric gradient is less
than the breakdown gradient of the air.
Thus at high voltages there will be a conductive la,yer of air in
the form of a. cylinder around the conductor and its thickness depends
upon the value of the tension, the cliamenter of the conductor, the
distance oetween co&ductors and to a smcaller degree upon the frequency
of the current, the density of the air, the surface of the conductor
and meteorological conditions.
Above a certain voltage, the visu.nl critica.l voltage, corona, ap-
pears all along the line. This volta.ge depends upon the same factors
as mentioned aoove and is particularly much influence^ by weather con-
ditions. During snowstorms the usual value may be decreased 20 per
cent
.
If the potential difference between the wires is raised sufficient
ly the corona envelope will grow larger and larger until the point has
been reached when an arc occurs.. But even at lower voltages there is
a. certain leakage current oetween the wires because the air is always
ionized to a slight extent. This leakage current is usually of small
import
•
II
Also with direct-current corona may oe observed, bu<4 the corona
appears differently on the two wires. The positive wire has a uniform
glow about it, while the (jlow about • the negative .wire is r.iore s potty.
These Same phenomena may oe ooserved with alternating-current if the
wires are viewed through a synchronous shutter, so that the wires are
seen only when they are at a positive potential, or only when at a neg-
ative potential* It is plate that corona only occurs during the time
of each period where the momentary value of the tension exceeds, say
30000 volts, the critical voltage. This has a serious influence on
telephonic interference, since it causes a deformation of the voltage
curve because of the introduction of hi
;
.herharmonics •
Consequences o f Corona Corona causes an energy loss duel v.rtl.v/^o the
liberation of heat and light* This loss can be measured by a watt -
meter connected in a circuit with corona and it indicates that power
is being supplied to the corona,. The leakage current mentioned above
also causes some losses.
The main loss is probably due to the charging current caused by
A)
the increased capacity of tne line. The conducting iorii&ed layer ar-
ound the wire increases the diameter of the conductor and thereby the
line capacity and the charging current. Tries charging current goes
primarily in the' conducting air layer and as this has a high resist-
ance and the current density may be great, the energy losses under
certain conditions may oe considerable. During a snowstorm the corona
losses on a 220 000 volts line 375 miles long may oe 5600 kilowatt.
ADVAIITaGHo AjfcD DISAPVA: FTAGES Off CORONA
"Corona has many disadvantage sf and while it may be questioned
whether or not there are any positive advantages produced by its act-
ual formation, there is no doubt that there are certain advantages
Vet- I>.I(H, k)'$z-pJ<>7
'IV
,
/£*.
attendant upon line designs which result in corona formation, as
compared with designs which would avoid it. In the correct design
of a high-voltage line, therefore, a balance should "be struck be-
tween the advantages .and the disadvantages.
"It is generally desirable to avoid corona loss for all fair
weather conditions. -This can usually be done without great expense
in genera]
because the power transmitted us
u
< 1 ly re quir e s a conductor large
enough to meet this condition.. If the condition is not met in this
way an aluminum donductor with a steel core or a copper conductor
with a core could be used.
"The disadvantages are;
1 . Powe r loss in c o r o no. e nve lope.
2. Production of harmonic voltages and currents, causing
lowered useful output or increased losses in connected machinery, and
troublesome inductive interference with neighboring communication cir-
cuits .
"The advantages are;
1. If the best design for a line is worked out, considering
everything except corona, and a further calculation shows that corona
will be present on this line as designed, the construction of the line
redesigned so as to avoid corona will be more expensive, because either
a larger :. 1 spacing must be used (necessitating more expensive towers
)
or a larger conductor mus| be used.
2. 1$, instead of a r^hn.i. ,n of the line, it is decided to
operate the line as originally designed at a voltage low enough to
avoid corona, the transmission efficiency ./ill be lowered on account
of the increased copper loss for the same; delivered power, and , further
the maximum kva capacity of the line will be lowered.

3. It ha* bi«a s'uogestc
/*3.
tii..t it migEi be advantageous to oper-
ate lines at or near the critic.-,! voltage
, so that wh.n the voltage :
rises above normal clue to transient conditions, the Sctra ch,,rge on
the line will he quickly disposed of uy corona leakage
. The corona
might he expected to act like a safety-valve, and allow the voltage
to return quickly to normal, thus* preventing ouch e*tra strain on the
insulators. The benefits of this scheme are as yet somewhat problem-
atical, one objection is that the critical voltage varies considerably
with weather conditions.
Transients are without doubt reduced by corona. However it is
probably better (less expensive) to operate 10 per cent below the cor-
ona starting voltage than 10 per cent o.bove. This would only make
a difference of 20 oer rent n--p i c .u oi line voltage at which the transient
voltage started to cause "transient" corona loss.
"Ho categorical design rules can be given regarding corona, ex-
cept the general principle of design for . minilBura total a„
cost, interpreted in a broad way. Each line presents a problem in
itself different from all others, and two apparently identical trans-
mission nro/iectM in di-ffprpnt rv.^-fc,a liere ^'rbS ° r country might require dif-
ferent treatments of the corona problem, on account of different clim-
atic conditions. In a region where there are only a few storms each
° n tne ''yeTa^ e
>
i-t m£i&fi be wise to allow considerable1 corona loss
on these rare occasions, so as to enjoy the continuous benefits of
the higher voltages without increasing too much the cost of construe
tion." 7

comparison mmm^ copper aiid STKE L-»ALUklNUh AS '
c Ox;duc tor later ial
Aluminum is employed on an increasing scale in the construction
of modern electrical transmission lines. In all parts of the world
there are extensive aluminum transmission lines for the transmission
of energy over great distances • Aluminum has for such purposes to a
large extent substituted copoer, which up to a recent
time was used almost exclusively. The reason for that is
;
that copper
is not as economical as aluminum for tensions of 100 000 to 220 000
volt.5j.and aluminum has also proved to be technically superior to cop-
per and probably to any other conductor material.
The high voltages used in modern transmission practice require
very expensive insulators and also large towers. To reduce this cost
the tendency is towards using as few suspension points as possible,
ft
that is suspend the conductors over as long distances as possible.
This in turn, requires higher tensile strength of the conductor matt-
er ial and. they have become so high that aluminum alone does not suf-
fice .
Therefore a steel-core has been embodied in the aluminum conduc-
tor in order to improve the tensile properties of the conductor and
lower the temperature coefficient of expansion. In this way a steel-
core aluminum cable is a concentric strand consisting of a central
core of galvanised steel wires with one or more layers of aluminum
wires outside., for extremely high fluctuations in temperature ihe
different temperature coefficients of expansion for aluminum and
steel give rise to undesirable differences in the stress-strain of
the materials* This circumstance has o:." late raised the problem
Whether instead of steel-aluminum conductors one cannot ugQ conduc-
tors of homogenous material and the resililt so far is the development
of a certain aluminum alloy the tensile strength of which is bO oer
a)
cent higher than by using pure aluminum*^

/Zfm
The resistance of this alloy is only 6 per cent higher than that of
pure aluminum and this increase for a high-tension line is insigni-
ficant.
Steel-aluminum conductors as they are used to-d.ay are superior
to eopper conductors for very high voltages, because there is a cer-
tain critical tension above which the corona losses begins to in-
crease rapidly. ^Electrical corona occurs when the potential of a
conductor in air is raised to such a value that the dielectric strength
of the surrounding air is exceeded. Corona represents an energy loss
which on a long transmission line may be substantial.
This critical tension is raised when using a larger cross-see-
bhertftrt,
tion and;Ato . decrease tne corona losses the diameter of the conduc-
tor must be increased.
The allowable current-carrying capacities of aluminum wire are
84 per cent of the values for copper wires. Therefore, an aluminum
conductor has a larger cross-section than a corresponding copper con-
ductor a.nd hence less corona losses; or in other words for given loss
per, unit of length the maximum allowable operating tension is higher
for aluminum tha,n for copper.
The taole oelow has oeen calculated for sucn maximum tensions for
2
a turee-phase line with 240 mm per phase. For steel-aluminum tne equi-
valent copper cross-section is given. The distances between conductors
are the same in all cases
:
Corona losses in KW per Km L-0 L-2 L-4 L-6 L»8 L - 10
Copper 3x2x120 m m* 133.9 145.6 150. V 154.5 157.7 160.5 Kihvolis
Aluminum 3x2x120 mSJ mL 184.2 194.8 Iy9.4 202.9 205.8 208.4 »
Copper 3x240 m m* 177.5 193.0 199.3 204.3 208.5 212. I «
Aluminum 3x240 ra m* 244.5 258.5 264.4 268.3 27 2.6 27 5.9 «
'Maximum operating tensions in kilovalt for different corona los s e s pe r
ilometer
.
The table brings out how much higher voltage is permissible for
aluminum than for copoer under similar conditions. Also that by using
one large conductor per phase instead of two smallea^ the maximum
^jhp.W tys/-pj g5- $84-pJoZS-
I
voltage is materially increased.
As the power transmitted is proportional to the square of the
tension, then it is plain why aluminum is superior to cop-oer as to
power transmitted for a cert, in Bection.
a.)
The table .below gives the relative power that can "be trans-
mitted with the same lines as above. The amount of power that can be
transmitted with copper of 3x2x120 mmxcross-section is set arbitrarily
to 1 00 Kilowatt.
Corona losses in K\V per Km L-0 L-2 L-4 L-6 L-8 L-IO
Copper 3x2x120 m m1 ID 100 100 100 100 100 100 Watt
Aluminum 3x2x120 m m* IB 9 178 17 5 172 17 168 »
Copper 3x240 m ml 176 17 5 17 5 17 5 17 5 17 5 //
Aluminum 3x240 m m* 333 314 307 303 299 295 *
Relation between capacity for transmission of power of copper and
steel-aluminum transmission lines at same corona loss per kilometer.
The table brings out for example that with three conductors ®
240 mm there can be transmitted for the conditions given 75 per cent
more energy than with the same amount of copper, 3x2x120 m ml And with
three steel aluminum conductors of the same equivalent cross-section
there can be transmitted from 195 to 233 per cent more power than with
3x2x120 mm copper.
Ak4- film
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DIRECT-0.URKE1IT TRAHSMISSIO: I
General
of
In the Thury system. electric power transmission by direct-current,
the current is constant in v 'lue and the pressure is made to vary with
the load. The system is also called the series system, because all
the generputors and motors .'ire, connected in series, this oeing necess-
ary as the voltage across each generator is limited on account of the
commutator , which cannot safely be constructed for more than 5000
volts.
The usual three-phase high-tension alternating-current system
is sometimes referred to as the parallel system, since all transform-
ers work in parallel on the system.
Opera t ion o f Systems
The diagram below shows trie very simple connections of the series
system; it is in fact so simple that it is almost self-explanatory.
The operation is such that when the motor load Varies, the generators
are switched in or out by means of the short-circuiting switches
,
and.
thus the voltage is varied,
Generating T/ant
Circuitinq
Consumers
3ooKW.
(jenera+of
3ooo \lolfc ^~ Transmission
Line -/bmj/es
Machine
Vol+mettrJQ / ^/ Lightning
|
Arrester i
1
Machine,
flmrnetef-
Two tfotors
£ach 300 KW.
\\ 300O /otts
7rfo Motors
fach So Kw'.
Sbo Volte
Motors
3ooKW-3ooo\olh
7Wo Motors
£ach JooKw/.
Jooo Volts
Typical Thury Jys-rem.

/JJL.
Each generator is mounted on an insulated platform and connected
to its prime -Dover oy an insulated cquplirvg* In ti.is system the cur-
rent is maintained constant oy automatic devices which control the
prime-mover speed, s.hlft t.&e brushes and shunt the field; this gives
the fine -regulation for varying the voltage with the load. The power
is delivered to motors similar in construction to the generators. The
motor speed is controlled by shifting the brushes and simultaneously
shunting the field,
aPPI ication of System .
A number of such plants are at present giving satisfactory ser-
vice and some of those plants are not small either. Line voltages ap-
proximating 70 000 volts are in use, and a transmission distance of
124 miles (Mont iers-Lyon) has been reached.
Direct-current transmission is at present limited by the diffi-
culty of obtaining a voltage sufficiently high for economic.. trans-
mission. It has not been used in America perhaps due to some extent
to the fact./that is is . foreign to American practice, where three-
phase alternating-current is considered the only systfism feasible for
by American engineers
transmission. Therefore, it has hardly received any attention at all^
and yet the Europe.m practice proves conclusively that the system is
not only operative out possesses some character is t ic advantages, which
are of great import in some classes. of transmission.
The system is admirably adaptable for o. long-distance straight
transmission, where an isolated power plant is connected, to an indus-
trial area. It is an ideal medium for connecting alternating-current
systems operating with various voltages and frequencies and located
at great distances from each otner. Especially where crossings over
'water are necessary and submarine caoles may bo the only solution, the
system is without douut superior in operation to the alter nating©cur-
rent system.

An outs tand ing example of a situation in which direct-current
transmission was found to bo desirable is the installation in London
and its environments for supplying energy for lighting a$i& motor ser-
vice.^ The special conditions here were such that underground caoles
were necessary due to the thickly populated territory. Alternating-
current underground power cables had not "been developed to such an
extent that they could cope with the difficulties arising from the
long distances and high voltages , out as it is probably as easy to
construct a direct-current cable for 56 900 volts as it is to iiisolate
it for 13000 volts alternating-current, the direct-current cables came
in as a practical solution of the problem.
The highest operating voltage for whicli"7^ ^underground alterna-
ting-current cables ha* been constructed is 132000 volts. Such cades ar*
/or ihret-phsse iranimissi«n
in operation,, in New York connecting the Hell Gate generating station
with a station in Weskherfefovnty , Very great difficulties were encounter-
ed in the construction and operation of this cable.
a)
Another interesting example* ±s tne contemplated, transmission of
electrical energy from the water-power resources in Norway and Sweden
to Denmark, which has no such natural resources and no coal deposits.
The special conditions were such that the frequency of the ex-
isting generating stations in Sweden was 25 cycles and the frequency
required in Copenhagani was 50 cycles; frequency changes sets were,
therefore, necessary for an alternating-current transmission. A still
greater difficulty was the crossing of the sound, separating Denmark
from Sweden where a submarine cable seemed unavoidable .— Two schemes
for tne transmission of power from Norway to Denmark were feasible.
One consisting of an overhead transmission line through part of Norway
and Sweden and. including the above mentioned submarine cable • The otue
other consisting of an overhead transmission line through the Southern
part of Norway and thence a crossing of the sea separating Norway

from Denmark by means of a very much longer submarine cable. A ten-
T*/j project
sion of 220 000 volts was contemplated for the latter scheme .J*'1! l9tfrg* ..fcvi etved in delsits.
A commission was appointed by the Swedish and Danish governments
for the purpose of investigating a transmission line 200 miles long
fro:.} a water fall , Trollhattan in oweden across the strait to Copen-
h: '.gen, D e nm3.rk
•
Comparative costs between transmission by alternat i -.'i^current
. ..id direct-current were made for a tension of 90 000 volts and the in-
vestigation resulted in favor of the direct-current system using dir-
ect-current generat ion°*'^*^i?ransmiss ion on a wooden pole line, a. sub-
marine cable being used across the strait. The ground was to oe use!
for the return current. This wnole scheme was considered the most
economical one and possessing favorable operating feat ures
,
out the
installation has not yet been made in this form. Instead power is
from
now transmitted' by means of alternating-current and large synchron-
ous condensers are used near Copenhagen for voltage regulat i on • (?ee bfar]
Still another large transmission project for which the direct-
current system was seriously contemplated was the transmission of en-
ergy to Paris from the upper waters of the Rhone. Also here it was
the desirability of using underground, cable construction on certain
sections^ which made it exceedingly difficult to use alternating-cur-
rent at any feasible voltage for such a long transmission.
So far as is known to the writer a direct-current transmission
line was considered for the transmission of water power from Canada
to Boston and New Yoric.
ADViixJTAOES OF gig PlhhiCT- CUKFaLi'f
_
iYCTM /
I) Higher pressures can be used for the s '.me line insulation,
thus giving smaller transmission losses. Tests by Thury indicated
that with given line insulation, the direct-current voltage way oe
tv/ice the alternating-current voltage. The maximum pressure occurs
only during maximum loads.

2) Absence of phase displacement J the pov/er factor is unity.
Smaller transmission losses.
3) Reduction of corona effect, that is reduction of energy loss-
es lae to dielectric hysteresis luc&use arc
4) Absence of capacity effect and induction trouble, therefore
no abnormal pressure surges and voltage rises. Also absence of charg-
ing current for transmission line. For high-tension alternating-cur^- rtt
rent lines such demands may be of the order of 50 000 KVA on open cir-
cuit.
5) High-tension underground, cables can be made up to 200 000 volts
direct-current. Such tensions are as yet not oossiole with alternating
current and perhaps not even feasible . The underground cables give
the advantage of eliminating difficulties due to storms , etc there-
fore cost of supervision and upkeep is reduced.
6) Transmission distance is greater with direct-current than
with alternating-current. No problems of stability or power limit.
7) Any class of supply can be given and different alternating-
current frequency systems can be conveniently paralleled.
8) Load growth can be taken care of simply by adding a new ma-
chine in the generating station assuming the line insulation is suf
f ic lent
.
9) For any industrial operation requiring a variable-speed drive
at constant', torque the series-motor is admirably adapted*
10) The rotational speeds of hydraulic turbines on moderate heads
are of the same order as those of direct-current machinery.
12) In hydraulic generating stations with variable head a great-
er all-around efficiency can be obtained for variable-speed genera-
tors, since constant speed is unnecessary.
12) A direct-c irrent transmission line is cheaper in regards to
cooper, insulations and. towers^than an equivalent alternating-current
1 1 tie .

13) Line repairs can oe easily and. safely iaade
;
while the line is
i:i operation after grounding the conductor at the point in question.
This is, of course , not applicable to systems with grounded neutral or
systems using the earth as return conductor.
14) The use of tne earth as a return conductor permits b. reduc-
tion of 5 O'/o in the necessary copper for the same tension.
15) By using high-tension underground cables the use of expen-
sive intermediate transformation in crowded centers is avoided.
16) Absence of transformers and synchronous condensers on any
direct-current transmission line.
high-tens'/on
17) The s implicity and. relatively low cost of .direct-current
switchgear is remarkaole
•

• DISADVANTAGES Qg THE DIRECT-CT3RKB}iIT SYSTEM /
Ij With the c o ib t. .lit Cerent on the line, the line losses are
constant at all loads and independent of the load, although the cur-
rent may be somewhat decreased at light load. Thiis inaoility to give
reasonable transmission efficiency at low load factors is a serious
objection for the operation of tne direct-current system.
2) The series system is essentially a straight transmission sys-
tem, not a distri outing system. Eherseries system cannot "be subdivi-
ded as the parallel alternating-current system can.
3) A direct-current overhead transmission line is more subject-
ed to damage from lightning than an alternating-current line and, X
therefore, the cost of protective devices for lines and generators
may be considerably higher in the first case. The greater liability
of damage to generators due to ligiming is a great objection in re-
gard to reliability.
4) All machines and apparatus must be mounted on itfstflated floors
and insulated couplings must be used between prime
-scovers and genera-
tors. This insulation is very expensive and difficult.
5 J Smaller prime-movers must be used as the output of each gen-
erator is limited by the line current and the voltage used on a ma-
chine. Generating units must', therefore; necessarily oe of moderate
capacity, but several generating units may be connected to one prime-
mover. This limitation of the direct-current machines is in opposi-
tion to modern practice of using tur oo-alternators of enormous size.
6) Trans f ormat ion requires rotating machines, which are more ex-
pensive, require greater upkeep and are less efficient than static
transformers
.
7) The commutators of the direct-current machines are weak points
in the system. They also limit the voltage used on each machine.
b) A machine with a commutator is not well adapted for direct*

coupling to steam turbines of modera design on account of the high
peripheral speed. Reduction gearing causes an increase in initial
C-OS.t*
9) Special regulating devices are necessary if the .uotors shall
maintain opnstazit speed for industrial purposes.
10) The constant-current motor is not adaptable to electric
traction systems, as it is not possible to secure an overload torque
on the motor even for short periods.
11) The water turbine working under constant head is not the
ideal engine for driving constant-current machines ( variable speed).
This, hornvt^cayj be remedied by brush sh/H/ng devices.

RELATIVE CQSTS OF GOHDUOIOR IIATERIAL ffOft A DlifflCT-CURRlOT
AMD Afl AL'jaSRNATIUG-C^Hi::,^ Jx'RAJ.JuIrf^IOif Lljjft
Xhe deciding factor in comparing the series system and the usual
parallel system , the three-phase high-tension system, is the allowable
tension oetween wires or between wires and ground. Assuming a sinusoidal
pressure curve the maximum instantaneous pressure value of an alterna-
ting-current is f2 times the root-mean -square value and tests show
that for the same insulation the allowable direct-current pressure is
from )[2 to 2 times the r.m.s. pressure of an alternating-current sys-
tem. Usually two insulated wires are used for high-tension direct-cur-
rent transmission, out it does not seem objedtionaole to use the earth
as the return conductor for values as high as 100 amperes. This, of
course, would cut the cost of conductors down to one half.
Let us study the relative cost of conductor material for a direct-
current (d.c. cost) and an alternating-current transmission (a. c. cost)
over the same distance, transmitting the same amount of power with the
same loss in conductors and ueing^same insulation.
Let Ec be the direct-current pressure to ground and the alterna-
ting-current pressure to ground. Then the pressure "between the wires is
2KC and Ejjff respective ly
.
37irecf-current system.

Let 1^ and 1^ , and. Rc and K be the currents and resistances per
conductor of respectively the direct-current and the alternating-
current system.
The total cost of conductors for a direct-current line is then
2
proportional to r and for an alternating-current line oroport ional
.J-
*
to
"ft. » when? 2 and. 3 ore the number of conductors for the two sys-
tems •
The relative cost of conductors for the two systems is, there-
fore
,
A.C . Cost 3R,
a)
_ _1
D. C. Cost 2 Ha
The same amount of power transmitted, is expressed by the equa-
tion.
%$c x lc ~ 3EAx I^Cosf or
c 2 Ec
The requirement of equal line losses gives us 1jhe equation
We substitute the value found for I
c
and find
9g&lj Cosjp
2 4IT * Rc~ 3 Ia R^ ? .
which gives us
X R I2U2£s.-t2k. *
_^ or assuming
2 RA ~E^
XC^
an average power factor coscj? of 0.8 for the three-phase system we
find from equation e.)
A.C. COSt
_
lt
D .C . cost ~ 1,00 * -nrs
This shows us that the relative conductor cost depends entirely
upon tne pressures used for the tv/o systems.
5»
1:
m
Four different conditions will be considered.
Same maximum pressure between wires assuming sinus^wave alterna-
ting-current voltage, and assuming, c&nsetcvativilt/
}
that the direct-current
pressure can be VS' times the r.m.s. alternating-current pressure we
have
V~3 % - ^ EA = V2 » wlllcn eives us
C Qst
_ 2.34
D.C. Cost -
2) Same maximum pressure aoove ground and same assumption as in I):
*P" \rf and A.CCost
Ej" D.C. Cost * <3 ' 12
5) Same as I) "out assuming the allowable direct-current pressure be-
tween wires to be double tne alter nat ing-current pressure:
2 \
s 2 and A - G - C03t,nr _, = <s u
V3 E_ — 4.68a D.C. Cost
4) Same as 2) out assuming the allowable direct-current pressure a/bS-
ove ground to oe double the alternating-current pressure;
E^ A. C. Cost
' ~~— 2 and , — 6.24EA~ D.C. Cost
These figures siiow very clearly that an important saving can he
obtained in the cost of the transmission line proper by using direct-
current transmission, since the cost of conductors of a corresponding
alternating-current line was from 2.34 to 6.24 times greater than the
former. But an additional saving is effected with a direct-current
transmission line, because fewer insulators are required, as there
are only two conductors to string instead of three and the towers for
a direct-current line can oe iuade lowervand lighter than for an al-
ter nat i ng- c urre nt 1 i ne .

If a ground return were used, uhe cost of copper and <J.f insul-
ators as well as stringing would be only one half of the one consid-
ered above and therefore the final figures should be multiplied by
2, giving -tiaestill greater advantage of a factor from 4.66 to 12.48
in favor of the direct-current system.
Of course, first cost of plant and operating charges must be
taken into account when comparing different systems, and the most
satisfactory and exact way of doing fchis is to reduce all estimat-
ed costs to the common basis of annual charges.
COST COMPARISON OF DIRECT-CURRflHT AHD . aLTHHi iaT 1 1 fG-
eURREilT JYoTliL^. /
A transmission system consists of three distinct features
;
namely
t
the generating station, the transmission line proper and the
receiving plan t
•
Regarding the cost of the transmission line proper we saw that
under the same conditions it is less than that of an alternating-
current- line. The passibility of using the earth as one of the con-
ductors results in a very large saving.
The advantage of the direct current system would oe very mat-
erially enhanced with a project where underground cables are employed
ITo exact data are .as yet available as to the relative cost of the
cables for the two systems.
As regards the apparatus at the sending and the receiving ends
of the line it is astonishing how simple and cheap the switchgear of
that of
a direct-current plant is in comparison with a three-phase alterna-
ting-curre nt olant
•

/£/.
The series system requires practically no switchboard at all
a. id the machines are put into and out of action with the least
effort.
Against this the switchboard construction in the three-phase
work has Decode very complicated and burdens ome . For instance-; in
the Big Creek plant in California, hich transmits three-phase en-
ergy of 150 000 volts 240 miles into the city of Los Angeles, one
of the three-pole oil-circuit breakers occupies 1200 cubic feet and
weighs 14 tons including oil filling.—
After all tne^e oea.utiful features of the direct-current system
it is wholesome to consider lias crucial point, the generating sta-
tion. The construction of this is very difficult and very expensive
both on account of the necessary special insulation to earth of all
machines, the high cost of the commutating machines, and the neces sa-
lary governors. Regarding the receiving plants one may fairly compare
the motor-generator sets -and their switching apparatus of the series
With +he transformers of the three-phase system
system. plus their high-voltage switches,. As to the receiving plant
there is a further point, moreover, Tn the above mentioned plant in
•California it became necessary to install two 12,300 ICVA synchronous
condensers in order to maintain proper voltage regulation at the re-
ceiving end. Such a requirement calls one's attention to the fact
that the three-phase transmission system has reached a point of devel
opment where factors ordinarily of small import become the source of
great expense and complication.*^
^99
~t>.360

Such special precautions and the expenses involved should not
be overlooked in a comparison and after Having taken due regard to
all factors mentioned in the different elements of the transmission
system, the difference in cost for the two kinds of equipment 'be-
comes very much less than would at first seem likely.
In Europe the Higher cost of the generating plant has apparent-
ly been offset by lighter and cheaper transmission lines and simple
switchge ar
.
Whether the same may be true in America is a question^ which
only the most careful investigation can reveal.

ECONOMICS ? HIGH Tlll'.il'Jii Oll-JBCT-CUiadl. !T TRA . . II ION
The report published by the joint Danish-Swedish-Norwegian eom-
Mission regarding transmission of electric power from Norway and Sweden
to Denmark contains some very interesting data on the fir Lit coot and
operating cost of different schemes of high tension direct-current
transmission as compared with corresponding three-phr.se a iter nating-
current transmission schemes. Some of th&s£ data s&lfill be referred to
subsequently.
The report also gives some details of the proposed generating
station in Norway and of the receiving stations in Denmark, as well as
details of operation and regulation.
Regarding the general features of the direct-current system the
commission summarises its advantages over the al'ternat ing-current
system as follows
:
1 ) No wattless i currents
•
2) Smaller insulation of lines than for alternating-current at same
e ffe c t ive value
.
>3 ) ITo dielectric nysteresi'S and very small corona losses •
4) Use of two conductors instead of three, that is lighter towers
l ni fewe r i ns ulat or s .
5) Cables can be built for tensions of 100 000-1:30 000 volts to ground
while the limit for three-phase cables is 50 000 volts between
phases
.
6
-J The self-induction and capacity of the lines have no influence .
under normal operation.
7) The stability. problem of the parallel system is eliminated,
b ) Simple arra ngeme nt of apparat us
.
9) Simple apparatus for the prevention of interference with coramuni-
catiftf? circuits.
On the other hand, the direct-current system is made more expensive
by the following circumstances:
1)Generators and motors can be made only of limited size, 250 amperes
7 500 volts pressure. This requires a large number of machines
In aeries.
2) The many commutators require careful attention • nd maintenance
3) In.*ge nerat i n - and receiving b t ions an insulated floor must be

provided for the safety of the personnel, '
4) Linelosses are constant at all loads, which gives low efficiency
at small loads.
5) Interconnection with existing alternating"current systems can only
he effected by means of converting stations.
6) The direct-current system is only adapted for straight power trans-
mission, not for distribution.
The amount of power transmitted to the centers of comsumption in
Denmark should oe, within ten year3^42000 Kilowatt at a pressure of
220 000 to 224 000 volts and 250 amperes, hut in the future it may be
possible to increase these values to 90 000 kilowatt at a pressure of
300 000 volts and 300 amperes. If the power requirement should 'be
further increased it would, necessitate a complete, new plant and line in
parallel with the original; thereby 150 000 kilowatt may 'be taken from
the waterpower ' stations in Norway and about 115 ©00 kilowatt delivered
at three places in Denmark at a pressure of 300 000 volts and at 250
amperes. Thus the efficiency of the whole transmission plant would be
77 per cent.
Four different schemes were considered (refer to accompanying map)
I )Direct-curre.nt sys tem^'overhead -line in '..Norway and with cahle under
Skagerak*
2) Direct-current system with overhead line through Sweden and cahle
under 0resund.
3 ) Alternating-current system with overhead line through Sweden and
cahle unde r Ores und
»
4)Alternating-current system with ovemead line through Sweden and
ever 0, .
Two different water power sources located conveniently are avail-
able for the different schemes as shown on the map and the distance to
tr.e load ce rubers will be 412 and 605 miles which is about ' double the
distance used up until now for power transmission.
For the first and second sfeh<=a.es a tension of 2x110 000 volts
with grounded midpoint would be used. For .the two last schemes 132 000
volts which is the standard pressure used in Sweden,would be used.

SCHEME /.

SCHEME E
hemes 3m4 similar,
(ore
/
5WEVEti

Mr.
Costs of installation and of operation for the four schemes
work eut as follows;
1 ) D j roc t-currant system with cabVtfc under S-'ag-erak.
a) Cost of installation
of direct-current plant (2x110,000 volts)
Kroner Til' ions of
Humbe r ^er meter rrcne r
240 km overhead line 135 mm1 3 29.20 7.0
Grounding system " " I 0.1
130 Km submarine cable « " 3 " '69.00 9.0
Placement of cable 3 2.5
Communication system 1.2
Receiving station at Aarhus 5x6000 KVA — 7.0
135 Km overhead line 185 m m* 3 29.20 3.9
60 km submarine cable n " 3 69.00 4.1
Placement of cable 3 1.0
Receiving station at Copenhagen 5x7000 KYA-- 7.8
Tot"l for straight transmission i3 .6
b) Cost of alternat ing-current plant.
primary distribution 50,000 volts
110 km overhead line Aarhus -aalborg 3x70 pit I 15.20 1.6
100 11 " "Aarhus -Holding 2x3x70 mm4 I 25.50 2.6
68 " IKolding-Ode nse 3x50 mm* I 14.00 1.0
2 .« " " • 3x95 mm* 2 0.2
Synchronous .otors 14 000 KVA — 0.6
Total for primary distribution 6.0
Total for whole plant ^2jA

m
AHP CAVLEUNP5R.
0resond.
a) Cost of installation of Kroner Millions of
direct-current plant (2x110 000 volts) Number oer meter Kroner
on O T 2
( t"t»
o
i i i id i y~iQ' ^ivfitpiii " H T n t
15 Icm sulai 'Ti.ie cable " " 3 7 5 no T 9
PI * ; pp v ip n T. nf p h 1 p ^ u . o
fl fiTnvmi ni psti no s v^itpv/i — — — T O
Re c 6 iv i stfitioQ n "fc do ne n
1
u
\
n ^ "3t7 TO/" A — 7 Q
213 km overhead line 240 now' 3 33 .7 5 7 .0
22 M submarine cable " " 3 7 5 .00 1.7
Placement of cable • 0.4
T3o ^ o *i "ir "i »o rj' o, *h o + *i r i a *f* ^"p 1 ^ *i -n <r ^ ~vf\ f\ C\ O "P^™\7"A _ —J\t3Ugi V Xll^ o u jj w 1 U 1 1 ci. w -L -J. X i I £5 OAU U >w/ XVvxi. A Rft . o
100 km overhead line 240 mm 3 33 .00 3.3
Receiving station at AArhus 3x6000 KVA 4.5
Total for straight transmission 53.4
b) Cost of alternating-current plant,
primary distribution 50 000 volts
110 km overhead line Aarhus-Aalborg 3x70 mmz I 15.20 1.6
68 " " " Kold ing-Odense 3x50 mm* 1 14.00 1.0
2.
2 " " submarine cable " " 3x95 mm 2 0.2
Synchronous motors {A 5000 KVA 0.2
Total for primary distribution 3 .
Total for whole plant SG4

LTERflAT IITS-CURKSITT !Y! >7!_ J /ITII OVTCBL^AD L I] fl" TiIRQUG r SWEDE!! MID
C .13133 TMDBR fesiTD
a) Cost of installation of alternating-
current nlant (132 000 vol ts) Km Millions of
Kroner
Overhead line 2x3x120 ana 610 29,7
48.70 Kr per raeter
Tie-in station at Glo"*t&en 0.6
Tie-in station at Trollhattan 0.6
Transformer station at Halsingborg )
4x20 000 KVA I - 3,9
Synchronous motors 15 000 KVA J
Communication system j.g
. Total
d ) Alternating-current pit \ n t " it_ 5 0_ 00 vo lts ~
"
ptibmarine cable #resund 3x150 ram* 4x15 2.7
overhead lines in Denmark 535 12.8
StTomar ine c a"o 1e s in De nmark 67 3.6
4 Transformer stations 1,5
^Synchronous motors 30 000 KVA 1.4
Total 21.9
Total for whole plant 57 ,9

7^1
!|, x\LTERr;ATI-[^~CURRIC}.TT SY3TEL WITH OVERHEAD LIIIK THROUGH SWEHBH
All!) OVER flRESU:.;!)
a) Cost of installation of alternating- Km Millions of
current plant (132 000 volts) ------ Kroner
Overlie ad Line 8x3x120 ram* @ 48.70 Kr per meter 75.3 36,7
plus 240 Jom^steel core 7 4.0
» over flfresund 2x3x110 rain Aluminun
rp e
3 tie-in stations in Sweden 1.8
Transforiserst-^t i at Copenhagen 3x25 IviVA - 3.1
Iran , for" :^r station at Kalldndborg
2x25 MVA 1.9
tettDunioati on system 1.2
Total 48 .7
;) Alternating-current plant At 50 000 volts
feverhe ad lines in Denmark 37 .8 7 .2
Submarine c 'l>tes in Denmark 67 3.5
Bi&nsformer station at Aarhus 2x4 MVA 0.4
Synchronous motors 12 I.IVA 0.6
Ether regulation 0.2
Total II .9

The efficiencies of the four soheroes compare as follows:
Scheme I g 3 4
[Delivered in Denaark 42 000 42 000 42 000 42 000
Losses in lines and maahines I& 500 13 900 17 100 10 500
fanerated i.i Norway 55 500 55 90 59 I00_ 52 500
Total effiei^ncy in per ~
oent 76 7 5 71 80
|The yearly costs of operation are as follows in millions of Kroner
Scheme I 2 3 4
Expenses IQ% of capital 4,96 ,5.64 5.79 6.06
Cost of pO'ver in Norway @
80 Kr. per KW year 4_.43 4.47 4. 74
_JLii: -
"Total 9.39 " 10. II 10.53 10.26
"
Cost in Kroner per KW year 224 240 251 244
Summary of Cost of Installation
Scheme I 2.3 4
Millions of Kroner 49.6 56.4 57*9 60.6
It will thus he seen that the two direct-current schemes are the
cheapest boxa in respect to first cost and cost of operation. This is "bas-
ed upon the assumption that power can be bought for all Schemes for 80 Kr
per Kilowatt-year, out the commission evidently considers this possible*
It is seen that about one half of the expenses c j-:oes to pay the elec-
tricity in Norway, the other half being interest and amortization of first
308t of installation plus mainten -.nee plus loss of energy.
Despite the difference in cost between the two systems the commis-
sion does not make any specific recommendation , as there are considerations
)ther ti..-' economictfrtes which can oe advanced for and against the alterna-
; ive s
.
The costs were calculated for the pric^ Uwl existing in the spring
»f 1922 which costs were prob .bly the double of the pre-war cost.When the
>roject is actually carrier! ont it is probable that it can be done at con
-
liderroly less cost.

/So.
GEHERaL C OirCLU fl 1 ON . .
Direct-current presents undoubted advantages as far as the trans-
mission line itself is concerned oy the use of two or possibly only
one conductor instead of three*
s
re quired for the three-phase system^
and "by the smaller corona losses for given effective voltage etc.;
'buo it has been u c tic ally, exclude #ith #i« A of certain ilace a in
Europe on account of the expense and inefficiency of -c^e generating
station and of the converting apparatus at the receiving end.
Therefore, the disadvant. ..es of the direct-current system, with
a few exceptions, have outweighed its 'advantages up to the present,
and the three-phase system has fulfilled its object of providing a
cheap* and reliable supply of electrical energy. That is why con-
servative engineers hesitate zo switch over to a different system
and also because of the enormous capital invested in the present
power system*
It is possible to transmit under favorable conditions
100 000 to 200 000 K W over a distance of some 300 miles with present-
day alternating-current equipment.
This will probably .also be possible with the direct-current sys-
tem when certain perfections in the generation md trans f ormat ion
of high-tension direct-current ha.V« beeoiwmaterialized.
Such machines have been developed on a- .small scale and when they
can be constructed for larger power output they will probably be
cheaper and more practical in operation than a number of series ma-,
chines
.
If those machines live up to what they seem to promise the dir-
ect-current system for transmission will in all probability be an
economic possibility, but the realization of such promises seem* at
tne present time rather distant.

CHAPTER 4
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

RAILWAY BEECTRIglCATIQU" IN G3 iHERAL
One of the greatest technical economical problems of our time
is the conservation of the natural resources. Especially has, the
question of the exhaustion of existing coal fields wade the economi-
sing of coal a problem of world-wide a cope.
But besides this a national problem was met in many countries
during the world war when they found their coal supply cut off or in
the best case the coal prices rose to an unprecedented height which
threatened the whole ecomomicsti life of those nations^ and particul-
arity the the" transportation problem was a serious one. Thus the
question of the electrifidation of the railways became an actual and
pressing one in many countries where the "black diamonds" could be
first is,
substituted oy "white coal"- by hydro-electric power.
At the present time railways are being electrified all over the
world on an ever*iincreasing scale and it is, therefore, pertinent to
inquire into the gener;;,l status of railway electrification and the
practice in the various countries, particularly so, because no gen-
eral standard has been accepted.
The following investigation will .attempt to point out the rea-
sons for this variance even inside the same country. It is not the
object to comparersteam operation with^electr ical operation, but it
will be assumed that electr ification has been found desirable for
certain reasons.
Reos
o
ns f
o
r glee trif i ca t i
o
n of Railways .
Whereas in some countries like France, Italy* Switzerland and.
Horway the coal problem as pointed out plays a very prominent role,
this problem does not have the same importance in countries like
nereHhe/ess
England and America^, but ^ also these countries work intensely
on the electrification of their railroads.

In tile latter countries it is above all the necessity of increa-
sing the capacity of the railways which accounts for the great inter-
est in electrification. The ra.pidly growing volume of traffic on cer-
tain lines would require so considerable enlargements of existing
steam fn.ciliti.es that the economy of the ra.ilroad would "be threatened.
Therefore, it becomes necessary to look for other means of increasing
the Capacity of the railways and electrical operation offers one sol-
ution of that problem. This is due mainly to the special qualities
of the electrical locomotive, since they influence a number of cir -
cuius tances in the construction and operation of the railwjtip in such
a way that, in comparison with steam operation, facilities and savings
are effected which to a grea.t extent compensate Athe additional ex-
penses of the electrif ic'at iom&n
In other countries it is the problem of steep grades which elec-
tric locomotives overcome more easily than steamlocomotives , or it
may be the problem of abating smoke in tunnels or terminals.
The poor utilization of the fuel in a steam locomotive is not
up to modern standards as found in central stations. Therefore , one
by calling the steam locomotive an"a.nachr onism'J .^The special qual-
ities of the electric! locomot ive previously mentioned arise mainly
from its ability to stand overload for a certain time. During start
and acceleration it may be overloaded up to 100)* which makes a quick-
frequent stops. For longer periods of up to an hour the locomotive
ean stand an overload of 15 - 30$, which enables it to surmount steep-
er grades, or increase the speedy or haul heavier trains than a steam
locomotive of same power; All of which increases the capacity and
effectiveness of the railway. Besides this electric operation en-
ables the use of heavier locomotives without changes in roadbed or
beidges. A greater proportion of the tota.l weight of an electric
er get-away and speeds up the service, especially where there are

locomotive can be used for adhes ionA cor.pared with a, stream locomotive
j
thus under similar conditions the electric^} locomotive needs less
adhesion - weight than a steam locomot ive •
The electric locomotive develops a practically constant tract-
ive effort on the wheels, whereas it varies considerably for a steajn
locomotive; thus under electrica.l operation the slipping of the
wheels is less likely than under steam operation.
To sum up: by electrical operation the trains can run faster
or pull heavier trains than by stea^ operation. And a new railway
built for electrica.l operation can be constructed with about 50$
greater maximum grades than if it WAJ95 built for steam operation*
The la,tter a.dva.ntage may in rugged countries compensate for the ad-
ditional expense for the electrical equipment.
Class if i cat i Cmt_ of Railways
Very different conditions arise when 4 ifforcnt electrification
difhr&ni
ofAtypes of railways is considered. Therefore, it is convenient to
group railways in the following classes;:
1) kain trunk lines. Long-distance transportation of passengers
and freight. The railway owns its own roa.dbed and the tra.ins run in
accordance with fixed regular schedules.
2) Inte r urban lines . Medium distance transportation (up to 80 miles),
primarily of passengers. Light-weight card running on own roadbed.
Past, regular train service.
3) Railways in urban centers, street cars . Trains run in streets
or underground or on elevated structures. Only passenger transport*
at ion with light-weight ear£ . No rigid train schedule, "out £re~-
quent trains and stops.

C 1 OXASSIPIOAIMQ] [ 01 g] .;^rKIC^ fRAOT ION ,SYSTEMS
The rolling stock of an electric railway is the character-
istic feature of the plant* On the performance of the rolling stock
depends the type of equipment to be used, its capacity, speed and pov/-
**er input to the train. This last named factor . in turn
;
determines
the characteristics of the low-potential distribution system, whether
trolley or third-rail, and its capacity. This, again, lea.ds up to the
determination of substation capacity ana, finally, the c^^city and
cost of the generating station.
Thus the whole system is built up on the characteristics of the
motors, and, therefore, it is important that the different ty}?es of
motive power be thoroughly understood.
^There are four types of motors available for railway service,
giving rise to three systems of distribution:
a) The direct-current series-wound motor used at line voltages of
from 600 to 3000 volts. The current is converted by different me-
thods from a high-potential three-phase alternating-current trans-
mission system.
b) The alternating-current series-wound motor fed directly from an
alternating-current high-potential transmission system through inter-
mediary step-down transformers.
c) The alternating-current three-phase induction motor fed. directly
from an alternat ing-current three-phase transmission system through
step-down transformers or without transformers
•
d ) The alt e r nat ing-current p o lyphas e i nd uction motor , fe d fr om a
single-phase circuit through an intermediate phase converter ( "split-
phase system")
All four systems enjoy the advantage of alternating-current gen-
eration' and transmission of power at high potential, the direct-cur-
rent and induction motor system demanding multi-phase generation,

(£6
while single-phase generation and distributio may be used -f&r
ii Me
the single -phase alternating-current me&&e and^split-phase systems.
C QIiSIDERAlIOIlS 0? DIFFERENT .oYSTEIIS
Electric traction was very early used for street r^.ilw.^.ys and
the direct-current system was used with a re lative ly low tension.
This system has also been used in connection with third rail on some
in
more important ten anal electrifications A Uew York, Baltimore and De-
troit, "but when the railways extend over greater distances the low-ten
sion, direct-current system is not economical.
The three-phase system was then introduced in Italy, because of
the favorable transmission possibilities of a three-phase system. How-
ever
,
this system has not been used outside of Italy except in very
few cases.
The electrification of main trunk lines began first to he actual
and gain ground with the development of the single-phase series motor.
This motor has Athe same ideal characteristic for traction service a®
the direct-current series motor, but besides this it enables the use
of a transmission and contact-system which is considerably more econ-
omical than either the three-phase or direct-current system.
It was the West inghouee -Company! s chief engineer, B.G.Lamme, who
in 1902 first published a complete scheme for single-pnase electrifi-
cation. The following general reasons were given for the adoption of
this system;
Very high tension with relatively low current can be used for the
contactjsystem; low tension on the motors and the regulating apparatus
which vary the tension effectively, so that the speed can be adjusted;
from zero to maximum. The motors can be constructed so that they can
be used sat isfactorily both for direct* and for alternating-current,
r With the s ingle—phase system the duration of a disturbance due to
/short-circuit is less than for the ordinary direct-current system,

With the single-phase system the duration of a dieturbanee due
to short-circuit is less than for the ordinary direct-current sys-
tem, Wjtffitf them aipB. no rotating converters "but only trangforra^r-e in
the single-phase substations , so that the secondary tension immed*&&
lately can be brought up to normal height as soon as the short-cir-
cuit is cleared. The trans formers have also much greater momentary
overload cgagucity than rotary converters and their efficiency is
very high over a wide range; it may be 5-10^ higher than the ef-
ficiency of a rotary converter system considered from the genera-
ting stations to the traction motors.
All this may be said equally well about modern developments of
the direct-current system especially in regard to substations .^There-
fore a special chapter shall be devoted to direct-current substation
e quipme nt J
Saj^CiIOV' of .y. ,o , to be Used
Hardly any technical problem has been subject to more contro-
versy than the question of which system is the better one. for elec-
tric traction. For years the railway authorities and railway engi-
neers discussed the advantages mi disadvantages of the different sys-
tems and no final conclusion has yet been arrived at. This contro-
versy has been very harmful to the electrification of railways all
over the world and has delayed quite unreasonably the adoption of a
general plan for electrification. It wis natural for the railway
companies to be reluctant about adopting any system when they were
faced with the probability of radical changes and developments in
the art of electric traction and in case they did choose. the possi-
bility of scrapping very expensive equipment in order to iceep up
with the time or in order to fit into another adopted standardized
ays tern.

In the meantime the discussion has loot some of its sting since
actual operation of all four systems has proved that safe, reliable
and economical operation can "be had by either of them, the difference
in the various lines of performance being so small that only the
most eauful consideration of all factors may show slight advantages
of one system over the other. Technically ; at least, it must be con-
cluded that the a ingle-phase alternating-current system and the high-
tension direc t -curre at system are about equal.
Comparative estimates of economics £or different railways within
the same country show that for some railwyas the one system is the
more economical one. for others the other syaW has the advantage. Every-
thing depends upon local traffic conditions. For one and the same
railway the total annual costs of operation in relation to the traf-
fic density for the different systems would in diagrammatical form.
Hues .
show two Aclose to ftach other Jtarmeti' intersecting at a certain densi-
ty.
?
s
I
System 2?
jtfhus for a low traffic density system A should be used, but as
the volume of traffic increases system 1 would be more economical.
This clearly brings out the impossibility of selecting one sys-
tem which now and in the future would be the best for railways of
very different traffic conditions.
In order to make a selection anyway, it is necessary to consid-
er each railway system by itself and as far as possible correlate
it to a general scheme of electrification: and when first a system
hqs bee a selected it will practically always be necessary to adhere
to it for future extensions.

Incisive for such extensions is the success of actual, operation
of the electric railway. This is ;.t .so much dependent upo a the
system used as the fulfilment of the following require; .e :vts : All
the plants for the electric^ railway and all locomotives should
be adequately designed and carefully c one true ted 5 All the elec-
trical equipment should he systematically inspected to ascertain
its fitness for use, and should if necessary he repaired in suit-
-i.hlie repair shops; finally should, all persons engaged in the oper-
ation and inspection of the electric railway ',<&hoV .1 cL
trained^ in order to appreciate the peculiarities of electric ser-
vice •
When these requirements are satisfied haav-e the different rail-
way companies,, generally no reason to change a system which ttl&f hatfc
operated for years and in the operating of which -tiltiij "nasfe gained yai^f
-liable experience and to which its repair shops are adapted and its
workmen are trained.
Another element of the greatest importance is the position of
the manufacturing companies and their adaptation to the different
systems, '^or example ,Holland was undoubtedly influenced in the
choice of the direct-current system i>0 the fact that by adopting
this system it would conform to the general practice in the adja-
cent countries, England, Prance, and Belgium .and thereby secure
greater competition between the contractors • Besides, in this case
the Dutch industry would be aTble to manufacture some of the elec-
trical equipment.
In Amepicsfift this influence of the manufacturers has been very
decisive. Here, the General Electric Company is the strong propo-
nent of the direct-current system and their manufacturing plants
are adapted to the direct-current motor. Due to the great influen-
ce of this company many other countries, for example Spain, hakfe un-

m.
doubtedly choaen the direct-current system for future extensions,
For the supply of alternating-current equipment d*nr in Amer-
lean only the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing C(^mpanyABe
considered and this company has also exercised grea.t influence in
the electrification of several lines.
There are several great electrical manufacturing companies
in Europe particularly in Germany, Switzerland and Sweden which
have delivered many alternating- current locomotives. The indus-
tries' of the other countries have not "been able to develop a, sat-
isfactory single -phase motor and to this fact must
^
probably to sor»e
extent
;
'oe attributed the reason why in Europe none of the differ-
ent systems prevails,
Finally it should be mentioned that there are several other
interests outside the railways and the manufacturers which may in-
fluence the selection of system. The telegraph and telephone com-
panies have in some countries great misgivings in regard to the
single-phase system, because they fear great expenses due to the
disturbances from the single-phase railway current, Furthermore,
in the United States the power companies are supposed to have in-
terest in favoring the direct-current system, because the companies
prefer to use 60 cycles on their general power network^ . ;.nd whereas
this frequency lends itself readily for conversion to direct-cur-
rent it is not suitable for single-phase railway operat ionwifhoui conversion.
4I
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TJ3I^ 0? DI ??SEHL-]iTT SYSIHSIIS
~~
As this question will Inter be taken up in greater details here
Wi\\ ily be given A a short summary of the practice in the different
countries and a few important lines will be mentioned.
In general it may be said that the direct-current system pre-
vails in the Western part of Europe. The single-phase alternating-
current system previals in Central and ITorther/7Eur ope and the three-
phase alternating-current system prevails in northern Italy} but
there are important single-phase lines in Middle Italy and direct-
current lines in South Italy,—Prance
,
England, Holland, Belgium and
possibly Spain have expressed themselves in favor of the direct-
current system, although in all countries there are important single
phas e railways
.
In Switzerland the single-phase system has been adopted for the
Pederal Railways although several lines have been electrified with
the direct-current system.
In Germany and Austria the single-phase system is used almost
exclusively and the same may be said about Norway and Sweden.
In the United States of American these are important lines us-
ing either the direct-current system .or the single-phase system and
tnere flas„one three-phase installation in a tunnel through the Cas-
Th/s fine hat, now been change* to sinj/e- ph<ggg operaiiot-t
c ade ho unt ? i i ns^ line which has had great influence upon the elec-
trification of other railways is the CMicago-Milwaukee line. With
this as a patter ntiexico , Brazil and C/hile adopted the direct-cur-
Ufiffl &nrt) Volh
rent system^ Canada has also seen an acFvra&toage in adopting this
system using only 2400 volts.
In Australia and Africa there are several railways using the
direct-current system and the same is true of railways in Asia,
particularly in British- Indies, Dutch-Indies and in Japan. In
most of these cases it is the choice in the mother country which
has to a great extent influenced the choice of system.
p./crv
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THE FOLLOWING TABULATION GIVES A
SUIMRY OF THE PRACTICE IN THE
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
England
Brazil
France
Italy
Austria
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
Australia
Holland
Japan
New Zealand
Prussia
Hungary
Chile
Mexico
Java
Germany
U. S. A.
New Haven
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Baltimore and Ohio
Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul
Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western
Long Island
Michigan Central
Central
Tacific
National
Illinois
Southern
Canadian
Erie
Boston & Ma ine
Norfolk & Western
Virginian
Great Northern
D. T. & J.
600 and 1500 V. do.
3000 V. do.
650, 850, 1500 V. dc
.
650, 4000, 5000 V. dc.
3000, 3400, 3700 V. ao.
500, 700, 750 V. dc
.
1200, 2500, 5000, 15000 V. ac.
16000 V. ac.
15000 and 16000 V. ac.
750, 5000, 11000, 15000 V. ac
.
1500 V. dc.
1500 V. dc; 10000 V. ac.
600, 650, 1500 V. dc.
1500 V. dc.
10000 and 15000 V. ac
.
1000 V. dc.
2400 and 3000 V, dc.
3000 V. dc.
1500 V. dc.
800 V. dc; 1500 V. ac
650 V. dc;
650 V. dc
600 and 675 V. dc
;
600 and 675 V. dc.
11000 V. ac.
11000 V. ac
3000 V. dc.
3000 V. dc.
600 and 650
650 V. dc
1500 V. dc.
1200 V. dc.
2400 V. dc
1200 V. dc.
11000 V. ac
11000 V. ac
11000 V. ac
11000 V. ac
22000 V. ac
V. dc. ; 11000 V. ac
,ob .V III
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ELECTRIC RAILWAYS Ifl SWlTZBRIAlD
General < The electrification of railways in Switzerland, was ex-
ceptionally desirable due to the country's geographical, ecoraomical
a nd political c o nd itiohs
•
As is well known the country is very mountainous, so the rail-
ways encounter very steep grades, sharp curves and many tunnels, all
conditions which make it desirable to have electric operation. Swit-
zerland has no coal resources whatever, so for the operation of its
industry and railways it is wholly dependent upon foreign countries.
But it has a wealth of available water-power within easy reach of
its railways, so electrification seemed especially desirable also
from that viewpoint. Since practically all railways in Switzerland
are owned and operated by the Federal Government, uniformity of
service was secured so that all that had to be done was to make a
the
decision whether to electrify or not and to make a choice of^ system
to be used,
For this purpose a commission was appointed, about 1919. Srftd-This
commission made a very comprehensive survey of existing railways in
Europe and in the United States and published several voluminous re-
ports on their findings, some of which are reviewed subsequently,
fhe
The commission also made complete estimates on the cost of,, construc-
tion and operation of typical railways in Switzerland, but as these
are somewhat antiquated they are not referred to in detail,
SURVEY of Existing Railways (19 15)
The commission first investigated the energy consumption of ft
sidifferent existing railways. The evaluation of such empirical mat-
erial is exceedingly difficult and great caution must be exercised
in the application of such data on another railway.
There are for each partic ilar railways many variable factors .
of the greatest significance that influence the energy consumption,
V//7 hJ//y-p.zz

such as profile of track, traffic conditions, ate, In order to find
reliable
,
comparable figures for a certain railway it would be ne4V*
$es3ary to operate this particular railway ^ith the different systems
under similar conditions^ and this is impossibly id practice.
Regarding the efficiencies of the different systems one can find
some mean Values for the different parts of each system, For the lo-
comotives the commission lists the following average efficiencies of
the then existing types:
Direct-current Single - Phase Three - Phase
0.70 - 0,80 0.6a - 0.75 0.G5 - 0.70
These values do not regard the possible regeneration of energy
and they vary according to the use of the locomotive, whether it is
for express - service, freight - service, etc.
For the complete traction system the following efficiencies
were listed by the commission;
Direct-current Single-phase Three-phase
Locomotives 0.70-0.80 0.68-0.75 0,65-0.75
Trolley and rail 0.94-0.98 0.94-0.98 0.94-0.98
Conversion or transformation 0*70-0.90 0.90-0.95 0.80-0.90
Transmission 0.90-0.95 0.90-0.98 0.90-0.95
Total effeciency from genera- 0-42-0.67 0.53-0.63 0>. 44-0. 63
ting station to locomotivefcs-wheel
It is seen that the mean efficiencies for the different systems
do not vary much, whereas the values for each system vary considerably
according to different conditions.
However, the efficiency alone of a system does not constitute
a criterion, whether a. system is superior or not to another* ffine
must consider the total annual charges in order to give any signifi-
cance^(to a c ompatf is on. In this case the comraiss ion found that the
high efficiency of the direct-current system with favorable substa-
tion operation would more than offset by the high cost of con-
struction and the high annual charges.
The commission also investigated the feasibility of using ac-
cumulator batteries for carrying the peaks of the system, and to
I
that end the efficiencies, cost of construction, annual charges and
cost per KvVh delivered to trolly are calculated for the part of the
system related to this scheme. It was found that the three-phase
system is much less economical than the two other systems, mainly
due to the double-pole trolley necessary for the three-phase system.
Two schemes of accumulator back-up were considered,: ,. namely
generating station) and sul>s-faii*n £.?c)r-wp
central back-up^ For the direct-current system the central back-up
was less economical than substation back-up; for the three-phase
system the two systems were equal; for .Single-phase the central
back-up was the best*
The results/are listed below and it is evident that the single-
phase system in this respect is by far the most economical.
..Incre ase _i n__Co s t due t o Ac c umulat or Back-Up
(The figues in parenthesis refer Direct-current Single-Ph. Three Ph
to dense traffic* the others to 3000 volt 15000 volt 5000 Volt
medium traffic) Substation Central Central
Back-up back-up back-up
Every KWhr delivered to trolley
corresponds to KWhr from trans- 1,54(1*40) 1.65(1.50) 1.65(1.55)
mission line
The cost expressed in per cent 100 (100) 107 ( 107 ) 107 (III)
The cost of convers.in per cent 136 ( 6#) 66 (43) 93 ( 50)
Comparative cost per deliv.KWhr 236 (164) 175 (150) 200 (16 I)
Est imat e s___for a Particular Railway
Ho definite conclusions can be made from general, theoretical
considerations. Comparative estimates of real value can only be giv-
en for total cost of construction and cost of operation for a partiG*
$ular railway. Therefore. the then existing Gotthard Railway was
chosen as the basis of comparison, -which comprised the total cost and
annual charges on transmission and contact system, the energy consump
tion and the cost of energy a.t the generating station. The total
cost and annual charges of the remainder of the system, such as^Loco-
motives md Signal System, are by all systems approximately the same.
mt
Supply of Power. It was found that the scheme of using accumulator
"batteries as a back-up was uneconomical for all systems and for all
traffic densities. The generating, stations had to "be built large
enough to carry the maximum load.
C omparis on of Systems All three electric traction systems considered
were found to meet satisfactorily the technical re quirements for Elec-
tric railway service when properly designed and constructed. However,
the single-phase system had the greatest technical advantages and
should) therefore , be recommended.
In regard to econoraic«SB, the <Airec t-current system using 3000
volts was found far inferior to the single-phase system and a ot il-1
higher voltage of 8000 voltswas found still more uneconomical.
The three-phase system even of the highest practicable voltages
was also found less economical than the single-phase system.
CONCLUSION
The commission arrived at these results when considering the
Gotthard Railway. However, as the conditions on other parts of the
Federal Swiss Railway system are in the main quite similar to those
met at the Gotthard Railway, it is possible to generalize the results
found
•
As the 3 ingle-phase system was found superior to the other sys-
tems both in regard to technical and to economical coxis iderations
,
the commission concludes 'that the single - phase system using motors
with series-characteristic and 15000 volt, 15 cycles, is for the con-
ditions of the Swiss Railways the preferable system both technically
and economically.
36~
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THE ELECiHIPICAIIOH Of TjKE G3SRMAKT RAILWAYS
Ge ueral Traffic conditions in the Southern states of Germa/ny are
somewhat similar to those metA in Switzerland. For this reason
and also because there is a great surplus of available water power
in those states
;
it was quite early recognized that there were
Connected.
great advantages'^ the electrification of the railways. The au*
thorities of the state railways in Bavaria, and in Saden selected
at an early stage of the development of electric railways the
single-phase system to be generally used. The reasons for this
choice were much more of an economic nature than they were tech-
nical and quite particularly such that were essential to good
train service.
The steam railways have "built up through decades of experi-
ence an admirable train service and in order that the electrical
operation shall not in a.ny way be inferior to the steam operation,
in regard to reliability and punctuality, it is essential that the
system of apparatus introduced in the electrification should be
simple as possible and consisting of as few parts as possible. In
other words any complication and intricacy of apparatus should be
avoided in the design of the whole system from generating station,
transmission system, contact system to locomotives.
Consideration of Sys tems .
This requirement makes it apparent that it would be desirable
to generate in the central stations the same form of energy as the
train consumes. This would eliminate the substation and thereby ,
reject the r!irect-current system, which requires one form of cur-
rent for transmission and another for traction.
Of the two -other alternating current-systems, the three-phase
and the single-phase systems, the former has apparently the advan-
tage that the curre it can be drawn directly from the general light
and power metwork, provided, naturally, that the voltage and frequen-
£
cy are the same.
Supply o f Energy
/*7.
However, the amount of energy required for a heavy train serv*^
2.* -found in Germany
ice A is generally so large that not only are special generators with
switching equipment necessary, hut separate transmission lines must
also he provided. ; Therefore, the ordinary distribution system for
energy supply will in general not he ahle to take co.re of the in-
creased demand due to railway electrification. It is also highly
essential that the highest degree of reliahility of service is as-
sumed which makes it desirahle to generate the current in special
stations, primarily built for ra.ilway supply and preferably the sta-
tions should be owned and operated by the railway company in order ,
to have complete control of energy supply and load dispatching. For
these reasons there is no necessity of fitting the railway system
into existing networks.
Technical C ompar iap n
t
q
f
Sys t erns .
The three-phase system has one great advantage, namely that
the three-phase motor has no commutator, which is a constant source
of trouble, and one might feel tempted on account of this advantage
to overlook a decided disadvantage of this system, viz, the compli-
cation of the catenary system due to the necessary double pole trol-
ley line.
Qn the other hand the single-phase system has some real advan-
ont'j
tages as the following^- For the transmission of s ingle -.phase cur-
rent only two lines are necessary as against three lines for the fc
three-phase current and this reduces the source of troubles on sin-
gle-phase systems by two thirds as compared with three-phase sys -
terns
.
Furthermore, the single-phase trolley line is single pole. Thus
a cons ider. .. oly higher tension can be handled by this than by a

double pole trolley required for three -ph.-j.8e current, since the lat-
ter is limited to a comparatively low tension duei to insulation dif-
ficulties at crossings and curves. It is an essential advantage of
the 'single-phase system that it can utilize high voltages , indeed
this syfctem can work on voltages much higher than those feasible on
any other system.
Subs tat io ns and Tr ansjf ojrmjgr Stations
.
only
The high voltage in the single-phase trolley do not Apermit
small cross-section of trolley, consequently small cost of copper,
hut they also permit the tran:.- former -stations to "be placed at a con-
siderably greater distance than it is permissible to place substa-
tions with direct-current systems.
To illustrate this, let us assume a normal cross-section of the
trolley of 95 mm- ' and that for a single -phase system of 15000 volts
one such wire is necessary
,
whereas for direct-current of 3000 volt^
two wires are necessary; the direct-current system has then the
double amount of the expensive copper.
Furthermore, we will permit in the single-phase trolley a. volt-
<z votive drop of
age drop of 20$, whereas in the direct-current trolley^ 30$. This is
reasonable, since the voltage in the direct-current substations is
well regulated, whereas for the single-phase system there should be
added to the 20$ trolley volta.ge drop also the volt^'g^ drop in the
transformers and. high-tension transmission lines.
An electr otec/j'Jiicj/c.-ilculation will then give the result / when
the resistance, the induetivity and the voltage drop of the contact
system are considered, that the trolley lengtiw tffcfcfa can be fed from
a feeder point. is three times as long for a a ingle -phase system as
th ,t for a direct-current system. There should in other words be rep
quired three times as many substations on a direct-current system as
transf orme-K* -stations on a single-phase system,
V//f- pJ7
<I
However, the number of actually required substations does not
j&iily depend on the voltage drop,, but much more on local require-
ments, since the feeder-points (and substations) must be placed in
the important functions even though in the initial development all
the lines running out from the j unctionsjare not being electrified.
Therefore, it is not possible to say in general from theoreti-
cal calculations what the relation of number of substations is for
the different systems; one can only predict that for particular
sections. For one such calculated line the result "was that number
of substations and transformer -stat ions required was
for the direct-current system 95 substations
for the single-phase system 41 transformer • .'Stations
The relation here is (2. oj: I in favor of the s ingle-phase system, but
it must also be remembered that a trans for wrier -station is consider-
ably cheaper to operate and to maintain than is& a subs tat ionis.
Another economical advantage of the single-phase system is, that
because of the high tension. a comparatively small amount of copper
is required in relation to that required for the direct-current sys-
tem,
Fjtte que n cv of Si]
i
gle-phase System
The firest electric railways installed in Germany used a frequn
ency of 25 cycles after American pattern. The railways in -Hamburg -
are still run on this frequency. However, the fur the redevelopment of
single-phase motor showed that still lower frequencies would enable
the construction of a motor almost equal in operation for electric
traction to a direct—current series motor*
On the other hand the frequency must at least be so high as to
permit the use of simple transformers with high efficiency,
A frequency which coapr omises between these two requirements is
around 15 cycles. To begin with this frequency was therefore chos-
en, but later a little higher frequency, namely 16 -2/3 3Ss 50/3, was

. 3 opted since ^y- x I i as 1 1 1 1
;
~~~t^
x
i t is as iible t this freq y to
draw s ingle—phase railway current from the general three-phase light
and power network with a standard frequency of 50 cycles by means of
a certain one-machine-frequency-transformer
.
Int er:>re;ice w ith Cotoraunies bion _C xr c ui
t
Against the s i/i tile^phase system it could fee said that the elec-
tro-;,;; '.kinetic fields of the single -phase trolley and, the use of the
en.ron as a partial return conductor would' ca.use d.is curoances on tel—
ephone and telegraph circuits.
However, this disturbance can be abrogated or at least dimin-
ished to allowable proportions by different methods. In order to
simplify the adopted single-phase system as far as possible the Ger-
man Federal Railways do not use any additional apparatus (like choke
coils, etc) in order to mitigate such disturbances • But the essen-
tial apparatus, like generators in the central stations, motors in
the locomotives, are built in such a way; that a.s far a,s possible
current and voltage are without higher harmonics
.
Urban and Inter
u
ronn Railways
For the electrification of the few city and interurban railways
the Federal German Railways have not adopted, any definite system, a.s
each such railway has its own peculiar traffic conditions. < In Ham-
burg the urban and interurban lines are operated, on the single-phase
In Bey/in pr&h'ca/fo s// Unes jre
operjfett a* +ho tercet-currant sjsfev/
_
system,^.nd on an extensionoftne electrified system it was decided to
\ use rectifier substations, because of the economical superiority of
the rectifier over the mot©regenerator set.

BfrBICSRIO RAILWAYS If AUSTRIA
The first permanent h- ingle -phase railway in the world was "built
in Austria and opened for operation in 1904. A tension of 2200 volts
and a frequency of 4£§ cycles were used.
In 1910 a general plain was proposed for electrification with
the single-phase system. The reasons for the selection of this sys-
tem were: I) simple contact system; 2) flexible speed regulation
and 3) low first cost of installat ion. Furthermore, it was desirable
to cooperate with the Bavarian railways which had adopted the single-
phase system.
In 1920 the question of the use of the different systems was
again considered and again the decision was in favor of the s ingle
-
phase system. .The main argument was now the magnitude of the effi-
ciency from the generating station to tract ionSwheels , which effi-
ciency was estimated for single-phase to 60-68$ against 47-61$ for
direct-current and 45$ for three-phase.
The first cost of installation was not assumed to be decisive
for the choice as the differential was small.
In 1922 it was decreed that only single-phase 4 15000 volts,
16-2/3 cycles should be used for main line electrification.
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T1£B^JG^CTRIviCA'Jla.o: Off RAILWAYS Itf NORWAY
General Norway was one of the countries that during the world War
suffered most from the scanty coal supply and the enormous price of
coal. This extradord i i ,ary condition opened anew the discussion of
electrification of the Norwegian railways and a commission was ap-
comi
pointed in Jan. 1922 to find out if the point of time h<<4,, where
a general Change aver to electrical operation of the railways was
advisable and if the propped new lines should be "built from the
beginning as electrical railways. Incidentally the commission in-
vestigated whether the general Conditions are present in order to
purposely Electrify the railways in llorway in the tempo and extent
which the state finances would allow. It was necessary, therefore,
first to investigate whether technically it could be done with con-
fidence, second, whether ^electric drive would be economical in op-
eration and third, consider it in the light of national economy,
Advantages of Ele c tr
i
f i cat ion
Besides the advantages due to the independence of foreign
coal supx'ly and the saving accruing from the substitution of llorway 1 s
abundant water power resources for the imported coal, there are a
number of other technical and economical advantages connected with
electrical operation.
The electrical locomotives can be overloaded for a certain
time. For snort periods 'the overloading may be 100 % ,which* is oi
great significance during start and acceleration, since this speeds
up the schedule. An overload of 15-30 % is permissible up to an
hour, whereby the trains can pun up steep grades -without a material
reduction in speed. In comparison with a steam locomotive of same
power an electrical locomotive can either 3 urmound steep grades or
increase the speed or train weight and thus effect important econo-
mies. It is very important for the conditions in llorway that a new

electric^ railway can "be built with about 50$ steeper grades than
would be feasible for a steam railway/ host of the Norwegian rail-
ways run through very rugged territory and great savings can be ef-
fected by running the new railways in open line of steep grades in-
stead of in tunnels.
The long and steep grades in Norway misgive an additional ad-
vantage to electrical operati on
;
since it permits the use of electri-
cal regenerative braking, whereby the motors ' under braking run as.
generators and develop power which can be utilised in other places,
Cons 1d erat ion of di ffer
e
nt Sys t ems
:
The three-phase system when used with 50 cycles has the advan-
tage of/sSimple transforraer-s tat ions in direct connection with the
three-phase network used for general power supply; only when a dif-
ferent frequency is used is it necessary to use rotating converting
machinery.
For the direct-current system conversion from the three-phase
power supply can be effected by motor-generator sets, rotary conver-
ters or mercury arc rectifiers.
For the single-phase system one can either use^ the three-phase
power supply in connection with conversion or one can advantageously
have a separate single-phase primary system, particularly where long
transmission lines can be avoided. In general the best policy is to
develop the electrical railway in conjunction with the general povi/eV
supply.
The characteristic feature of the Norwegian railways is the
long isolated lines with ibyhk traffic. HTn order to keep' down the
cost of installation it is important to use as high a tension as pos-*-
sible whereby the number of feeding points an -3 the amount of copper
necessary would be the minimum*
Assuming that for the maximum tensions listed below the tota.l

cross section\ area of the catenary for the three-phase and the dir"= '
ect current-systems is the double of that required for the single-
phase system, the following spacing of the feeding points is found7
SYSTEMS TENSION DISTANCE BETWEEN SEEDING
POIITIS
Direct-current 3000 volt 40-50 Km
Single -phase 16000 " 100-120 Km
Three-phase 50 cycles 8000 11 50- 60 '»
Three-phase 16-2/3 cycles 8000 " 70- 85
The cost of installing one feeder point will be least for the
three-phase system of 50 cycles, but no appreciable difference will
he found where conversion is necessary.'
The contact system is considerably cheaper for the single-phase
system than for the others. The most expensive is the three-phase
system due to the double pole overhead lines.
The price of the locomotives will probably be about the same 3
for the direct-current system and the single-phase system, while the
three-phase locomotives will perhaps be 10 - lofo cheaper.
Regenerative braking can oe used for all three-systems; for the
three-phase system this occurs automatically when a certain prede-
termined speed is. exceeded; for the direct-current system the range
of regenerative braking is from 20 to 80 Km per hour, but the train
cannot be brought to a complete stop by this braking^ This, however,
is possible with the single-phase system.
Regarding the disturbing influence of electric traction on com-
munication circuits the commission found that prevention of this was
purely a problem of cost. Technically, the different systems were
in this respect perhaps even with a preference for the single-
phase system over the direct-current system, because with the for-
mer system one has more perfect means of counteracting such disturb-
ances by means of choke-coils and special trans formen •
The commission. concluded that technically the direct-current

system and the single-phase systems are equally good, while the
three-phase system, on account of the complicated overhead system^
must be rated s owewhat lower,
For the cbice of system it will , therefore , be decisive how the
different systems compare with one another in economics of operation,
Comparat jve Es t imate s of Costs.
The following costs are calculated for/a section of HQ Km v ic
which was assumed could 'be supplied with single-phase from one feed-
ing point. The traffic is assumed to be equal to the average in
the "V<£
Norway and all. other conditions similar to^ average Norwegian condi-
tions. The prices are based on the normal price level in 19 14. The
tensions used are the maximum tensions assumed feasible for Nor-
wegian conditions, viz. for direct-current 3000 volt*, for single-
phase 16 000 volt6(lb-I7 cycles), for three-phase 8000 volts (50
eye le s ) .
COST 0? INSTALLATION Direct- Single- Three-
Current Phase phase
Substations Kr.I200 000 Kr . 520000Kr .300 000
110 KM contact line for main line 1045 000 792000 1375 000
20 " » Wat stations, etc 200 000 17.0000 300 000
Control dc meter wires bet. feeding points35 000 30 000
Alteration of communication lines 275 000 440000 440 000
Automatic sec t ionalizing -»-3SQQQ ^
Total Kroner 2755 000 1960000 2445 000
The figure 1,960,000 Kr. for single-phase with conversion from
a three-phase power network should be modified to 1,640,000 Kr.for
s ingle-phase system with direct generation of s ingle -phase current
•
__Cost_ of Operation
The cost of operation under an assumed yearly traffic volume
of 950 000 gross ton-kmper km main line was calculated together
with an increase of 50^ in volume.
«<))i5--f,./6

As a base price for three-phase energy on the primary "bus of the sub©
stations was taken Kr. 30.00 per KW-year for 1914. For single-phase
energy directly generated the price was taken as 40 Kr. for initial
feraffic density and 33 Kr. for 50% increase in traffic.
Expenses for attendants, maintenance and amortization of sub-
stations and effect losses in substations are included in the follow-
ing prices 7 for power delivered at the contact system.
Prices 19 14
1. Direct-current system present volume 50% increase
Pride based on K W 3 330 4 170
Price per KW-year Kr. 73.00 65. 60
2. Single-phase system
Price based on KW 3 330 4 170
a. Converted from three-phase
Price per KW-year Kr. 52.20 '49.00
b. Directly from- single phase
Price per KW-year Kr. 48.50 40.20
3 . Thr e e
-
phase sy s tem
Price based on KW 3 ©50 4 550
Price per KW year Kr. 43.40 42.00
When, furthermore, the yearly expenses for power losses, mainten-
ance and amortization of the contact system are included and the cost
thus found divided by traffic volume
}
one will find the cost of the ne-
cessary power per ton-Era at the locomotive's pantograph.
Prices 1914
Transport volume in gross tons 950 000 1425 000
Power-cost per gross ton-Kn
Direct-current j#re 0.329 0.237
Single-phase" converted " 0.250 0.164
Single-phase" direct " 0,240 0.163
Three-phase " " 0.294 0.216
The fir^st cost and yearly cost of^locomotives will vary so
little in comparison with the above figures that they in this con-
nection are of no importance. As will be seen the two schemes of
s ingle-pha,se operation are more economical both as to first cost
and as to cost of operation than the other systems.
<V//y-/./7 ^Jii-pJt
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COHCLIBIQH
,
a,)
The commission arrives at the conclusion that although the
direct-current system in a few details may show certain advantages*
the single-phase system is on a whole equal to this from a tech-
nical viewpoint and it is superior to the former in economical
respects
•
Therefore, there is at the present time no reason to deviate
from the single-phase system as it has begdn to "be developed in
Norway, and it does not seem likely that in the future^ other sys-
tems, and particularly the direct-current system, should he improv-
fred to such an extent that a complete change of the present and ^
the proposed system would have to be made
•
"ITo consideration of a technical or economical nature except
the purely financial ones should now delay the change to electriea
cal operation of our railways* The payment for every ton of coal,
which is imported for the operation of our railways, represents . i
the payment of interest on capital which is now invested in for-
eign enterprises. A corresponding capital can to greater advant^
..
:
age for the country he placed in electrical equipment for our
railways and thereby contribute to increase the activity within
the boundaries of IToarway."

THE miiECTRiyiCA'iiui; of tkk iliILways hi sued.;^;
When one of the Bost important lines in Sweden, namely the one
'connecting the capital^ St ockholm ,with the largest mercantile cityy
Bethenburg, to be electrified due to increased traffic, a com-
mission was appointed to consider the selection of the system to be
used and .the supply of power.
Supply o f Power Sweden has already an extensive three-phase
network for light and power and particularly the section through-
out which the line in question passes is amply supplied. But there
is also available a large amount of water - power at a convenient^
distance and the question wa.s therefore, whether the railroad should
"be tied in with the existing three-phase network or a separate
single-phs.se system serving the railway alone should should be devel-
oped in case it was decided to use the single-phase system on the-
line
.
&
It was found that the general three-phase distribution network
for power and light should be used for the railway supply a.s well,
by transforming the current at suitable substations, A theoretical
calculation showed that the efficiency of the electric system from
turbines to locomotives was abaut 20^ per cent better with isolated
8 ingle-phase railway - power generation than with transformation
from a combined three - phase railway, light and power system. But
this theoretical advantage of the single - phase generation is com-
pensated to the extent of more than one half through the lower me unload
factor on the single - phase turbines for railway service. The rest
of the advantage is more than offset by the extra, cost and inconven-
ience in having two separate transmission systems.
Furthermore the reliability for the railway supply is greater
with the combined system and it also gives better voltage regulation
because with the combined system the voltage drop is only from sub-
station to locomotive, whereas on the isolated single - phase rail-

way system the voltage drop is from generating station to locomotive,
which generally is a greater electrica.l distance and therefore gives
greater voltage drop.
Select i on of sys tems The commission found that single-phase alter-
nating current and high-tension direct current were about equally
good as far as technical consideration is concerned. Estimates of
costs show for some railways an advantage for the direct-current sys-
tem, for others the opposite holds true depending upon traffic condi-
tions. Regarding this main line electrification Stockholm - Gothe n-
int
burg, the estates give quite a decided advantage in favor of the al-
ternating-current system, mainly due to the fact that it was suffi-
cient to baild five substations on a stretch of about Z9Q miles and
these substations could be fitted- into the existing three-phase power
network without any appreciable expenditures for the transmission
system. The arrangement of substations with single-phase is mainly de-
cided by the call for freedom of interference with adjacent communi-
cation circuits. With direct—current the arrangement of substations
is almost exclusively decided by the Voltage drop in the trolley sec-
tion,
For the line St ockhclm-Gothenburg it was found that for the dif-
ferent schemes the following numbers of substations and the listed
cross-sections of the contact system were necessary;
. Direct-current\ Direct-current \ Single-phase
1500 volt, 3000 volt
_
1500*7 volt
Catenary"" " 320 lam*"I ~" " 320 "130 mnF%
~
Feeder 460 " 150 "
M1-1-. _ IQQ '* 100 130 "
To t al j 900 wt $ 570 mm % 26 0_ mm* %
number of sub-
stations 18 10 5
It will be noted that these cross-section areas (l00;63:30) are
inversely proportional to the number of substations.

IITTUREEKKiTCE OF S ingle -Phase System with Communication Wires v
The disturbance caused by the alternating railway current on
telephone- and telegraph- wires alongside the line could not be de-
finitely avoided except by moving those wires as fay away from the
line as possible, at least to a distance of 600 feet. In practice
this means that these wires had to be removed from the railway 'and run
alongside the highways. However, this would mean an exce&sive expen-
diture, so the commis si on proposed certain other remedies as for ex-
ample the laying of a telephone cable from Stockholm to Gothenburg,
by which satisfactory operation on the communication systems would
be insured without excessive costs^5 Mis cahh was cotftemp/afoei j/ji/v/gtf.
The commission was not able to obtain conclusive experience
about interference from high-tension direct-current railways, but it
was considered likely, that by using this system the cost of the al-
teration .of communication circuits could be obtained at^somewhat lower
cost.
However, this advantage of the direct-current system was not
sufficient to offset the lower operating costs of the alternating
current system as the following e.stimate shows.
Comparat ive Cost E s t imat ej3 for the Elec tyif i cat ion _o f the Rai 1-
w§ty Stockholm - Go
t
henbu r
g
The subsequent prices are based on the price level at the end of
1922 (^Krone,is 100 j/re is 26 cents)
Substation Equipment
.
Single -phase, 15000 volt*;
4 substations @ 3 x 3000 KVA converters , three- phase
,
single phase
X. substation @ 4 x 3000 KYA « " "
Direct-Current , 3000 volt*;
5 Substations @ 3 x 2000 KW Synchronous motor-generator
5 Substations @ 2.x 2000 KW " "
Direct Current, 1500 volts;
16 Substations I x 2000 KW rotary converters.
2 Substations § 2 x 2000 KW » "
In this^cfase there will be complete transformer and half converter
reserves* in all stations. Every other station is rmi.de automatically

///
controlled to bring down expenses for attendants. —
gumber of^ loconiot Ives have' bee n assumed t o be 7 5
.
Ope
r
i !.t i ng e
x
pens eo^ have been calculated under the following assump-
tions ;-
For the °t u'b
3
tat
i
o ns
p
naTn t e nanc
e
3
* and amortization expenses are
figured as 5$ for the electrical equipment and 1.5$ of the first cosfet
for the buildings. Expenses for attendants will he 85000 Kr. for the
single - phase system, 175,000 Kr. for 3000 volts direct-current , and
153000 Kr. for 1500 volts direct-current . The last low figure is due to
the partially automatic operation of the substation by this system, .
For the contact system expenses for maintenance and amortization
are set at 1.5$ for copper and 4$ for poles, etc. For control wires
3$ of first cost.
Maintenance of locomotives has been estimated on the basis of
statistical material from other railways to the following figures per
locomotive kilometer; for single-phase 20 0re ; for 3000 ' volts direct-
current IB 0re; for 1500 volta direct-current 15 0re. For amortization
is used 2.5$ of first cost. The rate of interest is set at 5$.
No charges for maintenance or amortization of communication cir-
cuits have been included, since the charges involve a partial renewal
of the existing system.
The operating expenses do not include expenses that are indepen -
dent of the system, such as wages for train personnel, overhead charges^
etc. For the same reason the charges for current- consumption are
not included, since the energy for the different systems can be assumed
to be practically the same and, therefore, without interest as far as
a comparison of the systems is concerned.
The attached summary of first cost and operating expenses brings
out the conclusion that the single - phase system for this line is un-
8^
doubtedly more economical than the other systems on the assumption
that all substations i.re tied in directly with the existing three-phase
network. In fact, the conditions are very favorable for the single-
phase system on this line as is brought out in the' report by making sim-
ilar estimates for other railways , which in some cases are in favor of
the single - phase system .in other cases in favor of the direct-cur-
rent system,
CQHCLU^ IQIT The commission summarises the result by saying: " The sup-
ply of energy for the electrification of the railways in the South
and hiddle Sweden should, regardless of choice of system for traction,
as a rule be .affected oy means of conversion from the network already
existing for the general distribution.
The choice between high-tension direct-current and single-phase
system is usually a choice between two equal systems. In accordance
with comparative cost-estimates for the Swedish railways the single-
phase system should in general be at least equal to the direct-current
system, and even surpass it considerable as is specifically shown for
front
the line AStockholm .«» Gothenburg.
As the interference with communicat ion circuits in the case of
the single-phase system can be satisfactorily reduced by means of dif-
ferent remedies, which have been given due consideration in the cost
estimates, then there does not seem to be any occasion for abandoning
the single-phase system, regarding which there has been obtained sev-
eral years experience in Sweden, in contrast to what is the case with
high-tendion direct - current."
Therefore, the commission recommended the adherence to usual
practice in Sweden by using single - phase systems for electric tra-
ti on.

//3
COST ESTIMAjffiS ffQR EIECTRI7ICATI01T QE
.
RAILWAYS STOCKHOLM - GOTHENBURG
<4
Cost of Constriction:
" E lec trical e quipme n
t
Buildings
Qontac
t
system
Catenary ~str uc t ur e , e t
c
Sopper
Single-phase
15000
" vfclts
4600 eee Kr.
1200 000
8600 000
3100 000
Three-phase transmissio n lines
Control wire system 300 000
Change "of Communication wire
Eor railway 1270 000
Eor telegraph companies 6800 000
Locomotives 15000 000
Miscellaneous & Contingen- 2230 000
cies
_____
Total Kroner 43100 000
Annual C oso of Operation
_
Subs t at ions
:
AMORTIZATION & maintenance
230
18
85
Electrical equipment
Buildings
Attend ants
Contact System
Amor t i zat i on & Mainte nance
Catenary Structures 344
Copper 47
Three-phase & cantrol wires
Amortization <SJ Maintenance 9
Loc
o
mo t iye s
Amortization 37 5
Maintenance? . 5 Mil. locoi,.
kilometers 1500
Electrolysis
43iterest 2132"
000 Kr
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
Wo
Direct —current
3000 Volts 1500 volts
Total Kroner 4760 000
5600 000 Kr. 5200 000 Kr.
T l: A a 000 o o a a2200 AAA000
8100 000 8500 000
5700 000 8400 000
2800 000 4100 000www
350 000 700 000
1270 000 1270 000
f\ f\ r\000 6300 000
IoOOO 000 I3b70 f*\ f\ f\000
2680 000 2960 000
£9600 0*00" a@o
280 a a a000 Kr
.
260 000 xvT.
27 000 33 000
170 000 153 000
324 AAAouo 340 AAA000
86 000 127 000
95 000 144 000
37 5 000 347 000
1350 000 1125 000
100 000 150 000
2480 000 267 5 000
~2bT 000 5354 000
J
EI^CTKICaL RAILWAYS jl; '.ITALY
The Italian gover anient nominated in 1897 a commission to cons- 1
ider the question of electrifying the railways and to select the
best system to be used. The commission proposed to experiment with
the different systems and, therefore, accumulator locomotives were
introduced on some secondary lines; a section of a main line was
electrified with direct-current, 650 volts and another line was el-
ectrified with 3000 volts, three-phase, 15 cycles. The single-phase
system was not tested as the single-phase motor was Jmst being de-
veloped.
The accumulator-locomotives were soon abandoned, and, therefore,
a choice had to be made between the direct-current system, and the
three-phase system and , it was the latter which won because of the
experiences gathe re d^inee then the Italian State Railways in nor-
thern Italy has been electrified with this system*
It is claimed that the three-phase system offers the following
advantages; the voltage chosen, 3400 to 4000 volts, enables the mo-
tors to use the line current, and the usual frequency, 16-2/3 cycles
is convenient to use with the general three-phase power network with
50 cycles, Besides a frequency of 16-2/3 cycles has the advantage
chat the locomotives run at speeds equal to the usual train speeds
with normal wheel sizes and without introducing gears.
jor -the ca/fd/f/ons in Ifaiy
The constant train speed is very favorable^ viewed from an oper-
ating standpoint. «Hftd-1£egene rati ve braking, which is of great impor-
tance on these mbuhtaineous lines, occurs automatically by surpasfc-
3iihg the normal speed. The energy comsumption is considered small.
The transformer stations at the first electrified lines were
placed close so that an interruption of one substation did. not ma-
terially influence the operation.

At Inter installations this fixed reserve has been substituted by a
movable one. S.ome< transformers tationfl are mounted on railroad cars,
and these are pushed out on the line, where a fixed station is out
of function or where a large amount of energy is temporarily needed.
There are other systems in use in Italy on private railways,
both single-phase and direct-current using a tension as high as
4000 volts.
A general scheme for electrification of the State railways was
started, in 1920. In North Italy the usual three-phase system with
3000 - 4000 ¥0 It* with a frequency of 45 cycles, which is used for
general distribution. In South Italy the high-tension direct-cur-
rent system will be used on a main line.
Finally it should be remarked that this plan for electrifica-
tion seems to. have oeen subject to considerable criticism.
Of)
A recent report 7written by a consulting engineer in Milan gives
some interesting up to date information on the electrification of rail-
ways in Italy.
The report first brings out the natural conditions and the diffi-
culties in building railways in Italy due to high mountains. Next it
points out the dependency of Italy on fuel supplies from foreign coun-
tries, due to its lack of coal and natural oil, but the mountain^ous
nature of the country makes it very desirable to develop hydro-electric
power plants. The electric operation of the railways would also im-
prove traffic conditions. Besides an early experiment with battery cars
which ended in failure, two systems were used with success, namely the
direct-current system using 650 volts and the three-phase system using
3600 volts - 16 cycles. The single-phase system was not yet on the
market. The three-phase system was adopted for main trunk lines, oe-
cause it was the only existing system which could use a comparatively

high tension on the trolley and because the motors seemed simple and
satisfactory, giving regenerative braking automically. The direct-cur*
relit system with the low tension then available could not operate econo-
mically on main lines, so in its original form it has only been used in
few cases in Italy, The deductions as to the superiority of the three-
phase system were right at that time and it is only very recently that
electrification by 3000 volts d.c. has been introduced in Southern
Italy, However, a three-phase system using industrial frequency (45 cy-
cles) and 10000 volts will be experimented on a line from Rome,
Laiier
There are two objections to be raised against this A scheme. First,
the inductive voltage drop is much higher at 42 cycles than at 16 cy-
cles and the three-phase requires very careful regulation. Next | the le
idea was to connect all power networks and railways together, but as
there are three frequencies in Italy (42, 45, and 50 cycles ) this is
not practicable.
The current is supplied by a 60 000 volts line running on the rail-
way property and the substations are spaced pretty close since the three-
phase motor only fallows^a slight voltage drop {15% maximum). The oper-
ation of the double conductor line is very onerous but a great ingen -
uity has been displayed by the Italian engineers in working out the dif-
ficult problems. A great number of breakages occurs with the suspension
insulators. The locomotives have also caused great difficulty because
the characteristic of the three-phase motors is really the contrary of
what is wanted for traction and the engineers had to make great efforts
to compel such a, motor to do its work properly. A good traction motor
must have a torque increasing with the reduction of speed. With the
three-phase motor the torque cannot exceed the full-speed torque. A
compromise has to be made between mechanical consideration?, which re-
aid's e
quire large air gap in order to avoid mechanical difficulties due to
wear, and electr ical cons ideratiom which require as small air gap as
possible in order to keep a good power- factor • It is also a very seri-
ous objection except on the mountain sections that the motor has only
2 or 4 rigid velocities and even that only by means of complicated cons-
truction. These bad features are revealed in the maintenance expense.
More than 20 % of the locomotives are continually in the repair shop and
&*l complete overhaul which is necessary every 12 or 24 months takes from
40 to 80 days.
Telephone interference is great and it has been found necessary to
remove all communication circuits 200 feet from the railway. As to
future developments the report maintains that the state railways are
persuaded that a gradual change to high tension direct-current is ne-
cessary because the traffic has to be sped up. At least it is certain
that the three-phase system will not be further extended.
The fin4ncial condition of the private railways in Italy is very
precarious. The intervention of the state is extremely heavy and the
regulation of the laborers from the trade unions is such that an econo-
mic operation of the railways is not possible. Electrification is the
only way of reducing operating costs and the state encourages this by
giving certain subventions of about #11 000 pet mile which is sufficient
to pay for the contact line and the substations. The rolling stock
must then be financed by private capital. The stated subvention is pay-
able in 35 years and the state keeps a close control on the accounting,
levying taxes on tickets and ftills of fares and receiving a certain per-
centage of the income. The state also collects taxea from the other
railways
•
The state contributes to the construction of new lines to the
extent of $72,500 per mile for main lines and $19 300 per mile for tram-
ways, the former being sufficient in most cases to cover the cost of
91 tifp
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construction but not the rolling stock. The amount for the tramways
is entirely inadequate. The state leases the construction and opera-
tion of these new lines for a period of 50 or 75 years at the end of
which the lines pass over to the state which only pays the value of
the rolling stock. The lease amounts to $4,900 per mile of railway
and $1,300 per mile of tramway.
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BggTglC RAILWAYS III PRAllCS
General Before the world war and the acquisition of the rich cool
fields in Alsace-Lorraine and in the Saar district, the dependence 0/
Pra.nce upon foreign cool supplies was a raatter of grave concern for
the French economists. Before the war Prance consumed annually 60
million tons of coal and produced only 40- million tone. This de-
ficit, of 20 million tons at a price of 20 francs per ton correspon-
ded to what Prance considered a tribute to foreign countries of 400
million francs annually. The railroads consumed seven million tons
of coal and would probably consume double this amount in twenty
years
•
Prance had, therefore, a real interest in reducing this consump-
tion by electrification and so much more as Prance has a very abund-
ant source of water-power, which is little utilized by the industries.
As usual when such a far-reaching project as a national electri-
fication of the railways is considered a commission was appointed and
made the following conclusions;
Electrification has great advantages on the lines with heavy
traffic and steep grades. In comparison to steam operation it means
ofmaterial.
can important economy and Resides it permits the maximum utilization,,
• A secondary advantage of no small import is the suppression of
smoke in the long tunnels and in the vicinity of the cities.
The lines of medium steepness present sometimes certain interest
in regard to electrification according to the density of traffic. Por
lines of medium capacity -.running on a level, electrification are usu-
ally uneconomical and Resides the service on these lines are very
well met by modern steam locomotives. As -dt interurban lines elec-
tification is sometimes necessitated in order to increase the capa-
city of transportation and to sup »re.ss simoke
.

The three-phase system used "by the Italian Railways has the advan-
tage of the simplicity and robustness of the three-phase r/iotorj tO0r
the system permits the automatic regeneration of power during peri*-
ods of retardation and down hill runs and the weight of the locomo-
tives can be as low as 30 Kg per horsepower , which it is not possi-
ble to obtain with any other system. However, there are grave ob-
jections to this system; the operation of the locomotives is not
flexible as the motors run at consto.nt speed and constant tractive
effort. The equipment on the three-phase lines is complicated and
expensive. For these, reasons the commission found it advisable to
reject the three-phase system.
The single- phase system has been used for tensions from 3000
volts to 22 000 volts and frequencies from 15 cycles to 25 cycles.
In fact the tension is only limited by the insulation in tunnels
as the tension can be reduced by transformers on the locomotives to jl
voltage convenient for motors. Or the single-phase current can be
converted in the locomotives to direct-current by motor-generators
sets or special converters. Thus the advantages of s ingle-phase
high tension catenary can be combined with the ideal traction per-
formance of the direct-current motor.
The contact-system is very simple and the high tensions feas-
ible permit great spacings of substations, but it was noticed by
the French commission that this particular advantage was sacrificed
at certain American single-phase railways in order to suppress the
interference with communication circuits.
It is seen that the single-phase system is very flexible in
its application for traction and it is in fact used in its various
forms on different railways.
The straight single-phase system is from a technical view-
point very satisfactory • The single-pha.se series motor has an
I
excellent performance for traction; the characteristic of the root or
is such that the tractive effort is inversely proportion^ to the
speed and a great advantage is that .taps on the secondary side of
the transformers permit the regulation of speed without losses in
rheostats
,
The commission found, however, that notwithstanding these ad-
vantages the single-phase system had not yet a.ttained the degree of
perfection desirable from all points of view. Particularly the el-
ectric regenerative braking for this system was a.s yet only in the
stage of experimentation and development. Some single-~pha.se systems'-
do not lend themselves readily to regeneration whereas others regen-
erate very satisfactorily at all speeds and with a high power-fac-
tor, but no definite conclusion a,s to the desirability of adopting
any of them was arrived at.
A material disadvantage of the single-phase system was consider-
ed the c omplication of the system for the protection of the adjacent
telephone circuits, which protection would considerably increase the
first cost of installation , which without this consideration would
be smaller than for the other systems. Besides this the commission
estimated that the cost of maintenance for the single-phase system
was higher than for the three-phase and H/fidirecb-ttirfen-h systems and the
S inglepphase motors were less sturdy and less capable of overloading
than other types of motors.
Because of the grea.t va.riety of combinations for the single-
phase system the commission found it possible that some day it will
be developed to a high degree of perfection but at the present stage
it was far from this point in actual performance.
There is then left the d irec t-current system using 3000 volts
tension. This system is used on a line 440 miles long of the Chica-
go- Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway. A special study was made of
this railway and the commission found that the results obtained

m
on this railway were quite remarkable • The energy consumption on this
line has been 27 watt-hours per metric ton kilometer, whereas fi-
gures from other railways vary from 39 to 74 watt-hour per ton kil-
ometer. The system permits a considerable adjustment of speed and
the use of regenerat ive baaakixig almost to the actual r-toppi. ig,
which the three-phase system cannot effect. It was estimated that on
a certain day the regeneration amounted to II. 3 % of the total en-
ergy consumed "by the motors.
Strong emphasis was laid on the possibility of regenerative i
braking since some of the main lines in Prance run through rugged
terrain.
For the^choice of the tension to be used in France a comparison
was made between 2400 volts and. 1500 volts, which showed that expen-
ditures in the two cases would be about equal. This is due to the
fact that the closely meshed railway system justified a much smal-
ler distance between substations than was used for the long and. is-
olated Chicago-Milwaukee line.
By lowering the tension to 1500 volts the upper limit feasible
for the use of the third rail is reached. The third rail system has
a special national 'economical interest for Prance , s ince it permits
the use of French steel for the third rail instead of the imported
copper for the catenary system.
The high-tension direct-current system does not necessitate an
exaggerated number of substations and the almost total absence of
interference with telephone and telegraph lines constitute a. very
material advantage of this system over the others, at least a.s far
as the conditions in France are concerned,
CONCLUSION
The direct-current system is more expensive in first cost than
the other systems, because of the substations necessary to convert
the three-phase 50 cycles current for general distribution into

irect current/. However, it must oe remembered that in order to
effect an ecomomy in this respect with the single-phase eystemt
one;m«st generate directly the single-phase current a.t the low
frequency by means of special generators*. Otherwise , if one wants
to utilize the current normally produced by the central stations
(three-phase 50 cycles) one must also use rotating mediums. In re-
gard to operating expenses only careful calculations can establish
a comparison between the different systems 'out the commission does
not find any greo,t difference between the systems; therefore, . 5
this does not materially influence the choice of system and the
commiss ion concludes in recommending the adoption of the direct-
current system with $500 volts tension, because this is considered
having most advantages for electric traction on main lines in
Prance
.

ELECTKIC RAILWAYS III EilGLMID y
England whs one of the first countries in Europe that intro-
duced electric operation on interurban lines. The system mostly
used was 600 volts direct-current from third rail but also 1200
volts was used. Later different railways were built with the _slii r.
s ingle-phasejsystem
,
mainly^ in order to gain experience, but also
because at that time it was considered the only practicable system
for long lines. The experiences gained have been satisfactory and
those railways will continue to use the single-phase system also
for future extensions. Still later other railways were electrified
with direct-current system 1500 grolts,and also this system Was
found satisfactory in operation.
In 1920 the English minister for transportation appointed a
coramiss ion to recommend standardization of electric railways in
England, The commission recommended ^1500 volts direct-current sys-
tem with either overhead or third rail and the reason for this
choice was probably that the third rail has always been favored in
England on account of the limited profile in tunnels guilder bridgeS,
which makes it difficult to use overhead construction. Another
reason may be that the British industry is not well acquainted wit/?
single -phase equipment, and probably the fear of telephone inter-
ference with single-phase has pla.yed some r6le.
The reports of the commission do not give any explicit rea-
sons for its choice of system.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS IN HOLLAND
Ge aeral The geogra phical conditions in Holland are greatly different
from those of most other countries. The country is very flat and
the lack of mountains results in lack of water power. Thus two of
the main incentives for electrifying railroaxls
,
namely steep and
difficult grades and abundant water power combined with dbsenaz, of
coal resources, are lacking, Furthermore , there was no desire of
becoming independent of foreign coal supplies, since Holland would
need coal anyway for its steam-power plants.
Nevertheless, it became necessary to consider the electri-
fication of one of the roost important lines in Holland, namely the
one «tf from Amsterdam to Rotterdam, simply because the line could
the
hardly handle the increasing volume of traffic byA existing steam
operation. So a committee was appointed by the government and in
a report by Professor J.R.I1 . Franco the system recommended was the
direct - current system us.ing mercury - arc rectifiers as the con-
verting medium from the general distributing network.
,
REASONS FOR ADOPTING THE DIREC T - CURRENT
'
-
-
-
—
-
--gysim
A section of the line under consideration had been op-
erated for a number of years on the Swiss-German-Swedish system
using single - phase current. Despite this, it was decided after
years of careful investigation to adopt the French system using
direct - current at 1500 volts. The reason for this change in
practice was the very splendid performance of some mercury - arc
rectifiers tested in actual service by the Dutch railways in some
of their substations, where already motor generator sets had been
installed. These tests brought out decided advantages of the rec-
tifiers both in comparison to the old alternating-current system
ggd to the newly installed motor - generator sets. These advan-

Jages were high efficiency, high degree of re liability ; low
maintenance cost, silent operation; small weight and much
eheaper and smaller substation buildings.
For the purpose of illustrating the relative eff ie j
a
ciencies of rectifiers and motor - generator sets the diagram
below is given;
5oo looo |5oo K.W.
i~ % Load.
Overall effe ciencies and corresponding conversion losses.
II Efficiency of rectifiers ( 1000 KW, 1500 volts)
II. Efficiency of motor - generator set (1000 KW, 1500 volts)
III. Shaded area shows saving resulting from the more econ-
omical operation of the rectifiers.
The efficiency curve for the rectifier is very jglat;
the efficiency is almost constant 95 per cent through the
whole range j whereas the corresponding curve for a motor-gen-
erator set is not only much lower over the entire range, but
at light loads extremely unfavorable. Thus it is seen that
the conversion losses are cut by the rectifier to from 1/3 to
1/2 of those for the motor -generat or set. This is an appre -
ciable saving as will be seen if we assume an average load of
400 KW per rectifier and an average working day of 20 hours.
At 400 KW load the saving from the diagram is found to be 54
KW; then 20x54x365 is 394,200 kilowatt hours can be 3.wed
per Bet per year. These are actually twenty rectifier sets
JS2-f>JS*b

in the system, so the total saving is 20 x 394,000 is 7,dB0,00Q
JfWh per year. Suppose the rate is 3.5 centimes per kilowatt-
hour, then this represents yearly saving of about 27 5,000 francs*
In addition to this the maintenance cost of rectifiers is
very low and as all substations are made for automatic operation,
whereby a great amount of wages is saved, it will be readily ap-
preciated why the Dutch railways chose to change their original
system of alternating - current and their propped shheme of in-
stalling motor - generator sets in the substations to their pre-
sent standard of automatic rectifier stations.
C0hCLUol0IT» The direct - current system with automatic rectifier
stations was found by the Dutch Railways to give as satisfactory
service and economical operation a,s could be reasonably asked for.
It is very unlikely that Holland will regret this choice of recti-
fiers, which suit their purpose so admirably, since the rectifier
is steadily being improved upon and important developments have
occurred since the completion of this electrification. The rect-
ifier will probably supersede the motor - generator set for rails?
way electrification due to the g-e-e-fe^-f iei ' S' 1 many technical and econ-
omic advantages©/ the red/ fur.
«,)
ELECTRI C RAILWAYS 1ST JAPA1T
General The railway system of Japan is very seriously overloaded
due to the rapid increase in population and to the fact that great
catastrophes such as the earthquake in September 1923 caused great
losses and delayed a proposed extension of the electrification of
heaviest
the lines having the d-e^ns-ei^t traffic.
The elfctr ificat ion had been in progress since the first
electric tramway was opened in Kyoto and at the present time there
are over 3000 km o f tr.-uiiw. iys
7
«H&- s utourban, and. mountain railways

(ft.
using electric traction*
The reasons for electrifying the Japanese railways are
threefold; first, the above mentioned great density of population
and of traffic which is increaing at a rate greater than any west-
ern country; second, the severe service due to steep gradients and
tunnels in the mountains of which the Japanese islands ore singular*-
ly "blessed; third, the scarcity of high-grade coal which makes
Japan dependent on imports from foreign countries.
Japan has, however, an abundant potential source of
water power. During six months of the year 14 million horse-power
is available and. during the other six months v six and a half mil-
lion horse-power is always available. The hydro-electric plants,
which can convert this vast amount of power into electric energy
can very advantageously be ba.cked up by steam power plants in which
Japan's great resources of low-grade coa.l can be used economically.
This system of supplementing hydro-electric plants with steam-power
stations is much used in U.S.A. and the method of operation is to
let the hydro-electric plant carry the base load or as much' load
as the flow in the river will allow. During non-rush hours the
superfluous water can be stored behind the dans and used when the
demand for power is high. By this method no water is wasted.
All the time the supplementary steam-power stations are used as
a stand-by for the hydro-electric stations besides carrying the fi
fluctuations of load. By this same method the minimum amount of
coal is used for the generation of electric current.
The electrification of the Japanese railways has another far-
reaching economic Consequence. In order to handle the increasing
amount of traffic by steam operation it would have necessitated-
the laying of additional parallel tracks on sections of heaviest
density and plans had already been made before the war for such an

m.
increase in cjtp-ficity. However, the cost whs prohibitive and there-
fore a general s oneme of electrification was taken under consider-
ation. By this scheme a rauch greater traffic could he handled on
existing tracks, since electric traction enables the operation of
heavier trains at, higher speed and frequency, whereby the capacity
of the railway system can be materially increased at a reasonable
cost. For suburban service the' multiple-unit motor cars give a
more flexible operation
,
since the switching at the termini is
reduced to a, minimum due to the fact that the motor cuts do not
have to be turned around. Besides, their rapid acceleration when
starting permits a, faster time schedule and a. greater number of
trains handled on the sarnie tracks.
Current system employed
•
About 7 5 percent of the total mileage of tracks in Xa- W
pan is owned by the Japanese Government, Thus the conditions for
adapting a uniform system of electrification were very favorable.
As the early electrifications were made by 600 and 1200 volt*
direct^current
,
using either third rail or coiitact system and this
system hod given very satisfactory operation
,
it was decided
about 1920 to standardize on the direct-current system, 1500 volts
using contact - line but with provision for third rail.
This system was decided upon for the following reasons;
The existing three - phase networks operate at various fre-
quencies, 25,50 or 60 cycles, and the use of an alternating - cur-
rent system would necessitate the installation of frequency chan-
gers. Instead, by using automotio rectifier subs tat ions, it is pos-
sible to tie in direfctly with any alternating - current network
used for power and light and great economies would be effected
for all parties concerned.
b9v
Zoo,
The interference of a direct - current railway on
existing telephone and telegraph wires alongside the track is
much less than the influence of an alternating - current railway.
So "by adhering to the direct-current system already used large ex-
penditures would be saved on the alteration of communication cir-
cuits •
Cone lus i on
_._
The direct current system universally adopted in Ja-
pan is there to stay. It is significant that when a country has
gained satisfactory experience with one system there is a strong,
tendency for it to stick to it and for good reasons. First, a
changeover would mean the scrapping of much material otherwise
usable; second, the introduction of new types of machinery means
an expensive and cumbersome renewed collection of experience with
untried types of apparatus; third;, when the local factories and
repair shops are outfitted for a certain type of work a,nd the
workmen are trained along this line, it causes great inconviences
to make any material change of practice.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS I IT THE UUI
In tli© United States of America*, several important railroad ter-
minals and tunnels have "been electrified with ^ low-tens ion direct- cur-
rent .system using bmird rail. Of special importance ''are the follow-
ing :
New York Central Railroad^ tunnel and. station in Hew York
Pennsylvania Railroad's tunnel and station in Hew York
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad* £ tunnel and station in Baltimore
.
Michigan Central Railroad's tunnel under the river to Canada and
at Detroit
The reason for electrifying the tunnels is mainly to alaate the
smoke nuisance The terminals have "been electrified "because of the
same reason find also in order to increase the capacity of the termin-
als .
Single -phase Railways V
The first American s ingle -plmse railway was the Spokane and
'
'Idland Railway j which opened in 1906 • Comparative estimates for this
railway showed that the complete installation of the single-phase sys*-
tem cost$ only about one half of the installation of the corresponding
direct-curre nt railway.
The most important single-phase eiectr ification in the United
States is fihe ITew York, Hew Haven and Hartford Railway, which was put
in opera.tion in 1907-1906. Although it had been decided, to electrify
the terminal of ffiae Hew York Central Railroad with 600 volts direct-
current using third rail, the New York, Hew Haven and Hartford Rail-
way decided to use IlOOOvolts e ingle-phase 2o cycles, because it was
considered more economical in installation and operation ^ than the
direct-current system with its many substations, and also 'oecfUj.se
the railway company had had bad experiences on a local line using
500 volts direct-current.

It is possible to operate the same locomotives both on the single-' •
phase line with overhead and on the direet^current line with third
rail, since the single-phase series motor can be used on "both systems.
The Pe n\sylvania Railroad uses the same scheme on their lines •
The main station in ITew York is Electrified with direct-current^third
rail, but the interurban lines iTorth of Philadelphia are electrified
with the single-phase system.. .This latter system was chosen., because
it was considered the best for the operation of heavy trains over 1
long distances and the lines around Philadelphia were considered as
forerunners for the mai i line to ITew York, Another reason for cliooj-
!^ing the single-phase system was that it offered much greater flex-
ibility of operation. It would be possible to use on the locomotives
besides single-phase motors also three-phase motors (as used by the
• ITorfolk and Western Railway) or direct-current motors in connection
with motor-generator sets, rotary-converters or mercury rectifiers.
In this way one could take advantage of all future developments
•
A very comprehensive scheme of electrification of the main line
from Philadelphia to Hew York has recently beer. awtouneed and the
system to be used is the single-phase system,- The Pennsylvania Rail-
road Company carried o.n experiments for several years on the electri-
fication of a difficult section over the Alleghany Mountains , Two
systems were compared, one using 1500 volts direct-current with third
rail, the other using I 1000 volts s ingle-phase . The latter was found
cheaper and has been accepted in principle. It is planned to use lo-
comotives with single-phase motors for passenger trains and with t
three-phase motors for freight trains. The reason for this is that
it was assumed that the single phase motors would not stand the heavy
current at the start and besides, the use of three- /..ase My nc hi* o inwm
o
isr-
prs for regenerative braking was of great importance in this case.

Z£3
An. impor btent Bingle—phase electrification has just "been complet-
ed in the state of Washington, namely the Great northern electrifi-
cation in the Cascade Mountains,
The increased traffic volume in this section, particularly of
heavy freight trains , necessitated radical improvements in operating-
conditions. An old tunnel had already "been electrified in 1909 with
thsss three-phase system , hut it was decided to construct a new tun-
nel and to adopt the single-phase system as being "best suitable for
the required service.. On the trolley is used 11000 volts which 'tension
is lowered in the locomotive to operate single-phase motors , which in
turn drive direct-current generators for the supply of direct-current
energy to the traction motors.
Power is la* ought from a large power system, which scheme has the
advantage over independent s ingle©phase generation that the power-
produced .during regenerative braking can be ahsojfcfred by this system
and thus the wasting of this energy in a complicated, rheostat arrange-
ment is avoided.

dii jtic i' ~ o .. . x 2i. .XL,; a jo —
'i'here are many inter urban railways using the d ir ec t-c urre i it sys-
tem. For this type of service the direct-current system is undoubted-
ly the better one, "because motor-car operation is mostly used and be-
cause tne trains/vhawc to oper<».te on old 600 volt direct—current lines
in and around the cities which brings about that the single-phase e-
quipraent would be heavier and more complicated than normally,
Furthermore, the power is generally bought from the large power
companies so that conversion to direct-current was considered more
economical. Therefore, since 19 10 no new o ingle -phase interurban
lines have, been built and a number of the old ones have been changed
to direct-current,
a)
The most important main line electrification using direct-current
is the Chicago, kilwaukee and St, Paul Railway,' Decisive for the choice
of this system was the favorable experiences obtained at the Butte,
Anaconda, & Pacific^ Railway using 2400 volts direct-current and also
because the power should be bought from the Montana Power Company at a
frequency of GO cycles, so that conversion was necessary anyway. Cre-
dit is given for the power obtained through regenerative braking and
besides j this form of braking is very desirable from can operating view-
point because of the long grades and the heavy trains.
It was first considered to use 2400 volts tension, but it was found
that 5000 volts gave lower cost of installation and of maintenance, so
this tension was used throughout and also on a subsequent extension.
The Few York Central Railroad has recently announced a very im-
portant scheme of electrification of its main line to Buffalo. The
direct-current system will be used.
c
£05
The only three-phase railway in the United States was the elec-
trification in 1909 of a long tunnel -through the Cascade Mountains
of the main line of the Great Northern Railway* It had. become neces-
sary to electrify this tunnel in order to eliminate the serious smoke
conditions JOT* to improve operating conditions through the tunnel.
The three-phase system was used "because of the induction motor's i '
strong construction and. its possibility of regenerative braking which
was then not developed, satisfactorily for the single-phase motor.
The complicated overhead system and the inflexibility of opera-
tion due to the constant speed characteristic of the three-pha.se
motor caused the abandonment of this system in 1927 when a new tunnel
through the Cascade range was constructed ;and the heavy grades of the
Cascades were .electrified with the s ingle-phase system,
olkiil^-PKABB dYBThh VERBIS DIP(£Cx'?CURKEITT SYSTEM
The relative merits of the two systems hasfc probably been more,
zealously discussed in America than in any 6ther country and. has un-
doubtedly delayed the electrification of railwyas in this country
more than anything else, When one reads a statement from a proponent
of the direct-current system one is led. to the belief that that is the
only one suitable for electri traction and vice versa.
,
The General Electric Company has always favored the direct-cur-
rent system and some, statements from this source 'svl/tll be referred to,
"The initial expense and cost of upkeep of rolling stock equipment
with single-phase corarautating motor's is fully double that of cars hav-
ing the same seating capacity and equipped with direct-current motors,
ITo new installations ( of the nimple single-phase s-ystemhave been made
for the past two years, (I9II-I3), and several . a ingle-phase roads are
being changed over to direct-current as fast as financial conditions
will permit.

"However, a ..ore modern alter na ting-current system is the j^lit-phase
system which seen* to meet operating requirements satisfactorily • The
following bable gives a comparison between the total efficiency for
the distribution system and locomotives for a direct-current system
and the split-phase system. 2400 volts
Split-phase Direct-current
Freight Service DistributionLocomotives
system
70.5$
73.1$
system
66.0$
84.5$
Combined Efficiency 51* 55.7$
Passe nger Service
Distribution
Locomotives
70.5$
61.9$
66.0$
87 . 1$
Combined Efficiency 43 » o; o
"The total amount of electrical apparatus is greater and, therefore,
the first cost higher and the efficiency lower with the split-phase
than with the direct-current system. Furthermore^ interference pro-
tection for the split-phase system may amount to $2,500 per mile or
more . "
Against this perhaps a little biased statement let us briefly
review the advantages and disadvantages of the direct-current high-
tension system:
The technical advantages of this system are
:
1) Simple and reliable locomotives with good utilization of
material, good efficiency and characteristics.
2) The locomotives can, at least for 1500 volts, be built com-
po.ratively light, cheap and with low maintenance costs.
3) The 1500 volts system is more suitable than the single-phase
system for motor car operation, which is of importance for interurban
service. The 3000 volts system, which is less suitable for such pur-
poses, gives a natural extension of the 1500 volts system for longer
lines with .heavier trains' and less dense traffic. By such an exten-
sion the cooperation of light and heavy traffic can be insured.
4) The direct-current system causes less disturbance on- commun-
ication-circuitB than the single-phase system..

The technict.1 disadvantages of the direct-current system are;
1) The comparatively low tension on the trolley line necessity
ates for lines with heavy traffic or of great length heavy and costly
feeders and besides this it probably does not offer the same overload
capacity or reserve for future traffic increases %8 does the single-
phase system.
2) The direct-current may cause great disturbances due to elec-
trolysis on adjacent .iron constructions, woter or gas pipes or cables.

GEi yjij\L_ COllCUJfilG, [S
It is very interesting to note the reasons for the great comp-
lexity of electric railways • The difference of opinion regarding the
advisability of adopting any one of the many systems in actual use ar-
ises from different geographical conditions in the various countries
and also from political and local considerations.
]?or example one of the main reasons why Prance adopted the direct-
current system was "because of the interference of the alter nat ing-
current with their communication circuits and the great expen.se in
changing them to prevent such interference/ In Germany, on the other
hand, it was not found necessary to take any special precautions
against that.
These opposing conclusions are due partly to the different tech-
nics of the two countries, but mainly to the fact that in France over-
head telephone and telegraph wires are used which are very susceptible
to interference , whereas in Germany* the practice is to use communica-
tion cables which are well protected against interference*
A reason of a more political nature is that whereas in Germany
both railway and telegraph lines are opeterated by the Government, in
Prance the railways are privately owned, but the government disposes
gratis of the railway land for its telephone and telegraph wires •
ihe
Thus in Germ;.my due regard would be given tby telegraph adminis-
tration to the railway administration, whereas in France the tele-
phone and telegraph lines^ if it was found necessary to move them, had
to be moved by the particular state administration at the expense of
the railway company and the latter would have no control over the plans
and expenditure for the work.

#1 .
Thus it is seer, that the considerations that enter into the ques-
tion of selecting a system may be of financial and political art; re-
gard to the domestic industry or to foreign connections; the volume
and nature of traffic; the geographical nature of the country; nature
f
of national resources, i.e. whether it is in the form of coal or wa.ter
power; connection to existing railway systems or power systems, etc.
As has "been pointed out previously there is generally no justifi-
cation in changing over from one system to another ^ when first a choice
has been made, because one system is about as good as the other.
Put Ure Developments
How the development in the future will be in regard to technics
and economics y£ is not possible to predict. Both the single -phase
and the direct-current systems are in rapid development. Neither of
them can be said to be perfect, or to offer a fully satisfactory solu-
tion of the problems of electric traction, yet, with both systems many
difficulties have been overcome fey concentrated effort and constant
improvements
.
This gives the assurance that the last word has not been said in
regard to the faiture status of the single-phase versus the direct-cur-
rent system. As to the direct-current system great improvements can
be expected, in regard to conversion methods. The mercury-ace rectifier
is being constantly improved by the efforts of the Brown Bowert. Company
and the General Electric Company and the latter company has undertaken
the development of the kenotronfo to be sure so far only for limited
power Output.
The automatization of the substations ha"® been perfected to a
high degree
,
particularly in America, and this permits a material re-
duct ion of operating expenses .-'"But also in the field of single-phase
traction -can great improvements be expected. Experiments have been

carried on for several years in Germany with a three-phase to single-'
phase converter in one machine whereby the efficiency of such conver-
sion will be greatly increased. The automatization of the transformer
stations is also a problem to which much attention is given.
To compare the progress of the different systems with any degree
of certainty is„ not possible at the present time and it is, therefore,
safe to say that the question alternating-current versus direct-cur-
rent system will still for may years be an open question.
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